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SINGLE SONG LESSONS

These “mini-lessons” feature a single song, instrumental or technique that our Homespun instructors felt 

would be valuable for you to learn. Each one will give you plenty to work on and will give you a valuable 

additon to your repertoire. 

These terrific lessons, each focused on teaching a specific song, can be downloaded for $7.95 
each, unless otherwise indicated.

“Beefsteak When I’m Hungry”

Blues in E by James “Son” Thomas
Taught by Toby Walker

Big Bill Broonzy’s  
“Glory Of Love”
Taught by Happy Traum

“Big Island” 

Slack Key Style In Open G
Taught by Mike Dowling

“Blues For Freida”

New Ideas For Fingerstyle Creativity
Taught by Eric Skye
30 Minutes, includes music and TAB
$12.95

“Comes And Goes”
Taught by Pete Huttlinger

“Down Yonder”

Flatpicking Solo
Taught by Steve Kaufman

E Blues Double Stops, Harmonized 
Scales and a Few Cool Riffs
Taught by Adam Traum

“Guitar Rag”

A Fingerpicking Instrumental For Dadgad Guitar
Taught by Al Petteway

How and Why To Use A Capo

A Basic Guide For Acoustic Guitarists
Taught by Happy Traum

How To Improvise Great Blues Solos 
With Just A Few Notes
Taught by Toby Walker

“In The Evening When The Sun Goes 
Down”

A Blues Classic
Taught by Happy Traum

“Keep Your Hand On The Plow”

Easy Fingerpicking For Starting Players
Happy Traum

“Little Sadie”

In Dadgad Tuning
Taught by Al Petteway

“Lord Jamie Douglas (Waly Waly)”

Alternate Tuning With Slide For A Scots Slow Air
Taught by Martin Simpson

“Make Me A Pallet”

Two-Lesson Set

Taught by Happy Traum
43 Minutes, Includes Tab
$14.95

“Minor Swing” 

An Easy Introduction to Gypsy Jazz
Taught by Lisa Liu
20 Minutes, Includes Tab and backup tracks

“Miss Delta”

A Slow Blues Instrumental In E
Taught by Mary Flower

“Moonshiner” 

A Classic Folksong
Taught by Adam Traum

“Shenandoah” 

An Easy Fingerstyle Exploration Of An American 
Classic
Taught by Happy Traum

A Six-Pack of Advanced Bluegrass 
Licks 
Taught by Josh Yenne
20 Minutes, Includes includies TAB and audio 
rhythm tracks
$9.95

“Sitting On Top Of The World”

A Country Blues Tune In Dropped D
Taught by Toby Walker

“St. James Infirmary Blues”
Taught by Adam Traum

“Tennessee Waltz”

A Guitar Instrumental In Dropped D
Taught by Happy Traum

“The Parting Glass” 

An Irish Guitar Instrumental
Taught by Al Petteway

“Things Are Looking Up”
Taught by Pete Huttlinger

“Truckin’”  
By The Grateful Dead
Taught by Jeffrey Pepper Rodgers

“Ripple”  
By The Grateful Dead
Taught by Jeffrey Pepper Rodgers

“The Cherry Tree Carol”
Taught by Al Petteway

“Twas On A Night Like This”

Italian Christmas Carol
Taught by Happy Traum
20 Minutes

“We Wish You A Merry Christmas”
Taught by Happy Traum
A Free Download for the Holidays
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Pedal Steel for Guitar Players
Demystifying the Instrument

TAUGHT BY Josh Yenne
80 minutes • DL-YEN-PS21 • Near-Beginner • Download Only $24.95

plus rhythm tracks

In his first video for Homespun, multi-instrumentalist Josh Yenne method-

ically breaks down the basics of the pedal steel from a guitar players 

perspective. Yenne’s clarity as an instructor shines as he walks students 

through the tuning, set up of pedals, use of the bar, blocking, string grips 

and the phrasing ideas to help simplify this complex instrument. 

Multiple camera angles allow you to clearly see what he is doing to 

generate the iconic sounds you hear on numerous country songs. As an 

added bonus, the backing tracks he is playing along with are provided 

separately, so you can easily practice along with the video. Josh also 

gives his thoughts on amplifier choices and how to use the volume pedal, 

which is different from how a guitar player might use it.

If you have a pedal steel that is collecting dust because you couldn’t understand how it works, or if you’ve 

tried to figure it out on your own and haven’t been able to crack the code, this lesson will be a great 

resource that will quickly get you making music.

EXTRA! Play-along audio rhythm tracks for a great practice session.

Blues Piano Explorations
Minor and Major Blues

TAUGHT BY Dav id Bennett  Cohen
TWO DVD SET  DL-COH-PE23  • Download Only $39.95

NOTE! There is no printed music with this course. From David Bennett 

Cohen: “When I teach, I very rarely use written music. The stuff I teach 

is really not meant to be read, and my teaching is very clear and easy 

to follow.”

DVD 1: Playing in Minor Keys
DL-COH-PE21 • Level 4 • Download Only $24.95

The first lesson of this two-part video series concentrates on playing 

blues in minor keys. It’s packed with essential music instruction and it 

features blues scales, chord progressions, riffs, runs and solos that will 

build on any piano student’s skills and musical technique.

David covers a wide range of blues styles and feels: a guitar-derived 

“half-clave” calypso-like rhythm; a cool slow blues; shuffles; and 

syncopated rhythms. David provides innumerable insights into blues 

improvisation and musicianship that will enhance every piano player’s 

ability to bring real depth to their music.

DVD 2: Playing in Major Keys
DL-COH-PE22 • Level 4 • Download Only $24.95

In Lesson  2, David looks at intermediate-level tunes and improvisations 

in a variety of major keys. Both back-up accompanists and soloists 

will learn powerful piano moves that will increase your rhythmic and 

harmonic development and help you shine at the keyboard.

David starts his lesson with a strong shuffle rhythm in the key of C, 

and teaches three variations that can be intertwined and applied to 

other tunes with this rhythmic feel. He briefly references his extensive 

guitar background, showing how a guitar line in the key of A can 

be turned into a strong piano riff.  Throughout this lesson, David 

clearly explains the theory behind the notes in order to deepen 

your understanding of how the music works. You’ll learn songs, 

turnarounds, chord substitutions, a cool “Mojo” style groove, great 

runs and musical ideas that will add power and color to your piano 

repertoire.

RECENT RELEASES

https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/pedal-steel-for-guitar-players/
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/pedal-steel-for-guitar-players/
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/blues-piano-explorations-two-lesson-set/
DLCOHPE21
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/blues-piano-explorations-1/
DLCOHPE21
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/blues-piano-explorations-1/
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Blues For Freida
New Ideas for Fingerstyle Creativity

TAUGHT BY Er ic  Skye
30 minutes • DL-SKY-EGT21 • Level 4 • Download Only $12.95

Includes music and tab booklet files to download.

Often billed as an acoustic jazz guitarist, Eric Skye actually occupies 

a unique niche between traditional acoustic music, modal jazz, folk, and 

blues. A lifetime of musical interests has led him to have a fully realized and 

wide-ranging style that is all threaded together with a healthy respect for the 

groove, and a passion for up close, uncluttered, and unadulterated acoustic 

tone.

In this 30-minute Homespun lesson, Eric teaches his original song, “Blues 

for Freida,” a stunningly beautiful minor-key instrumental featuring simple yet 

innovative chord voicings that will excite any intermediate player.

In a thoughtful, methodical way, Eric teaches the chords and the melody, then discusses how he approaches 

variations and soloing. His clear and concise instruction will inspire you to dig deeper into applications for 

these stunning musical lines that are woven throughout this piece. 

This lesson is chock full of great ideas for any fingerstyle guitar instrumental you may choose to write or 

arrange.

Ukulele for Guitar Players
The Basics and Beyond

TAUGHT BY Adam Traum
TWO DVD SET  DL-ADA-UK23 • Download Only $39.95

Includes music and tab booklet files to download.

DVD 1: The Basics
DLADAUK21 • Level 1 • Download Only $24.95

Adam Traum has created a set of basic ukulele lessons that’s taught 

from a guitar player’s perspective. In this first of two lessons, he 

demonstrates the similarities and differences between the ukulele and 

guitar, and shows how to take first position guitar chord knowledge and 

immediately apply it to the ukulele. 

Adam starts with the foundations of how the two instruments are 

related, discussing the choices between reentrant, or high G tuning, 

and low G. He quickly gets into basic two- and three-chord songs 

in multiple keys, teaching right hand techniques as well as chord 

inversions and other tips and tricks to get you playing right away. The 

lesson progresses with closed position chords that contain easy licks 

and phrases that will make the relatively simple songs more interesting. 

In the lesson, Adam covers He’s Got the Whole World in His Hands in C, F and Bb; Down By the Riverside 

in C, F and G; When the Saints Go Marching In in C, A and D; Roll in My Sweet Baby’s Arms in F and 

Bb. He closes the lesson with the picking-hand driven Cuckoo Bird, which incorporates a banjo-like 

clawhammer technique that’s accessible but still challenging. 

DVD 2: Beyond the Basics
DL-ADA-UK22 • Level 4 • Download Only $24.95

In his second “Ukulele for Guitar Players” cross-training video, Adam 

moves to more advanced techniques than he covered in the first 

lesson. After a brief breakdown of transposing from first position 

chords on the guitar to the ukulele, he digs into closed position chords, 

licks and picking hand ideas for more complex songs. 

He starts with jug band perennial, Stealin’, and quickly moves to the 

blues classic, Hesitation Blues, where he shows licks, chords up the 

neck and some fun breaks. 

Wayfaring Stranger, in D minor, uses hammer-ons and pull-offs along 

with moveable closed chord voicings, while Wanderin’, taught in the 

key of F, is in the vein of Vernon Dalhart’s version. Adam shows you a 

variety of major and minor chords and includes a cool string-bending 

riff at the turnaround. 

Adam ends his lesson with the Stephen Foster classic, Beautiful 

Dreamer, which lends itself beautifully to the reentrant tuned ukulele, using expressive double-stops and 

a mix of first position and closed chords. 

DLCOHPE21
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/ukulele-for-guitar-players-dvd-two/
DLCOHPE21
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/ukulele-for-guitar-players-dvd-two/
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RECENT RELEASES

RE-RELEASES

Take the Lead!
Easy Steps to Begin Creating Guitar Solos

TAUGHT BY Adam Traum
130 minutes • DL-ADA-LD21 • Near-Beginner • Download Only $24.95

Includes tab booklet and backup practice audio files to download.

Learning guitarists: Do you know your basic guitar chords but want to 

take your playing to a new level by picking out melodic solos?  If so, 

you’ll love Adam Traum’s new course! Using familiar folk and bluegrass 

classics as examples, Adam shows in clear, simple instruction how to 

build single-string melodies and, eventually, have the tools to start im-

provising lead breaks.

Working in the keys of C, G, D, A and E, Adam starts by teaching the 

basic melody of each song and the scale notes for that key. The songs 

you’ll learn in this lesson are: I’ll Fly Away, The Banks of the Ohio, Wor-

ried Man’s Blues, The Streets of Laredo, Will the Circle Be Unbroken, 

Make Me a Pallet on Your Floor, and Salty Dog Blues.

Extra! Audio backup tracks for each song at slow and fast speeds for the ultimate practice session.  

These are MP3 files and can be played anywhere.

Blues in A (Several Ways)
Basic Guitar Techniques For Playing Solo or With Others 

TAUGHT BY Mary F lower
90 minutes • DVD-FLW-BA21 • Early Intermediate 

DVD $29.95 • Download $24.95
Includes Music and Tab file on DVD to View or Print. Instructions included.

On this enthralling, user-friendly lesson, the great fingerpicking blues 

artist Mary Flower gives early/intermediate guitarists the tools for 

developing easy but effective solos in the key of A. She teaches a 

variety of interchangeable parts, so you and another player can trade 

licks, or you can simply use them yourself in an improvised solo. 

Even more experienced blues players will learn many new and useful 

things from this lesson. Playing a steady “dead-thumb” bass, Mary starts 

with two-string moveable shapes for building simple solos at the first 

position, and then gradually moves up the neck to create a powerful 

sequence of licks and chord shapes. 

By the time you have worked through these moves you’ll have a complete overview of this beautiful and 

immensely playable guitar key. 

Bluegrass Summit: A Tribute to Don Stover
FEATURING Bill Keith, Jim Rooney, Laurie Lewis, Tom Rozum,  

Béla Fleck, Tony Trischka, Chesapeake  

and a Special Appearance by Don Stover 

90 Minutes • DL-STV-PF21 • Level All • Download Only $19.95

This rare archival concert footage documents a truly historic occasion. In November 1994, some 

of America’s top bluegrass musicians - Laurie Lewis, Tom Rozum, Béla Fleck, Tony Trischka, 

Bill Keith and Jim  Rooney, Chesapeake and others - got  together to celebrate the life and 

work of the popular banjo player, Don Stover. The artists, all close friends and admirers of Don, gathered 

together in a powerful show of love and support and, in the process, created an evening of unsurpassed 

joy and musicianship.

Great Rhythm Grooves for Electric Guitar
Classic Funk and R&B Licks, with Louis Johnson and Tetsugi Ogawa
80 minutes • DL-ALX-GT21 • Intermediate •Download Only $19.95

Learn Alex Weir’s unique rhythm parts, single-string lines and funk riffs that enhanced 

some of the biggest hit songs by Talking Heads, Tom Tom Club, Jerry Harrison and The 

Brothers Johnson. Alex teaches a variety of fascinating ideas and gives invaluable advice 

on pick speed, rhythmic development, tonal variations, damping, hand and wrist positions, 

timing and lots more. Learn the great funk, R&B and pop rhythm parts that will add just 

the right groove to make a good guitarist better, and to make a band really cook!
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Jewels of Acoustic Blues Guitar VOL 1

Five Classics for Fingerstyle Guitarists 

TAUGHT BY Rainer Brunn
60 minutes • DL-RAI-GT21 • Intermediate •  
Download Only $24.95
Includes Tab file to download. Instructions included.

In his first lesson for Homespun, the excellent German fingerstyle blues 

artist Rainer Brunn teaches five classic numbers that will bolster your rep-

ertoire and expand your arsenal of licks. His clear and focused lesson will 

add some real “jewels” to your repertoire while expanding your country 

blues vocabulary and technique.

Keep It Clean will keep your fingers busy with slides, licks and great 

runs; Frank Stokes’ Downtown Blues utilizes a steady bass along with some 

thumb/index finger eighth notes and groovy syncopations in the melody; 

the always popular Hesitation Blues, in E minor, incorporates dynamic chord 

inversions and single-string lines to achieve a beautiful chord/melody arrangement; Willie Brown’s M & O Blues 

is a real gem, with some very cool embellishments, licks and phrases. The lesson closes with Jelly Roll Morton’s 

classic Buddy Bolden’s Blues, fun to play with some powerful contrapuntal lines that will add to any guitar player’s 

bag of tricks.

Jewels of Acoustic Blues Guitar VOL 2

Five More Classics for Fingerstyle Guitarists

TAUGHT BY Rainer Brunn
75 minutes • DL-RAI-GT22 • Intermediate •  
Download Only $24.95
Includes Tab file to download. Instructions included.

In his second lesson for Homespun, the excellent German fingerstyle 

blues artist, Rainer Brunn, teaches five more classic numbers that will 

bolster your repertoire and expand your arsenal of licks. 

Rainer opens the lesson with Tight Like That, a fun Tampa Red song 

that features a cool bass walk, filled with licks and great runs. Working out 

of the G shape, Willie Brown’s Ragged and Dirty utilizes a steady bass along 

with a recurring sliding syncopation in the left hand.

The perennial favorite Saint James Infirmary, in E minor, incorporates 

moving and dynamic chord inversions and single-string lines to achieve a 

beautiful chord/melody arrangement.

Rainer does a great version of the Delmore Brothers’ Deep River Blues, 

which pays tribute to Doc Watson, but has a unique break arrangement that adds to previous incarnations of 

this Americana classic.

The lesson closes with “Kansas” Joe McCoy’s Joliet Bound, which has a syncopated groove out of the G posi-

tion and an infectious groove filled with runs and a melody that will be a great addition to any picker’s repertoire.

Rainer Brunn’s clear and focused lesson will add more “jewels” to your repertoire while expanding your 

country blues vocabulary and technique. 

Enrich Your Playing  
With Dropped D Tuning
Easy Tunes in a Variety of Keys 

TAUGHT BY Happy Traum
90 minutes •DL-HAP-DD21 • Early Intermediate •Download Only $24.95

Includes music/tab to download. Instructions included.

Here’s a beautiful and versatile way to play songs and instrumentals on 

your guitar. Happy Traum shows you harmony-filled tunes in the keys of 

D, G and A while building your basic fingerstyle technique and increasing 

your musical skills.

The famous old spiritual, Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, in the “home” key 

of D, is the perfect introduction to the chord positions and right hand 

patterns you’ll need. Starting with the simplest beginner’s version, you’ll 

gradually build this iconic song into a full-fledged arrangement, complete 

with harmonies, alternate chord positions and bass lines. Other songs 

you’ll enjoy playing include: The funky jug band tune, Morning Blues; an 

alternating-thumb ragtime tune,The Homespun Rag; The Carter Family’s The Storms Are On the Ocean; 

and New Stranger Blues, a classic 12-bar blues featuring a really cool walking bass that will make it a 

stand-out in any playing situation. 

https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/jewels-of-acoustic-blues-guitar/
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/jewels-of-acoustic-blues-guitar-2/
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/jewels-of-acoustic-blues-guitar/
https://www.homespun.com/shop/product/jewels-of-acoustic-blues-guitar-2/
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The Blues Guitar 
Styles of 
Memphis Minnie
Unlocking Dazzling 
Songs, Licks and Solos 
of a Master Musician
Taught by Del Rey
DVD-DEL-MM21 • $29.95 
• Download $24.95
Level 3  • 90 minutes • 
Includes Music and Tab 
on DVD

Memphis Minnie was one of the greatest fingerpicking 

guitarists of the Twentieth Century, part of the backbone 

of African American blues history. Del Rey knows her 

songs and styles better than anyone, and she brings 

them to vibrant life on this thoroughly entertaining, en-

lightening and exciting DVD lesson. Songs : Drunken 

Barrelhouse Blues • You Can’t Rule Me • Caught Me 

Wrong Again • I Don’t Want That Junk Out Of You • 

Soo Cow Soo • Ain’t No Use to Tell On Me • When the 

Levee Breaks • Chickasaw Train • more.

Memphis  
Uke Party
Blues, Novelty Tunes 
and Jug Band Classics 
for Ukulele 
Taught by Del Rey 
DVD-DEL-PR21 

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • 90 minutes 
Includes Music and Tab 
on DVD

Funky, groovy, bluesy… 

these terms haven’t usually been associated with the 

ukulele - until now! Del Rey makes the uke the coolest 

instrument around with her versions of blues and jug 

band tunes from Gus Cannon, the Memphis Jug Band, 

Frank Stokes, Bo Carter and other giants of ‘20s string 

band music.

You’ll soon be playing seven songs, Songs: Satisfied • 

Tired Chicken • Bottle Up and Go • Tappin’ That Thing 

• The Lord’s Gonna Step On You • Downtown Blues #2 

• No Junk Out of You.

Take Command 
of Your 
Fretboard!
A Practical Approach to 
Understanding Chords 
and Melody Through 
Blues, Gospel and 
Fingerstyle Originals 
Taught by Woody Mann
Two-DVD Set

$39.95 • Download $34.95
DVD-MAN-FB29  • Level 3 

2 hours 30 minutes • Includes Music and Tab on DVD

This extraordinary 2-DVD set will give you an under-

standing of the fretboard and build your guitar playing to 

new levels. Among the ten powerful pieces that Woody 

teaches are four gospel songs he learned directly from 

Rev. Gary Davis; tunes that incorporate licks and styles 

of Lonnie Johnson and Eddie Lang; and Woody’s own 

beautiful fingerstyle compositions. He provides a virtual 

“toolbox of techniques” that will help you develop a true 

“two-handed” style on the guitar.

Classic Rock, 
Country and 
Blues Drumming
Conversation and 
Performances by a 
Beloved Musical Icon

Taught by Levon Helm
Featuring The Band: Garth 
Hudson, Rick Danko, Jim 
Weider, Randy Ciarlante 
and Guest Keyboardist 
Aaron (Professor Louie) 
Hurwitz.

DVD-LEV-DM21  • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
105 minutes • Level All 
Includes music booklet on DVD

Take a lesson from a true rock legend! The late Levon 

Helm’s music reflected a cross-section of American 

roots music: Delta blues, country, rockabilly, R&B and, 

of course, the indelible music of The Band. Hear this 

born storyteller’s fascinating insights into the music 

and lore that helped shape rock ’n’ roll history! 

Mandolin  
Licks-ercises
Licks, Tunes and 
Exercises for Beginning 
and Intermediate 
Players 
Taught by Dix Bruce
DVD-DIX-MN21 • $29.95 
Download $24.95
Level 2 • 120 minutes 
Includes Music and Tab 
on DVD

Improving your mandolin technique does not have to 

employ mind-numbing drills and exercises. Dix Bruce 

shows you licks, solos, kick-offs, endings and complete 

tunes that will hone your skills so that even near-

beginners can use them in real-life playing situations.

As the lesson progresses, you’ll also build arrange-

ments for All the Good Times Are Past and Gone • 

In the Pines • Will the Circle Be Unbroken and other 

bluegrass and old-time classics.
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Basic Mandolin 
for Guitar 
Players
A Jumpstart for 
Mandolin
Taught by Adam 
Traum
DL-ADA-MN21  

Download ONLY $24.95
Level 1 • 80 minutes 
Includes Music and Tab 
on pdf

Adam’s lesson is for any player interested in getting 

into the mandolin. Starting with simple first position 

chords in the key of G, Adam quickly advances to the 

bluegrass standards fills, double-stops, tremolo and 

familiar bluegrass riffs, including a Bill Monroe-style 

descending run, and introduces closed chords for 

chopping and more rhythmic complexity. 

(Note: Non-guitarists will benefit just as much.)

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!



AUTOHARP 

Bryan Bowers’ 
Autoharp 
Techniques
Developing Your Skills
DVD-BOW-AU21 • 85 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 

Bryan Bowers astounds and 

entertains audiences every-

where with his powerful stage 

presence and autoharp virtu-

osity. On this instructive and 

entertaining DVD, he breaks down his techniques for play-

ers who want to get beyond simple strumming and into 

more interesting song arrangements and solo instrumental 

styles.

ACCORDION

Accordion Styles 
and Techniques
Taught by Joey Miskulin
DVD-MIS-AC21 • 80 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3

With his powerful command 

of a wide variety of genres, 

Joey Miskulin shows how to 

play everything from polkas 

to cajun, Tex-Mex to cow-

boy, country to rock. Using a 

variety of popular tunes, he 

teaches and demonstrates the important techniques that 

will help accordionists improve tone, speed, control and 

play on a whole new level.

Professor Louie’s 
Rock and Blues 
Accordion
A Complete Course  
for the Beginner 
Taught by Aaron 
“Professor Louie” Hurwitz
DVD-HUR-AC21 • 120 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1  
Includes music + diagrams

Keyboardist and producer 

Aaron “Professor Louie” Hurwitz provides all the basics, then 

gets beginning accordionists right into blues and rock rhythms 

and riffs. Especially good for pianists who want to get into 

different sounds and grooves. 

Learn to Play Irish 
Concertina
Taught by John Williams
DVD-WIL-CN21 • 65 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 
Includes music + diagrams

In this easy beginner’s DVD, 

John Williams explains the 

fundamentals of the 20 or 30 

key Anglo concertina: how to 

hold the instrument, use the 

keys, bellows and air but-

ton and how to move beyond the basic C and G scales. 

He teaches five tunes in note-for-note detail: Oro (Se Do 

Bheatha Bhaile) • Jimmy Ward’s Jig • The Kesh Jig 

• Bobby Casey’s Jig • Last Night’s Fun.

Learn to Play 
Cajun Accordion
Taught by Dirk Powell
Two-DVD Set 

 DVD-POW-AC23 • $49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One: Starting Out

DVD-POW-AC21  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 •  75 minutes   
Includes written material

The one-row button accordion 

creates the defining sound 

that drives the waltzes and two-steps beloved by enthu-

siasts of Cajun music. Dirk Powell’s step-by-step approach 

makes it easy to start playing immediately. He teaches how 

to hold the instrument, use the bellows, find the notes, and 

play “double” (octaves) - the essence of the Cajun style. 

Includes detailed instruction for playing some of the most 

popular Cajun dance tunes: La Valse de Quatre-vingt-dix-

neuf Ans (The 99 Year Waltz) • The High Point Two-Step 

• Johnny Can’t Dance.

DVD Two: Intermediate and Advanced Techniques

DVD-POW- AC22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 3 • 60 minutes • Includes written material

The accordionist in the popular Cajun band Balfa Toujours 

takes his exploration of the instrument beyond the basics. 

Dirk Powell covers topics such as ornamentation, syncopa-

tion, phrasing, anticipating the bellows changes, creating 

rhythmic effects and many other techniques to get a real 

hot Cajun sound. The songs include The Wafus Two-Step 

• Lafayette Playboy Waltz • Hick’s Wagon Wheel Special 

• Dimanche Apres-midi (Sunday Afternoon).

Learn to Play Irish 
Button Accordion
Taught by John Williams
DVD-WIL-AC21 • 70 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 •  Includes music

John Williams is a virtuoso on 

both concertina and two-row 

button accordion. This DVD 

teaches basics like holding 

the accordion, first scales, 

bass notes, chords, arpeggios, 

scales in triplets, waltz rhythm 

and more, plus five traditional Irish tunes: Oro (Se Do 

Bheatha Bhaile) • Saddle the Pony • Napoleon Crossing 

the Rhine • Sporting Nellie • Sally Gardens.

Learn to Play 
Autoharp
Taught by  
John Sebastian
DVD-SEB-AU21  
$29.95  
Download $19.95

Level 1 • 60 minutes

A step-by-step learn-

ing guide to the au-

toharp – one of the 

most beautiful (and 

easiest) traditional 

instruments. In-

cludes detailed instruction on holding it, proper use 

of the chord buttons, strumming and fingerpicking 

techniques and how to pick out melodies and play 

instrumentals in the styles of the great traditional 

players.
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Tex-Mex Accordion
Taught by Flaco Jimenez 
and Tim Alexander
DVD-FLO-AC21 • 70 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1  
Includes music + diagrams

A Tex-Mex legend teaches 

the spicy music of the bor-

der country as played on 

the  popular three-row button 

accordion. Phrase-by-phrase 

instruction teaches everything needed to make authentic 

Norteño music. Include classics such as: La Paloma • Viva 

Seguin • La Tuna • more. 

BOOK/CD SET.. . .        
Tex-Mex 
Accordion 
Practice Session
Played by  
Tim Alexander and  
Max Baca
CDL-TIM-PT01 
Level 1 
1 CD 
Includes music + diagrams 
Download $17.95 
Tex-Mex accordion students 

will get their chops together 

with this terrific play-along system! Tim Alexander and Max 

Baca play eleven great tunes, both at performance tempo 

and at learning speed (half-tempo) so accordionists can 

practice along with them. Students’ melody playing will 

dramatically improve, and they’ll develop a solid rhythmic 

sense with the accompanist on the CD functioning as a 

“musical metronome.” This program is a perfect compan-

ion to the Homespun instructional DVD Tex-Mex Accordion.

Five-String Banjo 
for Beginners
Taught by Happy Traum
DVD-HAP-BJ21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 • Includes music + tab

Pick and sing along with 

Happy Traum with this clear, 

easy, hands-on lesson. Happy 

teaches a wide variety of 

country and folk tunes in 

traditional banjo style. Learn 

right-hand picking patterns, 

hammer-ons, slides and pull-offs, and more.

Singing  
with the Banjo
Songs and Arrangements 
in Clawhammer Style 
Taught by Cathy Fink
DVD-FIN-BJ21 • 105 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Here’s a terrific lesson for 

banjo players who want 

to sing and accompany 

themselves in the old time 

clawhammer style. Grammy Award winner Cathy Fink cov-

ers the basics for beginners, then goes on to show the licks 

and tricks that will add style and excitement to the songs 

of intermediate pickers.

Clawhammer 
Banjo
Taught by David Holt
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-HOL-CL23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One:
DVD-HOL-CL21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

You’ll learn important right 

hand techniques such as sin-

gle- and double- thumbing, 

“continuous” picking, double-thumb rolls and more. Best 

of all, you’ll be playing some terrific arrangements of pop-

ular clawhammer tunes: Cotton-Eye Joe • Cripple Creek • 

Jawbone and more.

DVD Two:
DVD-HOL-CL22 • 55 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes tab

David tackles the more advanced picking that gives the 

clawhammer style its drive, power and complexity: dou-

ble-thumb rolls, brush rolls and other right hand moves. Songs: 

Shady Grove • Little Sadie • Cumberland Gap and more.

The Banjo of Ralph 
Stanley
DVD-RAL-BJ21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 •  Includes tab

This intimate look at Ralph 

Stanley’s pioneering banjo 

style begins with the first 

tunes he learned in the old-

time clawhammer technique, 

and progresses through the 

three-finger bluegrass picking 

he helped make famous. In-

cludes performances by Ralph and the Clinch Mountain Boys.

Beginning 
Bluegrass 
Banjo
Taught by  
Pete Wernick
DVD-WER-BJ21 
$29.95 
Download $24.95

Level 1 • 100 
minutes Includes tab

You may never have 

touched a banjo be-

fore, but Pete (Dr. 

Banjo) Wernick will 

have you picking right from the opening minutes 

of this DVD. By the time you finish, you’ll be accom-

panying songs, playing solos, and will have learned 

basic chords, slides, hammer-ons and pull-offs, 

right-hand “rolls” in the three-finger bluegrass style 

and lots more. More than a dozen easy bluegrass 

songs are taught, including: Buffalo Gals • Mama 

Don’t ‘Low • Columbus Stockade • Shady Grove • 

Roll in my Sweet Baby’s Arms • lots more.

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!
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Get Started on  
5-String Banjo
Taught by David Holt
DVD-HOL-BJ21  • 45 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 • Tab File on DVD 
to View or Print. Instructions 
Included

With his easy-to-follow, 

good-humored manner, David 

Holt can get anyone started 

on 5-string banjo. Here he 

teaches the parts of the banjo, 

how to hold it, how to get it in tune and the simple chords, 

strums and basic picking beginners will need to play their 

favorite traditional songs.

Old-Time Banjo 
Styles
Taught by Mike Seeger 
with special guests Doc 

Watson, Kirk Sutphin, Greg 

Hooven, Etta Baker, Joe 

and Odell Thompson and 

Backstep

DVD-SEE-BJ21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

The late Mike Seeger’s exper-

tise in two- and three-finger 

picking, clawhammer, and other old-time styles comes 

across clearly in this instructional session. Special work-

shop performances by some of the country’s top traditional 

players give banjo students rare insight into the subtle 

beauty of this uniquely American music. Produced by 

Smithsonian/Folkways and Homespun Video.

Old-Time Banjo
Clawhammer Style 
Taught by Frank Lee 
with the Freight Hoppers

DVD-FRA-BJ21  • 55 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes tab

Frank Lee breaks down the 

traditional clawhammer style 

that has become his trade-

mark. He teaches seven great 

tunes and the techniques that 

make his playing stand out in 

the field of old-time players.

Bluegrass Banjo 
Don Reno Style
Taught by  
Don Wayne Reno 
with special guest  

Dale Reno (guitar)

DVD-REN-BJ21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 •  Includes tab 

The banjo style created by the 

legendary Don Reno melds tra-

ditional bluegrass breakdowns 

with chord-based solos, per-

cussive techniques and flamboyant single-string runs. Don 

Wayne Reno passes on his dad’s groundbreaking techniques 

and great advice as he analyzes eight classic Reno tunes. 

Dixie Breakdown•Banjo Signal • Follow the Leader • Little 

Rock • Getaway • 5 by 8 • Cumberland Gap • more

The Bluegrass 
Banjo of  
Sonny Osborne
Taught by Sonny Osborne 
with special guests Bobby 

Osborne and the Osborne 

Brothers Band, hosted by 

Bill Evans and Tom Adler

DVD-OSB-BJ21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 •  Includes tab 

A legendary figure in the 

world of bluegrass banjo fills 

this lesson with detailed instruction, historical reminis-

cences and insightful advice for all learning banjo pickers. 

Sonny thoroughly analyzes some of his most requested 

tunes, and band performances, with Bobby Osborne on 

vocals, illustrate how the banjo sounds in a classic blue-

grass setting.

The Banjo of  
Eddie Adcock
Lessons from a  
Bluegrass Legend
Taught by Eddie Adcock
DVD-ADC-BJ21  • 75 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4  Includes tab

Eddie Adcock’s groundbreak-

ing style combines traditional 

Scruggs-style bluegrass with 

country, blues, gospel and 

rockabilly sounds. On this fascinating DVD, he analyzes, in 

note-for-note detail, some of his most requested instrumen-

tals in a way that will open up new licks and provide great 

ideas for learning pickers.

Clawgrass 
Banjo
From Clawhammer  
to Bluegrass

Taught by  
Mark Johnson
DVD-JHN-BJ21  
105 minutes 
$29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level 3    
Includes tab

Mark Johnson has 

revolutionized the art 

of clawhammer banjo playing. His trademark tech-

nique, which he calls Clawgrass, combines the  per-

cussive, foot-tapping rhythm of old-time frailing with 

the complex and driving three-finger roll patterns of 

Scruggs style.

Mark starts you off with a basic frailing version of 

Old Joe Clark to establish right hand rhythm control 

and thumb placement. He then takes you through a 

series of two finger drop thumb exercises that lead 

you, step by step, into his Clawgrass style.

With his long-time musical partner, Emory Lester, on 

guitar, Mark performs - and then teaches - six more 

pieces that demonstrate the intricacies and power 

of the Clawgrass banjo style: Cherokee  Shuffle • 

Cold Frosty Morning • Angeline the Baker • Heart-

broken • John Wilkes Booth • Mosby’s Rangers.
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Bluegrass Banjo 
Tunes and 
Techniques
Taught by Tony Trischka 
with David Grier (guitar) 

and Andrea Zonn (fiddle)

DVD-TRI-BJ21 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • 90 minutes  
Includes tab + practice tracks
A top player teaches how 

Earl Scruggs and the other 

bluegrass masters get their 

distinctive sound. Tony Trischka teaches and analyzes ten 

essential bluegrass tunes. Bonus: Audio backup tracks 

for great practice sessions. Songs include: John Henry • 

John Hardy • Nine-Pound Hammer • Cross-Eyed Cricket 

• Soldier’s Joy • Liza Jane • Weeping Willow • Bluegrass 

Blues • Little Maggie • Leather Britches.

Banjo Picking 
Styles
Taught by Bela Fleck
DVD-FLE-BJ21 •60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes tab
Bela Fleck covers bluegrass, 

single-string style, harmonics, 

blues improvisations, Celtic 

sounds and lots more in fas-

cinating arrangements of: 

Texas Bar-B-Que • Natural 

Bridge Suite • Brilliancy • 

John Henry • The Wind That Shakes The Barley.

Banjo 
Arrangements of 
the Kingston Trio
Learn to Play  
Classic Folk Songs
Taught by George Grove
DVD-GRV-BJ21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes tab
A fun and easy lesson for 

those who love the signature 

sound of the Kingston Trio 

and want to sing and play their songs on their banjo. 

Veteran Kingston Trio member George Grove teaches 

classic folk hits: Tom Dooley  • M.T.A • A Worried Man 

• Three Jolly Coachmen • Hard, Ain’t It Hard • Corey, 

Corey • more.

Learn to Play 
Clawhammer 
Banjo
Taught by Bob Carlin
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-CAR-BJ23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: The Basics

DVD-CAR-BJ21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1  • Includes tab
Grab your five-string banjo 

and get ready to frail! Bob covers all the basics of tra-

ditional clawhammer style: hammer-ons, pull-offs, chords, 

scales, tunings, right-hand essentials, slides, double-thumb-

ing the fifth string, and more. Songs include: Shortenin’ 

Bread • Cripple Creek • Liberty • Soldier’s Joy.

DVD Two: Intermediate

DVD-CAR-BJ22 • 50 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 2 • Includes tab
Bob explores clawhammer intricacies for players ready 

to move beyond the basics. Covers: drop-thumb, double 

C- tuning, hammer-ons, pull-offs, slides, variations, endings 

and more. Includes advice on choosing a banjo, plus the 

songs: Arkansas Traveler • Cluck Old Hen • The Eighth 

of  January • Sally Goodin. Each tune is broken down step-

by-step.

Bluegrass  
Banjo Backup
Basic Level
Taught by Pete Wernick
DVD-WER-BU21 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • 120 minutes  
Includes tab
The first important goal for 

beginning banjo players is 

to learn to play with other 

musicians and singers in a 

bluegrass jam session. On this two-hour DVD, one of the 

world’s most experienced banjo teachers provides all the 

tools you need to give rhythmic support, play fill-ins and 

help the music sparkle.

Pete “Dr. Banjo” Wernick developed this lesson espe-

cially for new pickers. Using actual footage of a bluegrass 

jam session, Pete shows in slow and clear detail the tech-

niques you’ll need to fit into a real jamming situation. You’ll 

move from the simplest strum for the total beginner to chord 

vamping, rolls, up-the-neck positions and many of the fill-in 

licks that banjo players use to spark the bluegrass sound.

Make Up Your 
Own Banjo 
Solos
What To Play When 
It’s Your Turn to 
“Take It!”
Taught by  
Pete Wernick
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-WER-SO23 
$49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One

DVD-WER-SO21 • $29.95  Download $24.95  
Level 2 •120 Minutes   Tab file on DVD to View or 
Print. Instructions included.

Pete Wernick teaches how get the most credible 

bluegrass banjo sound, from the simplest “place-

holder” vamps to solos combining melody notes and 

licks with full rolls.

DVD Two: Key of D, C, F, and G (Up the Neck)

DVD-WER-SO22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 • 105 Minutes 
Tab file on DVD to View or Print. Instructions included.

In this follow-up DVD, Pete Wernick makes it easy 

to create convincing solos in common keys that 

normally challenge learning players: D, C, F and G 

- without a capo. Pete explores nine bluegrass stan-

dards, taking each song’s melody and showing how 

to weave it into a full arrangement. Songs: Down in 

the Valley to Pray • Angeline the Baker • more.
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Get Rolling!
An Ultra-Easy No-Fail 
Introduction to  
Bluegrass Banjo 
Taught by Pete Wernick
DVD-WER-NF21 • 60 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 
Includes chords + lyrics
Pete “Dr. Banjo” Wernick gets 

total novices to make good 

banjo music almost immedi-

ately. With only two chords, 

Pete has newcomers strumming and accompanying ten 

bluegrass standards. By learning a third easy chord, they are 

now able to play along with almost any bluegrass song. Next, 

it’s time for the basic banjo rolls that really start sounding like 

bluegrass picking. This super-easy lesson has been time-

tested at Pete’s many workshops and music camps, and it 

works! Includes play-alongs with guest students.

Branching Out on 
Bluegrass Banjo
Taught by Pete Wernick
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-WER-BO23  
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: A Treasury of 
Techniques

DVD-WER-BO21 •110 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab
Hundreds of building blocks 

to create licks, back-ups and 

solos. Learn dozens of left-hand chord groups, versatile right-

hand rolls, classic up-the-neck licks and other techniques.

DVD Two: Putting it All into Practice

DVD-WER-BO22 • 90 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4  • Includes tab
The “big tree of licks,” chord progressions, ascending and 

descending runs, back-ups, modulations from one key to 

another, improvising ideas, favorite Scruggs and Reno-style 

runs and licks and lots more!

The Banjo 
According to  
John Hartford
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-HAT-BJ23   
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One:
DVD-HAT-BJ21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3  • Includes tab
The late John Hartford was the 

extraordinary fiddle and banjo 

man who danced, played and sang to delighted audiences 

at festivals and concerts around the nation and the world.  

The tunes John covers on this lesson include: Cumberland 

Gap,• Old Time River Man • Cripple Creek and his best-

known hit song Gentle on My Mind.

DVD Two:
DVD-HAT-BJ22 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 • Includes tab
A thoughtful and knowledgeable musician, John imparts a 

treasure-trove of ideas and techniques, and banjo arrange-

ments to some of his most requested songs, including the 

classic hit Gentle on My Mind.

Some of the other instrumentals John and Chris demon-

strate include: Leather Britches(backup) • Goin Back to 

Dixie • Cackling Hen • Annual Waltz • Your Tax Dollars at 

Work • Lorena • Boogie • Foggy Mountain Landscape.

 

The Banjo 
Techniques of 
Jens Kruger
Developing Skills, Creativity 
and Musicianship
DVD-KRU-BJ21 • 110 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes tab
A true banjo virtuoso provides 

a detailed roadmap to his 

highly original playing and 

composing,  passing on con-

cepts, exer  cises and gorgeous original tunes to bring banjo 

playing to new heights. Original pieces include: Wind in the 

Wheat • Shower • Waterfall • Sarah • and Mystical..

Classic Bluegrass 
Banjo Solos
Taught by Tony Trischka
DVD-TRI-CB21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab 
Tony Trischka teaches eleven 

classic pieces, prime exam-

ples of banjo playing at its 

best. You’ll learn them, note-

for-note, just as they were 

played by some of the great-

est players in the history of the 

instrument. By learning these tunes you’ll not only expand 

your repertoire, but in the process will also become more 

flexible in your ability to mix up various rolls, play in several 

keys without a capo, and move more freely around the 

neck. Songs include: John Henry • Sitting on Top of the 

World • Gold Rush • Bye Bye Blues • Dixie Breakdown 

• more.

Jens 
Kruger’s  
Banjo 
Method For 
Beginners
An Easy and  
Joyful Way to  
Start Picking

With Uwe Kruger 
(guitar) and Joel 
Landsberg (bass)

DVD-KRU-EB21  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 1 • 90 Minutes 
Tab file on DVD to View or Print. Instructions included.

Banjo virtuoso Jens Kruger has devised a com-

pletely new and different approach to teaching the 

banjo. It’s liberating, inspiring, and will help anyone 

to play in minutes!  Will the Circle Be Unbroken •  

Aunt Rhody • Grandfather’s Clock • Wildwood 

Flower • Old Folks at Home• Shady Grove and 

other favorites in the three-finger banjo style. 

Extra! Play-alongs with the Kruger Brothers Band!
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Southern Banjo 
Styles
Taught by Mike Seeger
Three-DVD Set  
DVD-SB29 • $69.95 • 
Download $59.95

DVD One:
DVD-SB21 • 90 minutes   
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3      
Includes tab + commentary

The late Mike Seeger’s important survey of 19th and 20th 

century banjo styles teaches old-time pieces and traditional 

techniques. Each lesson features a complete performance 

of each song (played on a different banjo), detailed instruc-

tion and historical commentary. Songs: Soon in the Morn-

ing, Babe • Roustabout • Jim Crack Corn • Battle in the 

Horseshoe • Darling Cora • Devil’s Dream • Little Birdie • 

Around the World • Whoopin’ Up Cattle.

DVD Two:
DVD-SB22 • 90 minutes   • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 • Includes tab + commentary
Songs: Flop Eared Mule • Lost Gander • The Sailor and 

the Soldier • American Spanish Fandango • The Last of 

Callahan • Lady Gay • more.

DVD Three:
DVD-SB23  • 110 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95    
Level 3 • Includes tab + commentary
Songs: Down South Blues • Last Night When My Willie 

Come Home • Wabash Blues • Bright Sunny South • Roll 

on John • Needlecase • more.

Play Bluegrass 
Banjo by Ear
Taught by Bill Keith
DVD-KEI-BJ21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2  
This lesson in basic music 

theory will help learning 

banjo players find melody 

and  harmony notes and fully 

understand the fingerboard. 

Com bining this knowledge 

with basic rolls, harmonized 

scales, pentatonic runs and licks, and more will allow anyone 

to develop powerful and creative bluegrass solos – by ear. 

How to Play the  
5-String Banjo
Taught by  
Pete Seeger
DVD-SGR-BJ21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3  • Includes tab
America’s most beloved banjo 

picker teaches his playing 

techniques and more than a 

dozen songs. Features a spe-

cial guest appearance by Doc 

Watson. Pete teaches more 

than a dozen songs including Darlin’ Cory • Lady Gay • 

Risselty Rosselty • Sloop John B •  more.

How to Play the  
5-String Banjo
by Pete Seeger
BKZ-PS01 • $16.95
72 Page Book
Pete’s original manual has 

been updated and re-pub-

lished by Homespun Tapes. 

This classic book is filled with 

songs, music, tablature, pho-

tos, chord charts, harmony 

lessons, tunings, drawings and 

other fascinating items of banjo lore. 

 ALSO AVAILAB LE…

How to Play the 5-String Banjo-
SPECIAL PACKAGE!

Taught by Pete Seeger
DVD-SGR-PK29 • $39.95
DVD + 72 Page Book
Pete’s book “How To Play the 5-String Banjo” 

and his Homespun lesson of the same name 

can be purchased together in this set. 

Learning  
Tenor Banjo
Taught by Buddy Wachter
DVD-WAC-TB21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 
Includes chords + music
This lesson includes theory, 

basic chord formations, pick-

ing and strumming exercises, 

plus other invaluable knowl-

edge necessary for playing 

virtually any tune on the banjo.

 Learning  
Plectrum Banjo
Taught by Buddy Wachter
DL-WAC-PB21 • 90 minutes 
Download Only $19.95
Includes chords + music
This unique, lesson by one of 

the world’s virtuoso 4-string 

banjo artists will benefit begin-

ners and experienced players 

alike. Buddy’s clear, easy-to-

follow instruction will have 

you playing right from the first 

minutes of the video. It’s filled with innumerable tips and 

priceless advice for the learning player and is an essential 

addition to every 4-string player’s collection

Tony 
Trischka’s 
Essential 
Practice 
Techniques 
for Bluegrass 
Banjo
DVD-TRI-PT21 
Level 2 • 50 minutes  
$29.95 
Download $24.95

Includes tab

Here’s a lesson that’s 

a “must-have” for 

bluegrass banjo players at all levels. This nuts-and-

bolts practice session is designed to help players 

improve their timing, strengthen their hands and play 

with precision, power and rhythmic sophistication. It 

is filled with exercises, etudes and workouts covering 

many of the building blocks of bluegrass banjo.

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!
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Clawhammer 
Banjo
The Basics and Beyond
Taught by David Holt
DVD-HOL-CB21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 • Includes tab
“You’ll never be sorry you 
spent time learning the banjo.” 
- David Holt

Want to play clawhammer 

banjo? Here’s a nearly fool-

proof way to learn this popular old-time mountain style! 

David Holt’s easy-to-follow instructions, friendly approach 

and invaluable exercises will have you picking and singing 

in no time.

Bluegrass Banjo 
Licks-Ercises
Turn Powerful 
Exercises Into An 
Arsenal of Banjo 
Licks
Taught by Bill Evans
Two-DVD Set • DVD-EVA-BL23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Scruggs Style

DVD-EVA-BL21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 

•Level 3 • Includes tab
A must-have DVD for every aspiring banjo player, regardless 

of your current playing level. Bill Evans has put together an 

almost encyclopedic array of licks, roll patterns, fretting hand 

embellishments (slides, hammer-ons, pull-offs and chokes) 

and other techniques that make up the essential building 

blocks of traditional and progressive bluegrass banjo styles.

DVD Two: Single String and Melodic Styles

DVD-EVA-BL22 • 55 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab
In his second “Licks-Ercises” DVD, Bill Evans explores con-

temporary banjo techniques in both the “melodic” style, de-

veloped by Bill Keith, and “single-string” style, pioneered by 

Don Reno and, more recently, by modern players such as 

Béla Fleck and others.

Great Banjo 
Lessons - 
Clawhammer Style
Taught By Bob Carlin, 
Mike Seeger,Cathy Fink, 
David Holt, Kirk Sutphin,  
Ralph Stanley, Mark 
Johnson, Frank Lee 
 
DVD-GCB-CB21 • 90 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $19.95
Level All • Tab file on DVD. 
The eight lessons on this DVD 

represent clawhammer instruction at its very best. Each seg-

ment, taught by a master of the instrument, has been chosen 

to give beginning and advanced players alike new techniques, 

tunes and musical insights. Shortenin’ Bread • Josh Thomas’s 

Roustabout • Cumberland Mountain Bear Chase • Cripple 

Creek • John Brown’s Dream • Shout Little Lulie and Little 

Birdie • Cherokee Shuffle • Sandy Boys.

Bluegrass 
Banjo 
Favorites
Develop Your Skills 
With 8 Essential 
Jam Tunes

Taught by Bill Evans
With Jim Nunally, 
Rhythm Guitar
DVD-EVA-BJ21  
120 minutes 
$29.95   
Download $24.95 
Level 2 • Tab file on 
DVD to View or Print. 

Learn to play eight must-know bluegrass instrumen-

tals that you are likely to hear in jam sessions, pick-

ing parties and band performances. Bill Evans helps 

banjo players at all levels build your technique from 

the ground up, showing you the techniques that will 

give these tunes power and authenticity:

Jesse James • John Hardy • Foggy Mountain 

Breakdown • Clinch Mt. Backstep • Old Joe Clark 

• Salt Creek • Fireball Mail • Soldier’s Joy.

Books by STEVE MARTIN
Tablatures Transcribed by Tony Trischka

The Crow: New 
Songs for the 
Five-String Banjo
AD-SMA-CR01 
41 Page Book • $19.95    
Here’s a delightful learning 

tool for aspiring players and 

a great  opportunity to add 

playable new tunes to your 

repertoire.  

Songs: Daddy Played the 

Banjo • Pitkin County Turn-

around • Hoedown at Alice’s • Late for School • Tin Roof 

• Words Unspoken • Pretty Flowers • Wally on the Run 

• Freddie’s Lilt • Saga of the Old West • Clawhammer 

Medley •  Calico Train •  Banana Banjo • Blue River Waltz 

• The Crow.

Book + CD with Steve, Dolly Parton, Vince Gill,  
Mary Black, Tim O’Brien, Earl Scruggs, Pete Wernick and 
Tony Trischka.  
Special Combo Price: CD-SMA-PK01   $29.95   

RARE BIRD ALERT 
AD-SMA-RB01  
44-Page Book of Tablature  
$19.95
This book features transcrip-

tions for all thirteen banjo 

songs on the CD.

Songs:: Rare Bird Alert • Yel-

low-Backed Fly • Best Love • 

Northern Island • Go Away, 

Stop, Turn Around, Come Back 

• Jubilation Day • More Bad 

Weather On The Way • You 

• The Great Remember (For Nancy) • Women Like to Slow 

Dance • Hide Behind a Rock • Atheists Don’t Have No 

Songs • King Tut.

Book + CD with guest appearances by Sir Paul 
McCartney and the Dixie Chicks.  
Special Combo Price: CD-SMA-RB01   $32.95  
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You Can Play 
Electric Bass
A Complete Course for 
Beginners
Taught by Roly Salley
DVD-SAL-EB21 • 90 
minutes $29.95 • 
Download $24.95
Level 1 • Includes music 
+ tab
This DVD teaches left- 

and right-hand technique, 

scales, theory and a number of great bass lines in country, 

blues, rock and R&B styles. Roly teaches left-hand exercises, 

12-bar blues, inversions, turnarounds and a wide range of 

helpful tips on performing, playing with a rhythm section, 

equipment and more.

The Bass Guitar of 
Jack Casady
Taught by Jack Casady 
with Jorma Kaukonen 
(guitar and vocals)
DVD-CAS-EB21 •  80 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab
This DVD lesson is a treasury 

of the ideas and techniques of 

one of rock’s legendary bass-

ists. Jack Casady analyses his 

bass parts for classic tunes from the Hot Tuna repertoire and 

discusses the musical concepts that make up his unique style.

Rick Danko’s 
Electric Bass 
Techniques
Taught by Rick Danko
DVD-DAN-EB21 •60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 
In this remarkable session, the 

late, legendary bassist for The 

Band detailed some of the 

exercises, picking techniques 

and musical ideas that formed 

his style through the years. He 

teaches scales, exercises and great bass lines to get you 

really rocking! You’ll also see, up close, how Rick got the 

unique, percussive style that was one the backbone of The 

Band’s trademark sound.

The Acoustic Bass
Musicianship and 
Improvisational Techniques
Taught by Gary Peacock 
with Mike DeMicco (guitar)

DVD-PCK-AB21 •75 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4  
Includes written material
One of the great jazz bassists 

of our time shares the techni-

cal and improvisational ideas 

he has developed during the 

course of his brilliant career. He delves into three import-

ant aspects of playing – the physical, the mental and the 

intuitive – which together form the complete process of 

creating music on the bass.  

Mastering the 
Electric Bass
Taught by David C. Gross 
with Doug Munro (guitar), 

Kim Plainfield (drums)

Two-DVD set  
DVD-GRO-EB23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Scales, Modes  
and Their Applications

DVD-GRO-EB21 •75 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This lesson concentrates on creating bass lines for any 

musical style. He helps players strengthen their hands and 

build chops through scales and modes in every position 

on the fingerboard. Using a step-by-step analysis of chord 

tones and how they can articulate a chord progression, 

David introduces exotic scales, ear training exercises, and 

dynamic soloing.

DVD Two: Further Mastery of Scales and Modes

DVD-GRO-EB22 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab 
A study of scales, chords, and modes and their applica-

tion up and down the fretboard, including all the possi-

ble combinations of chord tones with play-along bass line 

examples. Variations on the blues are considered, as are 

playing arpeggios, recognizing intervals, and creating solos 

in all modes.

Essential 
Techniques 
for Acoustic 
Bass
Taught by 
Todd Phillips
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-TOD-AB23 
$49.95   
Download $39.95

DVD One

DVD-TOD-AB21 
75 minutes 
$29.95 
Download $24.95  

Level 1 • Includes on-screen diagrams

Veteran bassist Todd Phillips breaks down tech-

nique and musicianship for the acoustic bass from 

the ground up. He gives detailed instruction in the 

mechanics of playing, bass setup, how to develop 

strength and stamina, and how to become fully 

familiar with the fingerboard. Unique on-screen 

diagrams and close-up camera work make scales, 

chords and bass lines easily apparent. Excellent for 

total beginners, and for more experienced players 

who want to build their existing skills.

DVD Two
DVD-TOD-AB22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 2 • 60 minutes • Includes on-screen diagrams

This lesson brings a beginning bass player firmly 

into intermediate territory with the teaching of minor 

scales, leading tones, a variety of time signatures 

and more complex chord changes. Todd Phillips 

provides invaluable exercises to help you strengthen 

and stretch your fingers and develop strong rhyth-

mic technique. Important advice is then given about 

how to function as a bassist in a group, listening, 

supporting and responding to other players.
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Todd Phillips’ 
Bass Workout and 
Practice Regimen
Build Tone, Timing, 
Strength and Endurance
Taught by Todd Phillips
DVD-TOD-PT21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level All  

The acoustic bass is a notori-

ously physical instrument, one 

that demands strength and 

stamina as well as a keen ear and an overall sense of 

musicianship. Master bassist Todd Phillips has devised a 

personal training workout and exercise plan that will help 

bassists at all levels and in all styles play with great tone, 

precise timing and in good tune.

Bluegrass Bass
Taught by Mark Schatz 
with special guests David 

Grier (guitar) and  

Richard Bailey (banjo)

Two-DVD set  
DVD-SCH-BB23 • $49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One: Beginning 
Bluegrass Bass

DVD-SCH-BB21 •75 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2  

Mark Schatz teaches basic patterns and scales, fingerings, 

passing notes, chord progressions, arpeggios, chromatic 

scales and other important subjects, applying them to sev-

eral classic bluegrass songs.

DVD Two: Intermediate Bluegrass Bass

DVD-SCH-BB22 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3  

Mark explores rhythmic and tonal variety and more ad-

vanced bass technique, including waltz time, walking, slap 

bass, syncopations, hammer-ons and pull-offs for bluegrass, 

rockabilly and novelty tunes.

Rockabilly  
Slap Bass
Taught by Lee Rocker
DVD-ROC-AB21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3  

This informative and enter-

taining DVD by a rockabilly 

master and co-founder of the 

Stray Cats teaches the spec-

tacular multi-rhythmic slapping 

that will stop any show. Lee 

shows how to combine right 

hand techniques with blues bass lines and arpeggios, and 

gives valuable advice on getting the best possible sound. 

Includes demonstrations by his band Big Blue.

Grooves, Rhythms 
and 
Accompaniment 
Techniques for 
Celtic Cello
Explorations in Minor, 
Swing and Rockabilly 
Styles 
Taught by Natalie Haas
With Fiddlers Darol Anger and 
Alasdair Fraser
DVD-NAT-CL21 • 120 minutes 

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes music on pdf

The vibrant young cellist Natalie Haas, along with two 

virtuoso fiddlers, brings an arsenal of musical ideas, ex-

ercises, rhythms, chords, grooves and great tunes to this 

comprehensive lesson in how to back up melodic instru-

ments playing Celtic music. Tunes: Tarbolton Lodge (reel) 

• Highland Laddie (march) • Athole Brose (strathspey) 

• Between (jig) • Brose and Butter (slipjig) • Keys to 

the Cellar (hornpipe) • She’s Sweetest When She’s Naked 

(minuet) • Where I Was Last Night (Gaelic air). 

Rhythmic 
Explorations 
on the Cello
Chops, Chords, 
Syncopations and 
Accompaniments

Taught by  
Rushad Eggleston
With Jay Ungar, 
Fiddle

DVD-REG-CL21  
$29.95 
Download $24.95

Level 2 • 85 minutes  
Includes music pdf

The cello has been growing in popularity as a dy-

namic and exciting accompaniment instrument 

ever since Rushad Eggleston introduced it to fans 

of the acoustic/bluegrass band Crooked Still. He 

brings the cello squarely into the 21st century with 

his uniquely powerful, groove-oriented chopping, 

double stops, chords, bass lines and other tech-

niques. All cellists, including those who have only 

studied classical, will be inspired to back up and 

solo old-time, blues, bluegrass, folk and even rock 

music styles. 

 “As you can see, we have recently introduced the cello to our 
instructional catalog. This beautiful instrument has increasingly 
been used in folk, old-time, Celtic, progressive pop music and other 
string band forms, and is quickly becoming part of our musical 
landscape. We’re very proud to be offering these lessons.”

 -Happy Traum
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Learning 
Bluegrass Dobro
Taught by  
Cindy Cashdollar 
DVD-CYN-DB21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 Download $24.95
Level 1  
Includes chords and tab   

Here is a hands-on Dobro 

course that will teach you to 

play your favorite bluegrass 

and country tunes in no time- 

even if you’ve never played before! Jam-packed with infor-

mation, this 90-minute DVD utilizes close-ups, split screens 

and easy-to-follow instruction to make it easy for you to learn.

Dobro® Variations
Explorations in Minor, 
Swing and  
Rockabilly Styles 
Taught by  
Cindy Cashdollar
DVD-CYN-DB22 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes tab

Cindy Cashdollar moves into 

intermediate territory with the 

blues, minor key and western 

swing styles that have become her signature sound. She 

builds knowledge of the Dobro step by step, teaching al-

ternate tunings, music theory and invaluable bar and fin-

gerpicking techniques. Songs include: Panhandle Rag • 

Rockabilly Blues • Minor Swing • Faded Love.

Dobro®: A Guide to 
Repertoire and 
Technique 
Taught by Stacy Phillips 
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-PHI-DB23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Soloing and 
Improvisation

DVD-PHI-DB21 • 75 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

This lesson in resonator guitar 

will have intermediate-level players picking better than they 

ever dreamed they could! Stacy details use of picks, the bar, 

hammer-ons, pull-offs, right-hand rolls, chord positions, and 

more. Songs include: Little Rosewood Casket • Trouble in 

Mind • Buck Graves’ Foggy Mountain Rock • Nine Pound 

Hammer • Dixie Hoedown.

DVD Two: Bar Slants and String Pulls

DVD-PHI-DB22 • 75 minutes $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 4 • Includes tab

Stacy moves into more advanced territory as he discusses 

drones, scale patterns, and other techniques, now with an 

emphasis on using bar slants and string pulls to create 

more complex chords and effects. Songs: Cherokee Shuffle 

• Bill Cheathem • Kentucky Waltz • Last Rose of Autumn.

Rob Ickes Dobro 
Instructional 
Videos  
Three-DVD Set  
DVD-ICK-DO29 
$60.00 • Download $49.95

DVD One:  Slower Tempo 
Songs and Backing Up a 
Vocalist 

DVD-ICK-D021 • 45 minutes 
$25.00 • Download $19.95
Level 3

Songs: Wayfaring Stranger • 

Wait a Minute • The Old Rugged Cross.

DVD Two:  
“Monrobro,” Fiddle Tunes and Uptempo Songs

DVD-ICK-D022 • 77 minutes • $25.00 • Download$19.95  
Level 3 • Includes tab

Songs: Arkansas Traveler • St. Anne’s Reel • Whiskey Before 

Breakfast • Blackberry Blossom • Cherokee Shuffle • 

Monrobro • Long Journey Home 

DVD Three: Mastering the Fretboard, Scales, 
Arpeggios & More

DVD-ICK-D023 • 33 minutes • $25.00 • Download $19.95  
Level 3 • Includes tab

Major, Minor and Dominant 7th Scales, Scale Patterns, Triads, 

Pentatonic Scales, Diminished Scales

Jerry 
Douglas’ 
Dobro® 
Techniques
DVD-DOU-DB21 
90 minutes 
$29.95 •  
Download $24.95

Level 4 • Includes tab

One of the world’s 

top Dobro players 

shares some of the 

secrets of his great 

playing, demonstrat-

ing hand positions, right-hand rolls, bar pull-offs 

and hammer-ons, forward and reverse bar slants, 

string pulls and lots more. Includes note-for-note 

breakdowns of tunes such as: Fireball Mail •   

Cincinnati Rag • Banks of the Ohio.

Essential Techniques for Dobro®

Taught by Rob Ickes
Two DVDs
DVD-ICK-DB29 
Total time: 129 minutes   
$49.95 • Download $39.95
Level 2-3 •Includes tab

These two lessons will give learning players all the tools they’ll need to master 

the resonator guitar. Rob Ickes, Dobro Player of the Year from 1996-1999, 

covers everything from fine-tuning the strings to picking style, bar position, 

bluegrass back-up technique, and how to achieve good tone, timing and 

volume control. He provides several exercises as well as insights into his own 

warm-up regimens.
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DRUMMING

Musical 
Expression  
On the Drum Set
Taught by  
Jack DeJohnette
DVD-JAC-DM21  
110 minutes  
$29.95  
Download $24.95
Level 4 

Learn how a master drummer 

creates a flow of improvisa-

tional ideas through balance and relaxation as he commu-

nicates his concepts on phrasing, tuning, timekeeping and 

melody. He provides important “inside” tips on his cymbal 

technique, stick and brush work, bass and hi-hat pedaling 

and other skills. 

The Complete All-
Around Drummer
Taught by Danny Gottlieb 
with special guests  

Joe Morello (drums),  

Mark Egan (bass)

Two-DVD set  
DVD-GOT-DM23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: 
DVD-GOT-DM21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95

Level 2/3 • Includes music

Danny Gottlieb covers everything from rudiments to rock 

and jazz grooves, including powerful pad exercises and in-

depth advice to help aspiring drummers develop the speed 

and consistency needed to excel, both live and in the stu-

dio. Sixteen basic exercises show essential techniques for 

all levels of players. Features a pyrotechnic duet with drum 

master Joe Morello!

DVD Two:  
DVD-GOT-DM22 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3  • Includes music

The veteran rock and jazz drummer covers styles and meth-

ods of his major influences: Buddy Rich, Mel Lewis, Gary 

Chester, John McLaughlin, Airto Moreira and Gil Evans. He 

teaches advanced drum set exercises, Latin and East In-

dian rhythms, cymbal technique, and more. Bassist Mark 

Egan joins Danny for some sizzling duets and a discussion 

of how they create blues and jazz grooves together.

Drumming  
Made Easy
A Complete Guide  
for the Beginner
Taught by Harvey Sorgen
DVD-SOR-DM21 •110 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 •  Includes music

This complete primer will have 

new drummers playing right 

away. Harvey Sorgen shows be-

ginners how to hold the sticks 

and basic concepts of reading music and timing. He teaches 

four elementary grooves and exercises.

DULCIMER

Learning Mountain 
Dulcimer
Taught by  
David Schnaufer
DVD-SHN-MD21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1-2 
Includes music + tab

Even a novice can make 

lovely sounds and play 

simple tunes almost imme-

diately! The late dulcimer 

virtuoso David Schnaufer includes scales, fingerings and 

strumming techniques for some of country music’s all-

time favorite songs.

Hammer Dulcimer
Taught by  
John McCutcheon
DVD-MCC-HD21 • 90 
minutes $29.95 • Download 
$24.95
Level 1 • Includes diagrams

This beginner’s course makes 

it easy to see how to hold 

the hammers, find the notes, 

and make exciting music 

almost immediately. John 

teaches several tunes and variations, and shares tips on 

tuning, set-up, finding harmonies, and special hammering 

techniques.

On this richly detailed lesson, recorded for Homespun in 

1990, Walt carefully and  methodically teaches beginning 

and intermediate players the skills needed to play a wide 

variety of songs and instrumentals. Tunes: McKim’s Reel • 

Devil’s Dream • Hawks and Eagles • Little Rabbit, • more.

Exploring the 
Beauty of the 
Appalachian 
Dulcimer
Chords, Harmonies 
and Fingerstyle 
Arrangements 
to Expand Your 
Boundaries
Taught by  
Carol Walker
DVD-CLW-AD21 
67 minutes 
$29.95 • Download 
$24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

You’ve been playing the mountain dulcimer but 

you need a fresh, new approach that will bring 

your playing to a new level. Carol Walker has 

the perfect solution with her fingerstyle tech-

nique, “delicious” chord voicings and beauti-

ful song arrangements. You’ll learn gorgeous 

arrangements of Long, Long Ago • Wayfaring 

Stranger • The Milking Song • The Goodnight 

Song (from Isle of Man) and more. 
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Learn to Play  
Old-Time Fiddle
Taught by  
Brad Leftwich
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-LEF-FI23  
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One:
DVD-LEF-FI21  •  90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 2 • Includes music

Brad Leftwich, one of the fore-

most old-time fiddlers in the 

US, teaches the fundamentals of traditional “downbow” 

fiddling. He shows how to produce the flowing, rhythmic 

sound that has delighted square dancers and music lovers 

for generations. Aimed at early-intermediate players, Brad’s 

breakdown of traditional tunes – Shortenin’ Bread • Sugar 

Hill • Old Jimmy Sutton • Black-Eyed Susie • Great Big 

Taters • Jeff Sturgeon – will benefit all fiddlers seeking a 

grounding in the basics of old-time fiddle style. 

DVD Two: Intermediate Level
DVD-LEF-FI22 • 70 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 •  Includes music

Brad continues his exploration of traditional downbow fiddling, 

teaching: Citico • Breaking Up Christmas • Johnny Don’t Get 

Drunk • Rocky Road to Dublin • Little Maggie • Boll Weevil 

• Wagner • Chicken Reel • Blackberry Blossom. Helps learn-

ing players produce a truly authentic sound, continue a vital 

tradition and have fun in the process!.

Bluegrass Fiddle
A Private Lesson with 
Richard Greene
DVD-GRE-FI21 • 85 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music

Classically trained bluegrass 

virtuoso Richard Greene 

covers a fascinating array of 

musical ideas, exercises and 

instrumental examples on this 

one-of-a-kind fiddle lesson.

Mark O’Connor’s 
Fiddle Camp
Back to Basics
DVD-OCC-FC21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 •  Includes music

Mark O’Connor’s Fiddle 

Camps attract students from 

all over the world, and this 

DVD puts you in a center seat 

for his Back to Basics class. 

He focuses on development of 

ear training and essential fiddle techniques, and analyzes 

three songs with phrase-by-phrase breakdowns: Cotton 

Pickin’ Blues • Fisher’s Hornpipe • Skater’s Waltz.

Bluegrass Tunes 
and Techniques
Become a Better Fiddler!
Taught by Kenny Kosek
DVD-KOS-FI22 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes music

Kenny teaches 11 great tunes, 

showing the basic melody and 

several hot variations. Chock-

full of great tips on bowing, 

fingering, licks and tricks of 

the trade. Songs include: Little Rabbit • Bill Cheatham • 

Cotton Patch Rag • Tall Timber • Ace of Spades • Linda 

Lu • Sugar Hill.

 
Bluegrass 
Fiddle Boot Camp
A Basic Guide to Style, 
Technique and Practice
Taught by Stacy Phillips
Two DVDs
DL-PHI-FI29 
Total time: 150 minutes   
ONLY Download $34.95
Level 2   
Includes music

Here is a complete course in 

which Stacy Phillips unlocks the secrets of playing authen-

tic bluegrass fiddle. These information-packed lessons are 

aimed mainly at basic players, but violinists who play clas-

sical, jazz or old-time music will learn the nuances of this 

traditional American style. Stacy provides in-depth, detailed 

advice on all aspects of basic fiddling, including bowing, 

slurs, double stops, slides, bowing patterns and other es-

sential techniques. Songs include: Why Did You Wander? 

• Gonna Paint the Town • On My Way Back to the Old 

Home  • Take This Hammer • Jimmy Brown the Newsboy 

• Long Journey Home • All the Good Times are Past and 

Gone • Salty Dog Blues.

Learning 
Bluegrass 
Fiddle
Taught by  
Kenny Kosek
Two-DVD Set   
DVD-KOS-BF23 
$49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One:

DVD-KOS-BF21 
$29.95 
Download $24.95 

Level 1 •65 minutes 
Includes music

Kenny Kosek’s DVDs on bluegrass, country, western 

swing and old-time fiddle are easy, student-friendly 

beginner lessons. Kenny shows the proper way to 

hold the fiddle and bow, and how to tune up and play 

basic scales. Songs: B’ile Them Cabbage Down • 

Waterbound • Liberty • Bury Me Beneath the Willow.

DVD Two:

DVD-KOS-BF22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95  

Level 1-2 • 70 minutes • Includes music

In lesson two, Kenny moves into slides, open-

string drones, bowing patterns, rhythm playing, 

fills, intros and endings, vibrato and other essen-

tial techniques. Songs: Dixon County Blues • Pig 

In a Pen • Sally Goodin • more.

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!
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Blues  
on the Fiddle
Taught by Darol Anger
DVD-ANG-FI21 • 88 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes music

Darol Anger’s deep knowl-

edge of the violin, along with 

his relaxed good humor and 

encouraging manner, helps 

bring fiddlers to a whole new 

level. Using a “call and re-

sponse” interactive teaching 

method, Darol trades licks with viewers as they learn tunes 

and styles from the Mississippi Delta to blues-inflected 

bluegrass, bebop and even rock and roll.

Southern Old-Time 
Fiddle Tour
An In-Depth Lesson in 
Traditional Styles
Taught by Bruce Molsky
DVD-MOL-FI21 • 75 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes music

One of today’s most popular 

fiddlers takes students on an 

instructional tour of traditional 

playing, region by region. He 

teaches six fiddle tunes, each from a different geographical 

area of the U.S. For inspiration, Bruce draws on historic 

recordings by pioneering artists, and details the licks, bow-

ing patterns and special tunings that give this music its 

haunting sounds.

Singing  
with the Fiddle
Accompanying Old Time 
Songs and Ballads
Taught by Bruce Molsky
DVD-MOL-SF21 • 95 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 •  Includes music

During the course of this 

95-minute lesson you’ll learn 

to accompany songs using a 

variety of tunings, with detailed 

instruction in rhythmic effects, chord movement, harmony 

variations, syncopated bowing patterns and other techniques 

to bring out the drama and excitement of your song.

Join in with Bruce as he takes you, phrase-by-phrase, 

through old time classics Omie Wise • Stay All Night 

• Bachelor’s Hall • June Apple • I Truly Understand.

Chops and 
Grooves
Rhythmic Explorations for 
Bowed Strings
Taught by Darol Anger, 
Casey Driessen and 
Rushad Eggleston
DVD-DCR-FI21 • 120 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes  music

Learn how you can create 

infectious, driving rhythms 

and syncopations in a wide variety of musical styles. The 

percussive bowing techniques taught produce exciting 

grooves that can be used to accompany genres from blue-

grass to Celtic, swing to ska, Latin to rock and funk.

Swingin’  
Jazz Violin
Improvisation and 
Musicianship for Fiddlers
Taught by Matt Glaser
DVD-GLA-FI21 • 80 minutes  
 $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes  music

Matt Glaser developed this 

dynamic, interactive course 

specifically for early-intermedi-

ate fiddlers who want to start 

improvising in traditional swing and jazz styles. His lesson is 

filled with technical tips, theory and fascinating information 

on all aspects of swing/jazz music, as well as break-downs 

and analyses of important violin solos by Claude “Fiddler” 

Williams and Stephane Grappelli. 

Fiddle for 
the Absolute 
Beginner
Get Started the 
Right Way!

Taught by  
Jim Wood 
With Inge Wood

DVD-JWO-BF21  
$24.95 
Download $19.95

Level 1   
120 mintues

Music File on DVD

Jim Wood knows just what you need to get started 

the right way for a lifetime of playing: Proper posture 

and body alignment, how to hold the fiddle and the 

bow, tuning up, correct hand positions, warm-up ex-

ercises and fingering your first notes. Before long 

you’ll be playing the A scale and easy versions of: Old 

Joe Clark • Cripple Creek • Cotton-Eye Joe, using solid 

bowing patterns, good tone and precise  intonation. 

20 Easy Tunes 
for the  
Beginning 
Fiddler
Learn to Play Jam 
Session Favorites

Taught by Jim Wood

With Inge Wood
DVD-JWO-TF29

Two-DVD Set  
170 minutes 
$39.95 • Download $34.95

Level 2 • Music File on DVD

Beginning fiddlers! Learn easy versions of some of 

America’s most-played fiddle tunes and join in any 

jam session – even if you’ve just started playing! 

Master fiddler Jim Wood provides all the tools you’ll 

need to learn your instrument and play these tunes 

with skill and confidence: Soldier’s Joy • Sweet Betsy 

from Pike • Turkey in the Straw • Sally Goodin • Bile 

‘Em Cabbage Down • Little Liza Jane • Buffalo Gals 

•  Sally Ann • Sweet Hour of Prayer • many more.

Both lessons by Jim Wood can be 
purchased for the set price of  
$59.95 • Download $49.95 DVD-JWO-PK10
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Learn to Play 
Irish Fiddle
Taught by Kevin Burke
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-BUR-FI23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Polkas, Jigs and 
Slides

DVD-BUR-FI21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 •  Includes music

This course in traditional Irish 

fiddling covers rhythmic devices and other variations, in-

cluding grace notes, ornaments, rolls, double-stops. Songs 

include: Saddle the Pony • The Connaughtman’s Rambles 

• The King of the Fairies • Bill Sullivan’s Polka • Johnny 

Leary’s Slide • Micho Russell’s Slide • and more.

DVD Two: Reels, Jigs and Gavottes

DVD-BUR-FI22 • 105 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3  • Includes music

More complex rolls, triplets, grace notes, bowing tech-

niques, rhythmic timing and phrasing. Songs include: The 

Cottage Grove • Bonnie Kate • Jenny’s Chickens • The 

Man from Bundoran • The Miller of Droghan • Connie O’ 

Connell’s • Dan Collins’ Father’s Jig • Off to the Races • 

Three Breton gavottes.

FROM THE HOMESPUN ARCHIVES! . . 
Contest Fiddling 
Championship 
Style
Taught by Mark O’Connor
DVD-OCC-FI21 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 2  
Includes music

Mark O’Connor recorded 

this archival lesson when he 

was just 22 years old and 

already a winner of multi-

ple fiddle championships. 

He lets you in on his personal bowing and fingering se-

crets and shows you the finer points of his remarkable 

technique. Learn, in detail, three classic tunes that you 

can play in a jam session or a fiddle contest: Wild Fid-
dler’s Rag • Skater’s Waltz • Soppin’ the Gravy.  
Extra! Mark performs each tune with a top Nashville band.

Learn to Play 
Cajun Fiddle
Taught by Michael Doucet
DVD-DOC-FI21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes music

The award-winning fiddler 

from the hit band BeauSoleil 

breaks down the slurs, harmo-

nies, ornaments and other sty-

listic devices that give Cajun 

music its distinctive sound. He 

teaches over a dozen waltzes, 

two-steps, blues and breakdowns, including: Allons a Lafay-

ette • Ma Chère Bébé Creole • Jolie Blonde • Chère Toot 

Toot • Johnny Can’t Dance • Lake Arthur Stomp • more.

The Fiddle 
According to 
Vassar
Taught by  
Vassar Clements
DVD-VAS-FI21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music

Vassar Clements explores the 

classic licks and techniques 

that have made him one of 

the greatest fiddlers of all 

time. He teaches some of his 

best-known original and traditional fiddle breaks to tunes 

such as: Avalanche • Good Woman’s Love • Listen to the 

Mockingbird •  Lonesome Fiddle Blues • Windjammer 

• Orange Blossom Special • Down Yonder • Sally 

Goodin • Cincinnati Rag.

 
How to Play 
Shetland Fiddle
Taught by Kevin Henderson 
Accompanied by  
Ewen Thompson, guitar 
100 minutes • DL-HEN-SF21 

Level 2 • Download Only $24.95  

Includes music on PDF. 

Kevin Henderson, from Scot-

land’s Shetland Islands, is 

widely regarded as one of 

the world’s finest Celtic-style 

fiddlers. He is in hot demand, playing with some of the best-

known groups and musicians in the traditional music scene. 

Kevin covers five classic tunes in traditional Shetland 

style, breaking each one down in note-for-note detail and 

pausing to offer valuable tips and exercises. The clear on-

screen angles show bowing, fingering hand and musical 

notation simultaneously. Although a basic knowledge of 

the fiddle is necessary, these lessons are taught slowly and 

carefully enough so that even a near-beginner can play the 

up-tempo dance tunes and slow airs that Kevin teaches.

How to Play Klezmer 
Fiddle
Learn the Melodies, Techniques 
and Styles of a Great Tradition
Taught by Lisa Gutkin
Pete Rushefsky - tsimbl (hammer 
dulcimer)
DVD-LSA-FI21 • 110 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 2 •  Includes music

A Fiddler’s 
Guide to 
Waltzes, Airs 
and Haunting 
Melodies
Taught by  
Jay Ungar
DVD-JAY-FI21 
90 minutes 
$29.95  
Download $24.95

Level 2 
Includes music

Fiddlers of all lev-

els will benefit from Jay Ungar’s inventive use of 

slides, rolls, smears, vibrato and special bowing 

techniques. You’ll learn how to turn tunes into 

distinctive compositions with ornaments, slides 

and grace notes. Jay teaches: Tombigbee Waltz • 

Tennessee Waltz • South Wind • Shebeg Shemor 

• Give Me Your Hand • and his Grammy-winning 

tune, Ashokan Farewell. 

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!
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Conquer the 
Challenge of 
the Steady 
Thumb!
The Ultimate  
Fingerpicking Starter 
Method
Taught by  
Happy Traum
80 Minutes  
DVD-HAP-TH21 • Level 2  
DVD $29.95  
Download $24.95

Includes music and tab file on DVD 

Syncopation is the heart and soul of guitar fingerpick-

ing and keeping the bass going is one of the main 

stumbling blocks for many learning players. This 

course will help you train your thumb to be your drum-

mer, bass player and rhythm section and once it be-

comes automatic, you’ll be able to play licks, melodies 

and even improvisations - and keep the beat going at 

the same time.    

How to Play 
Lead Acoustic 
Guitar
Secrets to Successful 
Song Accompaniment
Taught by  
Artie Traum with  
Diane Zeigler
DL-ART-GT21  
Download Only $24.95
Level 3  • 80 minutes 
Includes Music and Tab 
on pdf

A good accompanist adds depth, sparkle and ex-

citement to a song, punctuating it with improvised 

lines and well-placed chords, then stepping forward 

at the right point to take a solo. The late Artie Traum 

accompanied dozens of top performers in his long 

professional career, and he shows you how he used 

his skills to highlight and enhance  any song. 

Bluegrass 
Guitar Licks-
ercises
Turn Powerful 
Exercises  
into an Arsenal of 
Licks and Tunes 
Taught by Steve 
Kaufman 
120 Minutes 

DVD-KAU-LE21 

Level 3 • DVD $29.95 
Download $24.95 

Includes music and tab file on DVD 

Steve Kaufman’s Licks-ercises course will provide 

you with dozens of bluegrass licks, songs and in-

strumentals while building hand strength, coordi-

nation, precision, dexterity and the ability to move 

seamlessly around the fretboard. 

Putting the 
Blues Into 
Bluegrass
A Dozen Classic 
Flatpicking Solos
Taught by  
Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-BB21  
105 minutes
Level 3 • DVD $29.95 
Download $24.95   
Includes music and tab file 

on DVD

Since its earliest days, bluegrass songs have incor-

porated elements of the blues in their licks, melo-

dies, chord progressions and especially their titles. 

Steve brings his masterful skills to an engaging and 

user-friendly collection of twelve “bluesy” bluegrass 

standards that will serve any intermediate-level picker 

well in a jam, practice session or performance. 

The Songs and 
Guitar of 
Jimmie Dale 
Gilmore and 
Colin Gilmore
Family Style Music
75 minutes • Level 2 
DL-JDG-GT21  
Download Only $19.95
Jimmie Dale Gilmore’s 

distinctive Texas twang 

and deep folk and coun-

try influences have captivated audiences for decades. 

His son Colin’s style, clearly shaped by his father’s 

music, builds on the traditions of the contemporary 

Austin music scene he grew up in. The duo play and 

demonstrate the simple but elegant fingerpicking and 

flatpicking guitar arrangements that underlie their 

unique brand of Americana music. Songs include: 

Another Colorado •Blue Shadows • Just a Wave Not 

The Water • My Mind’s Got a Mind of It’s Own • The 

Way We Are.

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!
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Happy Traum 
Teaches 
Fingerstyle 
Arrangements 
for Six Blues, 
Country and 
Folk Songs
From His Acclaimed CD 
“Just For the Love of It”
DVD-HAP-JF21 • $29.95 
Download $24.95
Level 2  • 120 minutes 

Includes Music and Tab on DVD

These six songs and instrumentals will challenge, de-

light and inspire learning guitarists looking for new 

techniques and fresh repertoire. Happy teaches two 

traditional blues; a timeless cowboy song; an instru-

mental version of a great country/pop classic and 

more. Each song demonstrates important styles and 

techniques that will add depth and finesse to your 

playing.  This lesson will keep you busy for a long time 

and is sure to build your guitar skills to another level.
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Happy Traum’s 
Guitar Building 
Blocks
Four-DVD Set  
DVD-HAP-BB29  
$89.95 • Download $69.95

DVD One: Barre Chords 
and How to Use Them

DVD-HAP-BB21 •  60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $19.95   
Level 2 •Includes chords

Barre chords are vital if you 

want to move beyond the third 

fret, play solid rhythm in all keys and get a wide variety 

of sounds through chord inversions. This lesson teaches 

basic chord theory, transposing from one key to another 

and how to play chord progressions and songs that require 

barre chords.

DVD Two:  Bass Runs and How to Use Them

DVD-HAP-BB22 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $19.95  
Level 2 • 60 minutes • Includes music + tab

Bass runs offer movement, harmony and a smooth transition 

while changing chords. Learning them helps guitarists under-

stand how to play scales in several keys and develops good 

timing and single-note accuracy. Happy teaches a variety of 

bass “walks,” from the most basic to complex chromatic runs.

DVD Three: Instant Fingerpicking Success

DVD-HAP-BB23 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $19.95  
Level 2  • Includes music + tab

The fingerpicking style is one of the most popular and 

engaging ways of playing the guitar. It’s especially good 

for song accompaniment, and has long been favored by 

folk, blues and country pickers. This lesson demystifies the 

right-hand technique by breaking it down into patterns that 

can be learned quickly and easily. Once mastered, these 

patterns can spice up anyone’s favorite songs.

DVD Four: Creating Easy Song Arrangements

DVD-HAP-BB24 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $19.95  
Level 2  • Includes music + tab

The beauty of the guitar is not necessarily based on ad-

vanced and highly technical playing skills. Happy takes very 

easy songs and shows how to transform them into beau-

tiful showpieces using right-hand patterns, altered chords, 

harmonized scales and other basic but useful techniques.

Essential Exercises 
for Fingerstyle 
Guitar
Taught by Pete Huttlinger
DVD-HUT-EX21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

An accomplished fingerstyle 

guitarist needs to have full 

control of his or her picking 

hand and a complete knowl-

edge of the fingerboard. Peter 

Huttlinger provides the advice, 

practice routines and exercises that will enable learning gui-

tarists to play with good tone, strict timing and confidence.

Easy Steps to 
Flamenco Guitar
Play Along and Learn!
Taught by Aaron Gilmartin
DVD-AAR-EF21 • 120 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

This unique lesson teaches 

anyone with basic guitar 

skills how to play the exciting 

rhythms and passionate chord 

changes of tango flamenco, a 

style made famous by the Gipsy Kings and others. Aaron 

Gilmartin gets guitarists started with a typical flamenco chord 

progression, a variety of right-hand rasgueados (strums) and 

numerous exercises and play-along practice segments.

Learn to Play 
Flamenco Guitar
Two DVDs
Taught by Aaron Gilmartin 
DVD-AAR-GT29 
Total time 210 minutes 
$49.95 • Download $39.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Aaron Gilmartin’s intro to fla-

menco will get anyone started 

playing this passionate music. 

Along with flamenco his-

tory and terminology, Aaron 

teaches four of the most important forms: Tangos and 

Alegrias (on DVD 1) and Bulerias and Soleares (on DVD 

2) – along with the strumming and picking techniques that 

make flamenco so exciting to players and listeners alike.

You Can  
Play Guitar
Taught by  
Happy Traum
Two-DVD Set

DVD-HAP-YC29   
210 minutes  
$49.95 
Download $39.95

Two-DVD Set contains 
three lessons

Level 1   
Includes music + tab

With this two-DVD 

set, anyone can 

make music on the guitar – even if they have never 

strummed a note before! Happy Traum makes it 

easy with his unique step-by-step method, honed by 

forty years of teaching experience. He provides the 

skills needed to play the chords, strum and sing lit-

erally hundreds of songs in a wide variety of styles.

Lesson One: Chords and Chord Progressions

Lesson Two: Strumming and Picking 
Techniques

Lesson Three: Understanding the Guitar

 SPECIAL…

PETE HUTTLINGER’S  
Complete Practicing Guide Package!

A Guitarist’s Guide to Better Practicing   
(see page 28 for details)

PLUS

Essential Exercises for Fingerstyle Guitar
DVD-HUT-PT10 • $49.95 • Download $39.95
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Tom Rush-How I 
Play (Some of) My 
favorite Songs
10 Easy-to-Play Classics 
Including “No Regrets,” 
“Child’s Song,”  
and “Urge for Going”
DVD-RSH-GT21 • 110 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Tom Rush teaches nine of the 

songs that made him both a 

legend and a lure to audiences around the world. He 

includes originals (No Regrets, Rockport Sunday, River 

Song), traditional blues (Drop Down Mama, Panama Lim-

ited), Joni Mitchell hits (Urge for Going, Circle Game) 

and more.

HYMNS FOR GUITAR
Inspirational Arrangements 
For Fingerstyle Players
Taught by Pete Huttlinger
DVD-HUT-HY21 • 60 Minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 • Music and tab 
file on DVD to View or Print. 
Instructions included.

Traditional hymns, with their 

resonant melodies, rich harmonic 

structures and deep messages of 

faith, can be played in family gatherings, worship services, solo 

performances or in any other setting. Pete has chosen seven 

gorgeous examples, teaching how to find the melody notes, 

chord inversions, harmony lines, bass tones and other elements 

to create a rich musical experience.

Each piece explores a different “feel,” from a Travis 

steady-thumb style tune with jazz-like chords to a gorgeous Celtic 

melody played in both fingerstyle and flatpick versions.  Songs: 

I’ve Got Peace Like a River • Blessed Assurance • Holy, 

Holy, Holy • Redeemed • Be Thou My Vision • From Every 

Stormy Wind That Blows • Abide with Me.

John Sebastian 
Teaches Eight 
Lovin’ Spoonful 
Hits (and  
Welcome Back)
DVD-SEB-LS21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Legendary songwriter John Se-

bastian guides learning guitar-

ists through nine of his timeless 

songs, teaching the arrange-

ments and techniques that give each one its distinctive sound. 

He adds insights into the music and some delightful tidbits of 

rock history based on four decades of experience in the music 

business. Includes: Do You Believe in Magic • Daydream • 

Summer in the City • Did You Ever Have to Make Up Your 

Mind • Nashville Cats • You Didn’t Have to Be So Nice • 

Welcome Back • Younger Girl • Darling Be Home Soon.

Easy Bluegrass and 
Country Guitar
Taught by Happy Traum
DVD-HAP-BC21 • 60 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Here’s an easy and fun way for 

beginners to play favorite blue-

grass tunes. Happy teaches 

all the basic techniques and 

helps guitarists begin to build 

their own repertoire. He covers 

pick technique, elementary theory, song accompaniment, 

and how to play instrumental solos. Songs: John Hardy • 

Bury Me Beneath The Willow • All The Good Times Are 

Past And Gone • East Virginia • Wildwood Flower • Mama 

Don’t Low • Roll In My Sweet Baby’s Arms.

Easy Fingerpicking 
Favorites
Taught by Happy Traum
DVD-HAP-EF21 • 60 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Happy teaches five basic 

 fingerpicking tunes that 

should be in every guitarist’s 

repertoire. He starts with the 

basics, then teaches essen-

tials of the style: hammer-ons, 

pull-offs, bass runs, jump notes, walk-ups and other import-

ant  techniques. Songs: Railroad Bill • My Creole Belle • 

Cocaine Blues • Freight Train • Make Me A Pallet On 

Your Floor.

Essential Riffs for 
Acoustic Guitar
Taught by Artie Traum
DVD-ART-RF21 • 55 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Packed with dozens of time-

tested musical phrases, this les-

son will help even a beginner 

become a strong lead guitarist. 

Each riff is played slowly, and 

then up to speed to give a feel 

for how it should sound in context. Jeff Pevar (guitarist for 

David Crosby) joins Artie to demonstrate how to use these 

lead lines while jamming on blues progressions. A demon-

stration of minor key jazz-blues phrases rounds out this rep-

ertoire of licks and will allow players to create hot solos.

Learn to Play 
the Songs 
of Gordon 
Lightfoot
Guitar 
Arrangements for 
Eight Classics
Taught by  
Pete Huttlinger
DVD-HUT-GL21  
120 minutes 
$29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level 3
Includes music + tab

Pete Huttlinger teaches  all the nuances of  Gordon 

Lightfoot’s guitar arrangements and he makes 

them easily accessible to intermediate players. 

He teaches the chord progressions, rhythms, fin-

gerpicking patterns and unique musical touches 

that help make each song a unique and powerful 

statement. Includes: Early Morning Rain • Care-

free Highway • Rainy Day People • Circle of Steel 

• Steel Rail Blues • Bitter Green • If You Could 

Read My Mind • Cold on the Shoulder. 

GUITAR•ACOUSTIC
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The Acoustic 
Guitar Method
Taught by  
David Hamburger
Two DVDs
DVD-HAM-GT29 
Total time 230 minutes  
$39.95 • Download $34.95
Level 1 • Includes music + tab

Total beginners will learn how 

to use a pick and form all the 

most important chords, while 

those with some guitar expe-

rience will learn fingerpicking styles and other essential 

techniques. More than two-dozen classic songs are taught, 

drawn from blues, folk, country and bluegrass traditions.

The Acoustic 
Guitar Fingerstyle 
Method
Learn to Play Using the 
Techniques and Songs of 
American Roots Music
Two-DVDs
DVD-HAM-FS29 • 100 minutes  
$39.95 • Download $34.95
Level 2 • includes music and tab 

David Hamburger focuses on 

two essential fingerstyle ap-

proaches: alternating-bass “Travis” picking and steady-bass 

blues style. This carefully thought-out and expertly taught 

method starts at the most basic level, then progresses, les-

son-by-lesson, as powerful new techniques - blues scales, 

walking bass lines, chord substitutions, double stops, moves 

up the neck and lots more - are added. Songs: John Henry 

• Since I’ve Laid My Burden Down • Delia • Nobody’s 

Fault But Mine • Houston Blues • Down in Navasota • Al-

berta, St. James Infirmary • St. Louis Blues • The Uptown 

Lowdown • Rag Mama • Hazleton • more.

Livingston 
Taylor’s Excellent 
Guitar Lesson
Play Better Now!
DVD-LIV-GT21 • 80 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Livingston Taylor shows you 

how to take the simplest songs 

and add a little “Taylor Magic” 

with descending bass lines and 

rich harmonizations. Songs: 

Going Round One More Time • I Must Be Doing Something 

Right • Our Turn To Dance • I Will Be In Love With You.

The Guitar Style of 
Richie Havens
Taught by Richie Havens
DVD-HAV-GT21• 85 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes booklet with 
chord shapes and progressions

The late Richie Havens’ dis-

tinctive guitar sound, rich voice 

and compelling arrangements 

of folk, blues and rock classics 

have enthralled millions through-

out his long and successful career. In a lively and fascinating 

conversation with guitarist Artie Traum, Richie demonstrates 

his powerful approach to his instrument, detailing his open 

tunings, unusual fretting style and amazing rhythmic strum-

ming techniques. Eight of his best-known songs are taught.

The Guitar  
of Patty Larkin
Creating Powerful 
Arrangements
Taught by Patty Larkin
DVD-LAR-GT21 • 85 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab 

Patty Larkin, widely known 

for her compelling, emotion-

ally charged songs, is also a 

master of fingerstyle picking, 

alternate tunings, tapping and slapping techniques, and 

innovative chord progressions. She teaches how to play 

some of her most popular songs, including: Tango • Booth 

of Glass • Dear Diary • Open Hand • and the funky hit, 

Wolf at the Door. 

Easy Steps 
to Guitar 
Fingerpicking
Taught by  
Happy Traum
Three-DVD Set 
DVD-HAP-FG29   
$69.95  
Download $49.95

DVD One: 
Demystifying 
Alternate-Thumb 
Style

DVD-HAP-FP21  
$29.95 • Download $19.95   
Level 2 • 100 minutes • Includes music + tab

For many aspiring players, the ability to maintain a 

rock-steady rhythmic pulse with their thumb while 

picking out off-the-beat melody notes with their fin-

gers represents a “holy grail” of country, folk and 

blues playing. Drawing on four decades of teaching 

experience, Happy Traum has devised this nearly 

foolproof method to help them get off to a great 

start. The simple children’s song “Skip to My Lou” 

helps teach the basic concepts before getting into 

fingerpicking standards such as: Spike Driver’s 

Blues • Green, Green Rocky Road • Staggerlee • 

Nine Pound Hammer • Hobo’s Lullaby.

DVD Two: Songs in Dropped D Tuning

DVD-HAP-FG22 • $29.95 • Download $19.95   
Level 3 • 85 minutes • Includes music + tab

You’ll learn how to play in the versatile and useful 

“dropped D” tuning, with its rich, booming bass 

notes and easy chord shapes. Five classic songs 

are taught, each one rich with possibilities for cre-

ating exciting arrangements: The Colorado Trail • 

My Home’s Across the Smoky Mountains • Fishin’ 

Blues • The Blues Ain’t Nothin’ • John Henry.

DVD Three:  
Graduating Into Classic Repertoire

DVD-HAP-FG23 • $29.95 • Download $19.95   
Level 3 • 75 minutes • Includes music + tab

Back in standard tuning, you’re introduced to the 

songs and styles of Merle Travis, Doc Watson, John 

Hurt and other masters of traditional fingerpicking. 

You’ll learn to move freely around the fingerboard 

and will be playing licks, slides, hammer-ons and 

bass runs while maintaining the steady thumb 

rhythm that gives this style its ear-catching appeal. 

By the time you’ve completed this course, you’ll be 

picking: I Am a Pilgrim • Deep River Blues • Louis 

Collins • Nobody Knows You When You’re Down 

and Out • Step It Up and Go.
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Wonderful World of 
Chords
A Video Library of Chord 
Shapes, Exercises and 
Progressions
Taught by Pete Huttlinger
DVD-HUT-WW21 •75 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 
Includes  chord diagrams

Pete Huttlinger has created a 

“video library” of chord posi-

tions and progressions that’s a must-have lesson for every 

serious guitarist. On this comprehensive DVD, Pete teaches 

all the important chord shapes and fingerings they’ll need 

to play in every key, style and tempo, and how they apply 

to many kinds of songs.

Easy Guitar Chords 
and Progressions
An Effortless Way to Make 
Your Songs Sound Great
Taught by Artie Traum
DVD-ART-CH21 • 85 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes chord 
diagrams, music + tab

By moving just one finger to a 

different fret, a familiar chord 

takes on a whole new quality! 

Move a chord shape to a different position on the neck 

and you have a rich, advanced-sounding progression! This 

lesson is fun, easy and filled with guitar tips, musical ideas 

and good songs, including: Sloop John B • Corrina • Wor-

ried Man Blues • Barbed Wire • The Water Is Wide • 

Diamond Joe • more.

Fingerstyle 
Arrangements for 
Hymns, Spirituals 
and Sacred Songs
Taught Happy Traum
Two-DVD set  
DVD-HAP-SH23 •  
$49.95 • Download $39.95  
Here are nine beautiful songs 

of spirit and faith from the folk 

and blues tradition, specially 

arranged for beginning and in-

termediate fingerstyle guitarists.

DVD One: 
DVD-HAP-SH21 • 80 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

After teaching the basic chords and strums to each tune, 

Happy adds bass runs, chord substitutions, harmony lines 

and other easy ways to add flair and interest to each accom-

paniment. You’ll then learn how to play a beautiful instru-

mental arrangement for each of the songs which include: 

Amazing Grace • My Lord What a Morning • Let Us Break 

Bread Together • Angel Band • I Shall Be Released. 

DVD Two: 
DVD-HAP-SH22• 70 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 •  Includes music + tab

Moving into intermediate guitar territory, Happy teaches a 

variety of guitar techniques, including turnarounds, bass 

runs, melodies, movable chords and steady-bass fingerpick-

ing to create complete instrumental solos of classic gospel 

folksongs: Paul and Silas (All Night Long) • 12 Gates to the 

City • Just a Closer Walk with Thee • Bright Morning Stars.

A Fingerstyle 
Christmas
Guitar Arrangements  
to Seven Beloved  
Songs and Carols
Taught by Happy Traum
DVD-HAP-FC21 • 85 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab 

Get ready for the holidays with 

these classic instrumentals! 

Each song has been chosen for its “playability” as well as 

its timeless beauty. Once mastered, these guitar pieces 

will become favorites season after season: It Came Upon 

a Midnight Clear • God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen • What 

Child Is This? • Pretty Little Baby • Silent Night • ‘Twas on 

a Night Like This • Jingle Bells.

The Guitar of 
Preston Reed
Expanding the Realm of 
Acoustic Playing
Taught by Preston Reed
DVD-PRE-GT21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 5 
Includes written material

Preston Reed has reinvented 

how the acoustic guitar is 

played with his dynamic use of 

percussive devices and unusual playing ideas. Learn how 

a single guitar can create a multitude of sonic and rhyth-

mic effects as he teaches the rim shots, bongo hits, slap 

harmonics, double hammer-ons, two hand tapping, right-

hand fretting and other techniques that give his playing 

originality and excitement. In “Slap Funk,” “Border Towns” 

and “Tribes” he shows new ways of generating sounds and 

a myriad of ideas for solo guitar style.

Learn to Play 
the Songs of 
Dan Fogelberg
Taught by  
Pete Huttlinger
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-HUT-DF23  
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One:  
DVD-HUT-DF21  
120 Minutes • Level 3  
$29.95 • Download 24.95  
Includes Music + Tab

Dan Fogelberg’s iconic songs, soaring vocals and 

rich guitar arrangements gained him millions of avid 

fans and secured him a place in the pantheon of 

American popular music. Pete Huttlinger teaches, in 

note-for-note detail, how to play seven classics taken 

from the hit album, “Souvenirs.” Songs:  There’s a 

Place In the World For a Gambler • As the Raven 

Flies • Morning Sky • Changing Horses • Part of 

the Plan • Song From Half Mountain • Souvenirs.

DVD Two: DVD-HUT-DF22 • 120 Minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 Includes Music + Tab
Here are note-accurate accompaniments, licks, 

tunings and complete guitar solos for some of Dan 

Fogelberg’s’ most beautiful and compelling songs, 

chosen from requests Pete Huttlinger received from 

fans and Homespun “students” around the world:   

Songs: Go Down Easy • Sutters Mill • Longer 

• Run For the Roses • Old Tennessee • Make 

Love Stay • Leader of the Band.
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The Real Merle 
Travis Guitar
Like Father, Like Son
Taught by Thom Bresh
DVD-BRE-GT21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Thom Bresh, the only son of 

the legendary guitarist Merle 

Travis, shows how to get the 

real Travis sound. He teaches 

several of Merle’s best-loved 

guitar instrumentals: Guitar Rag, Cannonball Rag and oth-

ers. A must-have for all serious acoustic guitar students!

The Guitar of  
Paul Brady
Playing Traditional and 
Contemporary Irish Songs
DVD-BDY-GT21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Paul Brady’s Irish ballads and 

his contemporary rock songs 

have made him the pre-eminent 

Irish singer-songwriter of his 

generation. Here he takes apart 

eleven of his songs for learning  guitarists: Lakes of Pontchar-

train • Arthur McBride • Mary and the Soldier • Luck of the 

Draw • Crazy Dreams• Nobody Knows • more.

Learn Grateful Dead 
Classics for 
Acoustic Guitar
Easy Arrangements for 
Intermediate Players
Taught by Jeffrey Pepper 
Rodgers
Two-DVD set  
DVD-JEF-GT23   
$49.95 • Download $39.95  
Here are fourteen iconic songs 

by America’s first and greatest 

jam band. With complete transcriptions and Jeffrey’s clear, 

step-by-step demonstrations, you’ll go beyond strumming 

the basic chords, adding riffs and lead licks inspired by the 

Dead’s studio recordings and live jams. 

DVD One: 
DVD-JEF-GT21 • 120 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This easy-to-follow DVD teaches complete arrangements to 

seven songs, including both rhythm and lead parts. It in-

cludes acoustic favorites: Friend of the Devil and Black Peter; 

classic ballads Brokedown Palace and Stella Blue; and the 

great jam tunes Fire on the Mountain, New Speedway Boogie 
and Cassidy.

DVD Two: 
DVD-JEF-GT22 • 120 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 •  Includes music + tab

The video opens with the acoustic gem Uncle John’s Band 
and proceeds through the rock anthem Touch of Grey, the 

blues riffs of Casey Jones, the modal jamming of Bird Song, 
the jazzy sounds of Eyes of the World and The Music Never 
Stopped, and the Deadhead favorite Althea.

Learn to Play 
the Songs of 
John Denver 
Guitar Arrangements 
and Techniques

Taught by  
Pete Huttlinger
Four-DVD Set

DVD-HUT-JD30 • $89.95 
Download $79.95

DVD One:

DVD-HUT-JD21 • $29.95 
Download $24.95

Level 2 •90 minutes • Includes music + tab

Pete Huttlinger was John’s lead guitarist from 1994 

until his tragic death in 1997, accompanying him 

on world tours, Grammy-winning recordings and TV 

specials. On this instructional DVD, Pete breaks 

down eight John Denver hits, teaching the easy but 

effective chord progressions, picking patterns and 

bass runs that made his arrangements so compel-

ling. Songs include: My Sweet Lady • I’m Sorry • 

Annie’s Song • Late Winter Early Spring (instru-

mental) • Fly Away • Boy from the Country • Darcy 

Farrow • and Rocky Mountain High.

DVD Two:

DVD-HUT-JD22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95 

Level 3 • 70 minutes • Includes music + tab

In Pete Huttlinger’s second Homespun lesson, he 

teaches seven great songs exactly as John himself 

played them. The techniques range from basic 

chords and folk strums to more complex picking 

patterns, chord progressions and harmonies that 

evoke a sound typical of John’s music. Songs: 

Aspen Glow • Christmas for Cowboys • This Old 

Guitar • I Guess He’d Rather Be in Colorado • 

Mother Nature’s Son • Rhymes and Reasons • 

Take Me Home, Country Roads.

DVD Three:

DVD-HUT-JD24 • $29.95 • Download $24.95  

Level 3 • 85 minutes • Includes  music + tab

Pete Huttlinger has selected the seven John Denver 

guitar arrangements most requested by the many 

fans of his previous Homespun DVDs. He teaches 

the intros, chord progressions, bass lines, strum-

ming and fingerpicking patterns and other accom-

paniment techniques that make these songs such 

popular standouts. Songs include: Calypso • Spirit 

• The Eagle and the Hawk • Matthew • Dreamland 

Express • Poems, Prayers and Promises • Today.

DVD Four:

DVD-HUT-JD25 • $29.95 • Download $24.95  

Level 3 • 105 minutes • Includes  music + tab

By popular demand, Pete Huttlinger has added a 

fourth DVD to his best-selling series. He teaches 

beautiful and accurate guitar versions of ten 

most-requested John Denver songs: Back Home 

Again • Song of Wyoming • Eclipse • Leaving on 

a Jet Plane • Wind Song • Ponies • Thank God I’m 

a Country Boy • Tools • I’m Sorry • and the guitar 

solo for “I Guess He’d Rather Be in Colorado.”
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12-String Guitar 
Techniques
Taught by Happy Traum
DVD-HAP-TW21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2-3 •Includes music + tab

The powerful sounds and 

songs of Leadbelly, Pete See-

ger, Blind Willie McTell and 

others resound through the 

12-string guitar. This lesson 

teaches the walking basses, 

dynamic rhythms, full chords and fingerpicking innovations 

that can be used on this wonderful instrument. It includes 

classic blues, rags, folk songs and instrumentals.

The 12-String 
Guitar of  
Roger McGuinn
DVD-GUI-GT21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

The signature sound of Roger 

McGuinn’s Rickenbacker 

12-string will immerse you in 

the music that made The Byrds 

a prime musical force. Roger 

teaches favorites from his pow-

erful repertoire – Mr. Tambourine Man • Turn! Turn! Turn! 

• Eight Miles High • Mr. Spaceman • more. 

Techniques for 
Contemporary  
12-String Guitar
Taught by Chris Proctor
DVD-PRO-TW21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This lesson provides new in-

sights into the sounds, tech-

niques and innovations that are 

possible on the 12-string guitar. 

It is jam-packed with important 

tips on tuning, stringing and setting up the instrument, plus 

revolutionary ways of picking the 12-string. Several com-

plete instrumentals are taught, including: Sailor’s Hornpipe 

• Fisher’s Hornpipe • more.

Essential DADGAD 
for Beginners
Taught by Artie Traum
Three-DVD Set • DVD-ART-DG29  
$69.95 • Download $59.95

DVD One: Essential 
DADGAD for Beginners

DVD-ART-DG21 • 55 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Artie Traum shows how to re-

tune the guitar quickly and eas-

ily, form the important chords in the key of D (some using 

only one finger), improvise instrumentals, write songs, and 

get funky with country blues ideas. Using the folk classic 

“The Water Is Wide” as an example, Artie reveals how a 

song can be harmonized using basic chord positions in 

this tuning.

DVD Two: Arrangements for Mountain Ballads and 
Blues

DVD-ART-DA22 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

More and more guitarists are discovering the powerful har-

monies and rich chord formations that become magically 

available in this popular guitar tuning. Artie Traum helps 

bring the guitar to life by showing DADGAD applications in 

traditional mountain ballads, fingerstyle blues and his own 

contemporary songs, including KC Moan • East Virginia 

Blues • Niagara • Serpa.

DVD Three: New Ideas for Creative Playing

DVD-ART-DA23 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This lesson is perfect for the early-intermediate player who 

has already explored the basics of DADGAD and wants to 

move to the next level. Artie Traum’s guitar compositions 

“Blue Hotel,” “Fourteen Turtles” and the bluesy “Yankee 

Swamp” illustrate how he uses chord positions and pro-

gressions up and down the neck, and how to play melodies 

against powerful bass lines.

The Acoustic 
Guitar of  
Jorma Kaukonen
Three-DVD Set • DVD-JOR-AG29  
$69.95  Download $59.95

DVD One:
DVD-JOR-AG21 • 100 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Jorma teaches his solid fin-

gerpicking blues style through 

some of his favorite traditional 

and original tunes: West Coast Blues • Hesitation Blues • 

Crystal City • Embryonic Journey. Includes tips on picking 

style, slide technique, open tunings and a demo with Jef-

ferson Airplane/Hot Tuna partner Jack Casady.

DVD Two:
DVD-JOR-AG22 • 90 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Jorma continues his examination of blues-based fingerpick-

ing, taking apart favorites from his repertoire and teaching 

runs, chords, picking and other techniques. Songs include: 

I Know You Rider • his original Water Song • and the 

perennial favorite San Francisco Bay Blues.

DVD Three:
DVD-JOR-AG23 • 80 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

On this repertoire-building lesson, Jorma delves into seven 

of the traditional and original guitar pieces that have be-

come his trademark, taking them apart lick-by-lick for inter-

mediate players.

A Guitarist’s 
Guide to 
Better 
Practicing
Improve Technique, 
Build Stamina and 
Increase Speed

Taught by  
Pete Huttlinger
DVD-HUT-PT21 
90 minutes 
$29.95 
Download $24.95  
Level 2 
Includes music + tab

Solo guitarist and studio musician Peter Huttlinger 

outlines his method for effective and consistent 

practice techniques. He includes numerous drills, 

exercises, scales, metronome use and other reg-

imens for guitarists who want to solve problems 

and make greater strides in improving their musical 

skill level.
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Jorma Kaukonen’s 
Fingerpicking 
Guitar Method
Two DVDs
DVD-JOR-FP29  
$49.95 • Download $39.95
Level 2 
Total time: 130 minutes  
Includes music + tab

Jorma Kaukonen’s course dis-

sects his unique and influential 

blues and country guitar finger-

picking style. It is filled with invaluable wisdom, powerful 

advice and useful techniques for learning pickers at all 

levels. Jorma teaches five traditional and original songs, 

each one becoming a springboard for in-depth guitar ex-

plorations. He also includes dynamic “live” performances of 

each song, played with his touring partner Barry Mitterhoff. 

Songs: I’ll Let You Know Before I Leave • Trouble in Mind 

• Tom Cat Blues • Genesis • Vampire Women.

Easy Steps to 
Acoustic Blues 
Guitar 
Taught by Happy 
Traum
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-HAP-EB23  
$49.95 • Download $34.95

DVD One:
DVD-HAP-EB21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $19.95 
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Happy Traum offers this unique course in acoustic blues 

guitar, especially designed for novice players. He breaks it 

all down into “easy steps,” including syncopated strumming 

patterns, 12-bar and 8-bar blues progressions, bass runs, 

and more than a dozen variations for the all-important blues 

turnarounds, intros and endings.

DVD Two:
DVD-HAP-EB22 • 90 minutes • $29.95 • Download $19.95
Level 3 • Includes music +  tab

This nearly foolproof method for building solid guitar tech-

nique includes shuffle and boogie-woogie bass lines, blues 

scales, playing solos up the neck, variations on blues chord 

progressions and arrangements of • Rock Me • Baby, Baby 

Please Don’t Go • Trouble in Mind and other blues classics

Learn to Fingerpick 
with Jim Kweskin
A Jug Full of Great Folk  
and Ragtime Tunes

Taught by  
Jim Kweskin 
with Matt Berlin (bass)

DVD-KWE-GT21 • 75 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Jim Kweskin is regarded as 

one of the most influential 

guitarists and performers to emerge from the 1960s folk 

revival. His lesson starts with an overview of fingerpicking 

patterns for beginners, then moves progressively through 

a number of great repertoire tunes: Sugar Babe • Eight 

More Miles to Louisville • Guabi Guabi • Lazy Bones • 

You Took Advantage of Me • Dinah • Buddy Bolden Blues 

• Alexander’s Ragtime Band • more.

Bottleneck Blues 
and Beyond
Two-DVD Set   DVD-DOW-GT23  
$49.95 • Download $39.95
Taught by Mike Dowling

DVD One:
DVD-DOW-GT21 • 110 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes  music + tab

This lesson in bottleneck/slide 

guitar details the powerful tech-

niques that put Mike Dowling in 

high demand as a Nashville session guitarist. Taking examples 

from traditional blues as well as his own compositions, Mike ex-

plores often-overlooked tricks of the trade that will make even 

the simplest lines sound musical. Playing primarily in open 

D tuning • Mike teaches Mean Ol’ Frisco • Stranger Here 

• Boogie Woogie Dance • Swamp Dog Blues • Jan’s Song. 

DVD Two:
DVD-DOW-GT22 • 80 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes music + tab

This follow-up lesson to Mike Dowling’s popular DVD brings 

a number of new slide techniques, musical ideas and great 

songs to bottleneck blues enthusiasts. Mike calls it a “grab 

bag toolbox of open tuning tricks and licks.” Songs include: 

Make Me a Pallet on Your Floor • Drop Down Mama • The 

Cuckoo • Railroad Bill • Street Corner Rag.

The C-A-G-E-D  
Guitar 
System 
Made Easy
Taught by  
Ernie Hawkins
Three-DVD Set

DVD-HAW-GT29  
$69.95 
Download $59.95

DVD One: Five 
Chord Shapes for 
Mastering the 
Fingerboard

DVD-HAW-GT21 • $29.95 • Download $24.95    
Level 3 • 85 minutes • Includes music + tab

Learn how five  basic chord shapes (C,A,G,E and 

D), moved up and down the neck, can reveal all the 

scales, intervals and voicings you’ll need to play 

any kind of music.

DVD Two: Playing Chords and Licks in Every 
Key and Position

DVD-HAW-GT22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95      
Level 3 • 120 minutes • Includes  music + tab

Ernie Hawkins’s long experience in country blues 

fingerpicking establishes the path for continuing his 

in-depth exploration of the C-A-G-E-D Guitar System. 

He shows how the basic 12-bar blues progression 

can be played in every key and position on the fin-

gerboard, and provides innumerable tips, exercises, 

licks and variations to keep a learning guitarist busy 

for months.

DVD Three: The Next Step: Exploring Blues 
and Ragtime Progressions

DVD-HAW-GT24 •$29.95 • Download $24.95    
Level 4 • 60 minutes • Includes  music + tab

Ernie Hawkins uses the amazing C-A-G-E-D System 

when playing his specialty – blues and ragtime tunes 

in alternate-thumb fingerpicking style. On his third les-

son, Ernie explores blues melodies as they move up 

into the highest reaches of the fingerboard, as well 

as the popular “circle of fifths” ragtime  progression.
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How to Become  
a More Creative 
Guitarist
An Insider’s Tips for 
Fingerstyle Players
Taught by Adrian Legg
DVD-LEG-GT21 • 70 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes tab

Adrian Legg teaches some 

of the “tricks of the trade” 

that have made him one of 

the most sought-after fingerstyle guitarists on the scene 

today. Includes nine original instrumentals, each utilizing 

devices that Adrian has pioneered to achieve his thrilling 

sound: altered tunings, harmonized scales, banjo tun-

ers, half capos, string bends, pedal steel licks and other 

means by which he “cheats at guitar.” Silent Night • Born 

Again Idle • Auld Lang Syne • Hymn for Jaco • Norah 

Handley’s Waltz.  

Learn to Play 
Bottleneck Blues
Three-DVD Set  
DVD-BOB-BN29 
$69.95 • Download $59.95 
Taught by Bob Brozman

DVD One: The Basics

DVD-BOB-BN21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes  tab

Filled with exercises and songs 

to get someone started in 

bottleneck blues style. Beginning and experienced slide 

players alike will benefit from the powerful licks and runs, 

rhythm techniques, use of vibrato and harmonics, and other 

ways to get the true Delta sound. Songs: Walking Blues • 

Can’t Be Satisfied • Cross Road Blues.

DVD Two: Advanced Technique

DVD-BOB-BT22 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes tab

Bob Brozman provides intermediate and advanced gui-

tarists with a complete toolbox with which to dramatically 

increase their repertoire and enhance their blues arrange-

ments and improvisations. Bob provides both a historical 

and a technical analysis of the styles, innovations and 

techniques originally created by Robert Johnson, Son 

House, Charlie Patton and other Delta slide masters. 

Songs: Come On in My Kitchen • Delta Memories • Rol-

lin’ and Tumblin’.

DVD Three: Repertoire

DVD-BOB-BT23 • 75 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 3 • 75 minutes • Includes tab

Brozman digs deeper into the bottleneck blues repertoire 

with this exploration of major and minor keys in open and 

standard tunings. He covers traditional styles of Bukka 

White, Tampa Red, Charlie Patton and other Delta masters. 

Songs: Old Dog Blues • Jitterbug Swing • Denver Blues 

• Cypress Grove • Telegram Blues • Pony Blues • more.

The Fingerpicking 
Blues of  
John Jackson
DVD-JCK-GT21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 
Includes lyrics, music + tab

A traditional blues master 

brings the Piedmont style to 

life! In a lively conversation with 

Roy Book Binder, John Jackson 

details the finer points of tech-

nique, provides fascinating historical reminiscences and 

teaches his own two-finger picking style. Songs include: 

West Coast Blues • Louis Collins • Candy Man • Police 

Dog Blues • Boat’s up the River • John Henry • more.  

The Guitar of 
Chris Smither
Arrangements in 
Contemporary 
Blues Style
DVD-SMI-GT21 
85 minutes  
$29.95 
Download $24.95

Level 3 
Includes music + tab

Chris Smither’s blues 

fingerpicking tech-

niques and compelling vocals create a sound un-

like any other contemporary stylist. He takes apart 

some of his most requested songs, slowing them 

down and explaining his licks for learning guitar-

ists. Includes full arrangements for: Link of Chain 

• Happier Blue • Hold On • Killin’ the Blues • 

Can’t Shake These Blues • and The Devil’s Real. 

This lesson will open up new possibilities for song 

accompaniments and blues technique.

Chris Smither 
Teaches Six 
Outstanding 
Fingerpicking 
Arrangements
DVD-SMI-GT22 
90 minutes  
$29.95 
Download $24.95

Level 3 
Includes music + tab

S i n g e r / s o n g w r i t e r 

Chris Smither teaches 

his superb fingerpicking renditions for some of his 

most popular songs: No Love Today • Drive You 

Home Again • Get a Better One • Leave the Light 

On • Blues in the Bottle and Bob Dylan’s Visions of 

Johanna.

Both DVDs by Chris Smither can be 
purchased for the set price of  
$49.95 • Download $39.95
DVD-SMI-GT23
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Rory Block Teaches 
the Guitar of 
Robert Johnson 
Two-DVD Set    
DVD-ROR-RJ23  

$49.95 • Download $39.95 

DVD One:
DVD-ROR-RJ21 •120 minutes 

$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Robert Johnson’s unearthly 

singing and intricate Mississippi 

Delta style slide guitar have inspired innumerable players 

in the decades since his untimely death in 1938. On this 

jam-packed DVD lesson, the award-winning contemporary 

blues singer and guitarist Rory Block completely demys-

tifies the licks, runs, strums, bass lines, turnarounds and 

other important guitar elements that combine to make 

up the unique Robert Johnson sound. Terraplane Blues • 

Preaching Blues • more.

DVD Two: Exploring the Repertoire

DVD-ROR-RJ22 • 105 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

On Rory Block’s second installment into the great blues art-

ist’s legacy, she provides complete note-by-note, lick-by-lick 

instruction for three of his most powerful songs: Cross Road 

Blues • Ramblin’ on My Mind • and Hellhound on My Trail. 

Rory takes each song apart, putting a microscope on the 

intros, chord positions, slide techniques, picking, strumming 

and other blues guitar skills needed to play them right.

MORE FROM RORY BLOCK

The Guitar of Rory Block: Blues
Arrangements to Rory’s Most Requested Songs
DL-ROR-GT21 •Level 5 • 75 Minutes 

Download Only $19.95

The Guitar of Rory Block: Originals
Arrangements to Rory’s Most Requested Songs
DL-ROR-GT22 •Level 4 • 60 Minutes 

Download Only $19.95

Easy Steps to 
Blues Guitar 
Jamming
Taught by Happy  
and Artie Traum
Two-DVD Set  

DVD-AHT-JB23 •  

$49.95 • Download $39.95 

DVD One:  
Play Along and Learn!

DVD-AHT-JB21 •105 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Even a novice will be able to play along with this lesson. 

It’s filled with detailed instruction, good songs, invaluable 

advice, and the techniques needed to improvise creative 

solos. In a relaxed, user-friendly session, Happy and Artie 

provide rhythmic backup for jamming along with them for 

each song and technique they teach.

DVD Two: Exploring the Keys of C,D and G

DVD-AHT-JB22 • 75 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This follow-up DVD includes more instruction, ideas, ad-

vice and great blues songs, with lots of opportunity for the 

learning blues picker to play along with these two veteran 

guitarists. Songs in the keys of C, D and G are featured: 

Move to Kansas City • Relax Your Mind • Take It Slow • 

Easy • Country Boy Blues • Step It Up and Go.

The Fingerpicking 
Blues of 
Mississippi  
John Hurt
A Spoonful of Classic 
Songs
Taught by Happy Traum 
and John Sebastian
DVD-SEB-MJ21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 •Includes music + tab

Two veteran musicians team up 

to pay tribute to Mississippi John Hurt by teaching 11 of 

his best-known songs, bringing fresh insights into the pick-

ing styles of this treasured artist: Spike Driver’s Blues • Got 

the Blues (Can’t Be Satisfied) • Coffee Blues • Richland 

Woman Blues • My Creole Belle • Monday Morning Blues 

• I’m Satisfied • Stack O’Lee • Candy Man • Avalon Blues 

• Make Me a Pallet on Your Floor.

Learn to Play the 
Blues Guitar (and 
Harmonica) of 
John Hammond
DVD-HMD-GT21 • 110 minutes 

$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Legendary blues musician 

John Hammond distills forty 

years of experience in this 

remarkable exploration of his 

guitar, harmonica and vocal 

techniques. He sings, plays and breaks down a variety of 

songs and instrumentals, sharing his blues wisdom with 

aspiring players and enthusiasts.

Songs include: Just Your Fool • Phonograph Blues • 

Hellhound on My Trail • Terraplane Blues • Come On in My 

Kitchen •  Untrue Blues • Honest I Do • Drop Down Mama 

• Jitterbug Swing • Come to Find Out • Slick Crown Vic.
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Happy Traum 
Teaches the 
Blues Guitar 
of Brownie 
McGhee
Songs and 
Techniques Passed 
Down from a 
Master Bluesman
Two DVDs

DVD-HAP-BR29  
150 minutes 
$39.95 
Download $34.95 

Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Brownie McGhee’s blues guitar influenced gener-

ations of players around the world. Happy Traum 

learned directly from this master bluesman, and he 

makes Brownie’s songs and techniques accessi-

ble to all aspiring acoustic blues players. Songs: 

I’m Gonna Tell God How You Treat Me • Move to 

Kansas City • Betty and Dupree • Me and My Dog 

• Sporting Life • Living with the Blues • Key to 

the Highway • Blood Red River • Careless Love • 

Pawnshop Blues. 

BONUS TRACKS: Brownie McGhee demonstrates 

11 songs and techniques in never-before-heard 

audio recordings, recently discovered in Happy’s 

personal archives!
DOWNLOAD  

ONLY!
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The Blues Guitar of  
Keb’ Mo’
Basic Techniques for the 
Contemporary Player
DVD-KEB-GT21 • 75 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Grammy-winning singer-song-

writer Kevin Moore (aka Keb’ 

Mo’) takes students on a pow-

erful journey into the world of 

traditional and contemporary 

blues guitar. He begins by showing how turnarounds and 

harmonized scale passages can be the basis for devel-

oping fluid phrases in a Robert Johnson-style blues tune. 

Keb’ then teaches two originals, both employing a rhyth-

mic alternating bass style as well as some jazz-oriented 

chords that add spice and interest to the songs. Switching 

to his National steel guitar, he then discusses the basics 

of slide technique, rounding out this exciting blues lesson. 

Songs: Delta-Style Blues • Perpetual Blues Machine • 

Angelina • Henry.

The Fingerpicking 
Blues of Etta Baker
DVD-ETT-GT21 • 60 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Learn traditional fingerpicking 

blues from a legendary player! 

The late Etta Baker plays, sings 

and breaks down ten traditional 

and original tunes, offering a 

true down-home lesson in Pied-

mont style blues. Songs: Caro-

lina Breakdown • One Dime Blues • Railroad Bill • Bully 

Of The Town • Dew Drop • On The Other Hand Baby 

• Brown’s Boogie • Goin’ Down The Road Feelin’ Bad 

• John Henry.

A Crash Course in 
Open Tunings for 
Guitar
Taught by Mary Flower
DVD-FLW-GT21 • 75 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This starter lesson by a top 

blues musician will give nov-

ices a basic understanding of 

how to play in a variety of open 

tunings on the guitar, and get 

into new and exciting sounds. Includes arrangements of: 

I’ll Fly Away • Spanish Fandango • John Henry • Amazing 

Grace • more .

The Legendary 
Blues Guitar of 
Josh White
Taught by Josh White Jr.
DVD-WHI-GT21 • 80 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 •Includes music + tab

The legendary Josh White is 

widely considered to be one 

of the most influential blues 

and folk artists of all time. Josh 

White, Jr. can replicate his fa-

ther’s dazzling guitar technique and passionate renditions 

of blues, folk songs and ballads in a way that is easy to 

follow and accessible for all players. Songs: One Meat Ball 

• Betty & Dupree • House of the Rising Sun • Uncle Sam 

Says • Nobody Knows You When You’re Down & Out

Hooked on the 
Blues
Soulful Songs and Powerful 
Techniques From a Master 
Bluesman
Taught by Hans Theessink
DVD-HAN-GT21 • 70 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Blues fans worldwide have em-

braced the soulful music from 

the Mississippi Delta, and few 

play it better than Dutch guitarist/singer/songwriter Hans 

Theessink. Hans’ passion for the blues is clear as he 

teaches the tunings, chord shapes, slide work and other es-

sential techniques that give the blues its distinctive sound. 

Songs: Prison Blues • Big Bill’s Guitar • Vicksburg Is My 

Home • Sugar Babe • You Make Me Feel So Good • 

Sitting on Top of the World • Two Trains.

The Blues Bag
Happy Traum Teaches 
Eleven Classic Blues Songs 
and Arrangements
Taught by Happy Traum
Two-DVD’s  

DVD-HAP-BA29 • 120 minutes  

$39.95 • Download $34.95
Level 2/3 

Includes music + tab

Study of 12-bar and 16-bar 

blues forms through classic 

songs such as: C.C. Rider • Step It Up and Go • Move to 

Kansas City • New Stranger Blues • New Stranger Blues • 

Careless Love • You’re Gonna Quit Me Baby • Bad Luck 

Blues • Diddy Wah Diddy •  Wandering and In The Evening 

When The Sun Goes Down. and others. Includes instruction 

in bass runs, turnarounds, boogie-woogie bass lines, damp-

ing, improvising and more.

Exploring 
the Guitar 
with  
Keb’ Mo’
Songs and 
Arrangements 
to Enrich Your 
Playing
DVD-KEB-GT22 
110 minutes  
$29.95 
Download $24.95

Level 3 
Includes music +  tab

Grammy-winner Keb’ Mo’ accompanies his songs 

with folk/blues fingerpicking, swampy slide licks, 

contemporary pop chords, and a touch of jazz. 

Learning guitarists will be inspired to develop their 

own unique style as he teaches chord shapes, 

open tunings, slide technique and picking pat-

terns. Songs: Your Love • Life Is Beautiful • I’ll 

Be Your Water • Every Morning • Eileen • Tell 

Everybody I Know • America the Beautiful.

 SPECIAL…

Two-DVDs by Keb’ Mo’
can be purchased for the set price of 
DVD-KEB-GT23 • Package $49.95    Download $39.95 
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An Introduction to 
Open Tunings and 
Slide Guitar
Taught by Roy Book Binder
DVD-BOO-OT21 • 80 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •Includes music + tab

Roy Book Binder has given 

us another terrific look at his 

unique brand of fingerpicked 

blues guitar. On this DVD, 

he covers the basics of open 

tunings and the use of the bottleneck, teaching essential 

techniques in a way that will be easy even for newcomers 

to this style. Roy introduces beginning players to the slide 

through an exploration of open D (“Vestapol”) and open G 

(“Spanish”) tuning, demonstrating songs, licks, techniques, 

and the sounds of bottleneck blues. Songs: Never Drive a 

Stranger from Your Door • Cigarette Blues • Electricity • 

Palm Trees Shaking in the Night • She Did You a Favor • 

Baby Don’t You Do It No More • Tired of Being Mistreated.

Innovative 
Arrangements for 
American Blues/
Roots Guitar
Taught by Geoff Muldaur
DVD-GEO-GT21 • 85 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Legendary singer/guitarist Geoff 

Muldaur teaches six gospel 

and blues arrangements that 

are filled with ideas, techniques 

and wonderful songs. Geoff uses standard ingredients of 

fingerstyle playing combined with rich chord voicings that 

add a jazz sensibility to traditional music, making these 

songs sound fresh and new: Just a Little While to Stay Here 

• Trouble Soon Be Over • I Believe I’ll Go Back Home • 

Wild Ox Moan • Got to Find Blind Lemon • Tears Come 

Rolling Down.

Blues/Roots Guitar
Fingerpicking and  
Slide from the Delta  
to New Orleans
Taught by Steve James
DVD-JMS-GT21 • 80 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Steve James, a favorite per-

former on the contemporary 

acoustic blues circuit, details 

five pieces in different blues 

styles for the learning guitar student. He covers Texas and 

Delta-style fingerpicking, a New Orleans jazz-blues tune, 

and bottleneck pieces in open G and Open D tunings. 

Includes invaluable insights into the use of chord inver-

sions, finding “blue” notes, use of dominant 7th, diminished 

chords and scales, and much more. Songs: Sugar Babe • 

Wet Laundry Blues • Buddy Bolden’s Blues • Stack Lee’s 

Blues • Hot Time on the Old Town Tonight.

Bob Brozman’s 
Guide to Roots 
Guitar Styles
Blues, Ragtime and Swing
Taught by Bob Brozman
Two-DVD set  

DVD-BOB-HG23 • $49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One: 
DVD-BOB-HG21 • 75 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes tab

Bob fully explores the guitar’s rhythmic, harmonic, and me-

lodic possibilities. He covers chord voicing’s and inversions, 

picking patterns, ragtime fingerstyles, compression strokes 

and other important right-hand techniques, plus several rhyth-

mic patterns and two-hand damping. Songs: Salty Dog Blues 

• Jazz’m Blues • Sister Kate. 

DVD Two: 
DVD-BOB-HG22 • 65 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 4 • Includes tab

Bob teaches the poular 32-bar song form and the distinctive 

chords and rhythms that characterize swing, Gypsy jazz guitar, 

‘30’s Cab Calloway-style and calypso. He covers palm harmon-

ics, minor key jazz/blues and a variety of rhythmic exercises in 

this examination of the roots of American guitar music. Songs: 

Hot Moments With You Dear • Blue  Devils • Dog and Cat.

Adventures  
in Fingerstyle Guitar
The Guitar of 
Peppino D’Agostino
Taught by  
Peppino D’Agostino
DVD-PEP-GT21 • 80 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Peppino D’Agostino teaches 

many of his most-requested 

compositions, and shares his 

inventive playing ideas – left-hand melody-tapping, percus-

sive use of right hand, various harmonics and more.

Blues  
by the Book
Fingerpicking Blues
Taught by  
Roy Book Binder
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-BOO-GT23 

$49.95  
Download $39.95

DVD One:
DVD-BOO-GT21 

75 minutes  

$29.95  
Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Roy’s firsthand knowledge of the great Pied-

mont-style players makes these DVDs a must for 

anyone who loves traditional blues. He demon-

strates a wide variety of chords, right- and left-hand 

patterns, licks and much more! Songs: Black Dog 

Blues • Hesitation Blues and more.

DVD Two:
DVD-BOO-GT22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • 80 minutes • Includes music + tab

Learn country blues classics and Roy’s originals in the 

essential key of A: How Long • Every Day of the Week 

• Texas Blues • New Age Woman Blues • Polk City 

Ramble • Anywhere You Go I Can Go There Too.
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Corey Harris 
Teaches Blues 
Guitar
From Mississippi to Mali
DVD-COR-GT21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Corey Harris teaches songs 

that bridge the gap between 

Mississippi country blues and 

African guitar styles, exploring 

the similarities and differences 

in each approach to the guitar. He teaches classic and 

original fingerpicking and slide guitar pieces as well as 

two songs he learned in Mali: High Fever Blues • C. C. Pill 

Blues • Jack O’ Diamonds • Special Rider Blues • King 

Cotton • Bajourou • Sundiata.

Dynamic Country 
Blues Guitar
Taught by Catfish Keith
DVD-CAT-GT21 •85 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

In this outstanding lesson, 

Catfish teaches his trademark 

arrangements of seven tradi-

tional country blues songs, from 

Mississippi to the Caribbean. In 

each case, he first plays the 

tune, then slows it down to highlight how he achieves his 

dynamic effects.

The Fingerpicking 
Guitar of  
Kelly Joe Phelps
Taught by Kelly Joe Phelps
DVD-KJP-GT22 • 95 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95 Level 
3 • Includes music + tab

Kelly Joe explores the finger-

picking technique that has 

made him one of the most 

sought-after performers on to-

day’s acoustic music scene. He 

has chosen six of his most popular pieces to demonstrate 

how he builds fingerpicking arrangements and improvisa-

tions to communicate his unique musical vision: Tommy • 

Sally Ruby • Capman Bootman • River Rat Jimmy • I Am 

the Light of This World • Beggar’s Oil.

The Power of  
Delta Blues Guitar
Taught by Rory Block
Two-DVD set  

DVD-ROR-PW23 • 

$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: 
DVD-ROR-PW21 • 60 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 •Includes music + tab

Learn the traditional country 

blues guitar styles that influ-

enced generations of players. Rory Block, one of the most 

knowledgeable and talented exponents of the classic blues 

style, teaches the earthy, hard-driving playing of the Missis-

sippi Delta. Mississippi Blues: Moon’s Goin’ Down (Charlie 

Patton’s Pea Vine Blues and Robert Johnson’s Milk Cow 

Blues) • Crossroads Blues (Robert Johnson) • Travellin’ 

Blues (Mattie Delaney).

DVD Two: 
DVD-ROR-PW22 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Traditional and Contemporary Blues: Fixin’ To Die (Booker 

White) • Love My Blues Away • Leavin’ Here (Rory Block) 

• When You’ve Got a Good Friend (Robert Johnson) •  

The Water Is Wide (Trad. Arr. Rory Bock) • My Train Is 

Waiting (Charlie Spann).

The Guitar of  
David Wilcox
Taught by David Wilcox
DVD-WLX-GT21 • 80 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Popular singer/songwriter 

David Wilcox is renowned for 

inventive fingerstyle accompa-

niments to his original songs. 

Using a variety of unusual tun-

ings, David shows how he pro-

vides rich harmonics and counterpoints to accompany his 

incisive lyrics. Teaches nine of his popular songs: Eye of 

the Hurricane • Rusty Old American Dream • New World 

• Language of the Heart • Distant Water • Spin • more. 

Great insights – a must for all guitarists!

Exploring DADGAD 
Guitar
New Sounds, Textures, and 
Repertoire
Taught by Laurence Juber
DVD-JUB-DG21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 •Includes music + tab 

Fingerstyle guitar virtuoso 

Laurence Juber unravels the 

mystery of this beautiful and 

versatile guitar tuning, long 

used by Celtic guitar stylists. Laurence has mastered its 

intricacies, and he teaches the evocative tunes he has 

composed, and which appear on his latest CD for Narada 

Records. He shows how this tuning can be used to beau-

tiful effect in different keys, and how an arrangement of 

a familiar tune such as “Danny Boy” can be developed 

in a variety of ways. This is a DVD that will open vast new 

possibilities for guitarists who want to extend their musical 

 vocabularies.

Blues Guitar 
Arrangements 
for the 
Intermediate 
Player
Taught by  
Mary Flower
DVD-FLW-GT22   
$29.95  
Download $24.95

Level 4 • 60 minutes 
Includes music + tab

Fingerpicking ar

range ments to five 

classic ragtime/blues songs, especially recorded 

for intermediatelevel guitarists who want to dig 

into exciting new repertoire and style. Mary Flow

er’s unique arrangements are challenging, fun 

to play and filled with musical ideas that can be 

plugged into many other songs.
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Classical Guitar
Technique and Musicianship
Taught by Fred Hand
DVD-HND-GT21 • 75 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2-5 

Includes music + tab

This lesson should be of inter-

est to all guitarists who want to 

discover their “natural dexter-

ity” for speed, tone and effort-

less technique! Beginning and 

advanced guitarists alike will benefit from his exploration 

into the fundamental principles of classical guitar. Includes 

in-depth analysis of beautiful pieces: John Dowland’s Lady 

Hunnsden’s Puffe, a dance by Gaspar Sanz, and two of 

Hand’s own compositions.

Seven Easy  
Pieces for 
Classical Guitar
Taught by Frederic Hand
DVD-HND-GT22 • 75 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music 

One of the world’s top classical 

guitarists teaches seven well-

known and beloved student 

pieces, demonstrating correct 

technique and other invaluable 

pointers. Includes three Italian lute pieces • Bach’s Sara-

bande • Sor’s Study in B Minor • Tarrega’s Adelita • and 

Fred Hand’s own distinguished arrangement of the tradi-

tional Shaker hymn Simple Gifts.

Folk Song 
Arrangements for 
Classical Guitar
Taught by Frederic Hand
DVD-HND-FS21 • 75 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Guitar virtuoso Frederic Hand 

teaches exquisite classical 

guitar arrangements of four 

widely known and much-be-

loved American folk songs: 

The Water Is Wide • Wayfaring Stranger • Black Is the 

Color of My True Love’s Hair • We Are Climbing Jacob’s 

Ladder. Fred shows you how to play these pieces, by using 

lush chords, rich harmonies and inventive improvisational 

elements. He teaches full concert arrangements as well 

as easier alternate versions for novice players who are just 

getting into this style of music.

The Segovia Style
Classical Guitar  
of the Maestro
Taught by Eliot Fisk
DVD-FIS-GT21 • 75 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music 

Learn the guitar music of the 

great Andres Segovia. Eliot 

Fisk, a brilliant classical guitar-

ist and protégé of “the Mae-

stro,” provides instruction in 

harmonization, interpretation, musicianship, technique and 

more. You’ll study Bach’s Prelude In D Minor, Canciones 

Populares and Estudio Sin Luz. Fisk performs pieces by 

Haydn, Ponce and others, making this essential viewing 

for anyone interested in classical guitar.

Acoustic Guitar 
Instrumentals
Taught Martin Simpson
Three-DVD set  

DVD-SIM-GT29  

$69.95 • Download $59.95

DVD One: Arrangements in 
Alternate Tunings

DVD-SIM-GT21 • 75 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Acclaimed British guitarist Mar-

tin Simpson teaches dropped-D and altered-G tunings to 

bring out the widest possible harmonic range of the guitar. 

His fingerstyle playing, combined with his unique guitar 

frailing, will inspire guitarists of all levels and styles. Six 

magnificent arrangements include: Rosie Anderson • The 

Shearing’s Not for You • Bogie’s Bonnie Belle • Pretty 

Saro • Long Steel Rail • Santa Cruz.

DVD Two: Creating Your Own Arrangements

DVD-SIM-GT22•  60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Martin continues his excellent analysis of the romantic and 

compelling guitar arrangements for which he is justly fa-

mous. He teaches Jock O’Hazeldine (a Celtic air) • Banks of 

the Bann (with the primary melody in the bass) and • In the 

Bleak Midwinter (Christmas carol), all in dropped-D tuning.

DVD Three: Developing Style & Repertoire

DVD-SIM-GT23 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Martin teaches his complex arrangements to Donal Ogg, 

• My Generous Lover • and Betsy the Serving Maid (all 

in Gsus4 tuning) • The Coo Coo Bird in the spectacular 

“mountain minor” tuning, and the fiddle tune • Miss Mc-

Cloud’s Reel in the popular DADGAD tuning.

The Guitar 
of Larry 
Campbell
Interpreting 
the Gospel 
Songs and 
Styles of Rev. 
Gary Davis

Learn Five  
Powerful 
Fingerpicking 
Classics

With Teresa Williams, Vocals
DVD-LCA-GT21 • 115 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4  • Music and tab file on DVD to View or Print. 
Instructions included.

Larry Campbell and Teresa Williams offer dynamic 

performances of five songs by the legendary mas

ter Rev. Gary Davis, then Larry breaks each one 

down, teaching both accompaniment and lead 

parts for learning players.

Larry gets to the essence of Rev. Davis’ unique 

approach to the guitar. He details the licks and runs, 

movable chord positions, bass lines, harmonies 

and complex fingerpicking patterns that have 

made these five songs touchstones of the blues 

and folkgospel revival: Oh Glory, How Happy I Am 

• Samson and Delilah • I Belong To The Band 

• Keep Your Lamp Trimmed and Burning • Let Us 

Get Together. 
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The Fingerstyle 
Artistry of 
Laurence Juber
Taught Laurence Juber
Two-DVD set  
DVD-JUB-GT23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Tunes & 
Techniques  
in Standard Tunings

DVD-JUB-GT21 • 70 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95

Level 5 • Includes music + tab

This session contains finger-strectching elements that will 

challenge and delight the most adventurous players. In a 

methodic breakdown of some of his most popular pieces, 

Laurence Juber reveals the picking styles, chord voicing’s 

and percussive techniques he uses to create his ground-

breaking style.

DVD Two: Tunes & Techniques in Altered Tunings

DVD-JUB-GT22• 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 5 • Includes music + tab

Laurence concentrates on pieces played in altered tun-

ings-DADGAG, open-C, and open-G-minor. You’ll learn how he 

uses tow-hand tapping, thumb slaps, harmonics, vibrato and 

other techniques to give a piece extra dimension and power. 

Contemporary 
Fingerstyle 
Workshop
Taught by Chris Proctor
DVD-PRO-GT21 • 80 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

You’ll learn spectacular solo 

pieces while developing invalu-

able insights into devices such 

as the partial capo, the E-bow, 

Alaska Picks and alternate tun-

ings. Chris teaches you to use your fingers independently 

using a thumb and three-finger style.

You’ll put all this into practice with arrangements to 

the Civil War Song • Aura Lee (the tune to Elvis’ hit Love 

Me Tender) • Huckleberry Hornpipe (in open G) and two 

complex Proctor originals, Tiptoes (in dropped-D tuning) 

• Interstate.

Traditional 
Hawaiian Guitar
Taught by Bob Brozman
DVD-BOB-HW21 • 85 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes tab

This fascinating DVD teaches 

the real Hawaiian steel guitar 

sound, including bar tech-

nique, scale patterns, tunings, 

vibrato, harmonic “chimes” 

and other essentials. These 

traditional Hawaiian songs are taught: Mai Kai No Kauai • 

Maui Chimes • Moana Chimes Uhe • Uhene.

The Hawaiian 
Slack Key Guitar of 
Ledward Kaapana
Taught by  
Ledward Kaapana
DVD-LED-GT21 • 80 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

One of the most exciting and 

accomplished players in ki 

ho’alu (slack key) guitar gives 

a lesson for novices as well as 

advanced players in the slack key style. He teaches in-

strumentals encompassing both quiet, beautiful melodies 

and rip-roaring showstoppers with lightning-fast licks and 

fancy picking. Songs: Slack Key Lullaby • Kuu Ipo Ona-

ona • E Lili’u E •  Slack Key Medley.

Traditional 
Caribbean Guitar
Calypso & Other Island 
Rhythms
Taught by Bob Brozman
DVD-BOB-CG21 • 80 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 
Includes chords + lyrics

Calypso’s wild pulses, dance-

able rhythms, and playful lyrics 

will spice up anyone’s songs 

and arrangements. Syncopation is the key to this folk-based 

world music, and this DVD teaches fingerpicking and 

strumming patterns, moving bass lines, unique chord voic-

ings, percussive strokes and seven great calypso songs.

The Art of 
Hawaiian Slack 
Key Guitar
Taught by Keola Beamer
DVD-KEO-GT21 • 80 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Here’s an opportunity to learn 

to play the lush and elegant 

sounds of Hawaiian slack key 

guitar. Keola Beamer, a con-

temporary master in this style, 

provides the perfect introduction to a rich tradition that has 

inspired fingerstyle guitarists worldwide. He teaches seven 

traditional and original compositions in the special tunings 

that give slack key its distinctive sound, including: Kuu Lei 

Awapuni Melemele (My Yellow Ginger Lei) • Kalena Kai 

(Bath House) • Grandmother’s Wish • and more.

Boogie 
Woogie 
Guitar
Taught by Del Rey

DVD-DEL-GT21 
95 minutes 
$29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level 4 
Includes music + tab

Del Rey was in

spired in equal parts 

by classic blues 

guitarists and New 

Orleans barrelhouse pianists. Her powerful and 

dynamic style combines blues riffs with walking 

basses and funky grooves, and she teaches these 

techniques with style and humor. Great for guitar

ists who want to move into new and exciting blues 

territory. Songs: Nothing in Rambling • Boogie 

Mysterioso • Straw Broom Boogie • On the Wall 

• Boogie Woogie Country Girl.
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Arrangements  
for Solo  
Acoustic Guitar
Taught Pete Huttlinger
Two-DVD set  
DVD-HUT-AG23 •  
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One:
DVD-HUT-AG21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

An engaging and accom-

plished instructor, Pete brings his spectacular playing to 

learning fingerstyle players with dramatic performance 

pieces that are challenging but fun to learn. Songs: And I 

Love Her • Josie • Brown Bomber • Catch and Release

DVD Two: DVD-HUT-AG22•$29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 4 • 90 minutes • Includes music + tab

Peter Huttlinger’s teaching style is clear, methodical and 

personable. He imparts musical knowledge and playing 

tips while going through these show-stopping instrumen-

tals. This lesson will provide months of intense study and 

dramatic pieces to play. Songs: I Got Rhythm • Darcy’s 

Guitar • The Santa Rita Connection • McGuire’s Landing 

• Tommy in the Morning • On Eagles’ Wings.

Roger McGuinn’s 
Basic Folk Guitar
Easy Arrangements for 
Traditional Favorites from 
the Folk Den
Taught by Roger McGuinn
DVD-GUI-FS21 • 75 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Roger McGuinn brings his love 

of folk guitar to novice and in-

termediate players, providing a 

solid repertoire of a dozen classic songs and the basic 

techniques needed to play them. The songs he teaches 

are part of the backbone of the American folk music tra-

dition. They include sea chanteys, ballads, blues, spirituals 

and cowboy songs, plus McGuinn originals such as “Gate 

of Horn” and the Byrds’ hit, “Chestnut Mare,” which Roger 

demonstrates on his Martin 12-string for a more authentic 

Byrds sound.

Adventures  
in Fingerstyle Guitar

The Techniques 
and Arrangements 
of Muriel Anderson
Taught by Muriel Anderson
DVD-AND-GT21 • 85 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Muriel Anderson’s exquisite 

renditions of classical, jazz and 

folk-based guitar solos have earned her a reputation as one 

of the top players on the scene today. Here she reveals 

invaluable information about proper guitar technique and 

teaches inventive and complex arrangements to several of 

her most popular pieces. 

The powerful instrumentals you’ll learn are Linus and 
Lucy from the Charlie Brown TV series, Rosalee, Muriel’s 

tribute to Doc Watson, Angelina Baker, the show-stopping 

arrangement of a popular fiddle tune, and John Phillip Sou-

sa’s Liberty Bell March, a true guitar tour de force.

Adventures  

in Fingerstyle Guitar

The Techniques 
and Arrangements 
of Alex De Grassi
Taught by Alex De Grassi
DVD-DEG-GT21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 5 • Includes music + tab

Alex de Grassi pioneered the 

techniques that have become 

standard in the repertoire of many of today’s acoustic 

fingerstylists. Here’s a rare glimpse of a master guitarist’s 

technique at work. Alex has a lot to say about melodies 

and counter-melodies, two-hand tapping, percussive slap-

ping, double hammer-ons, harmonics, and how to develop 

dynamic chord structures.

The Songs and 
Guitar of Ramblin’ 
Jack Elliott
Taught by  
Ramblin’ Jack Elliott
DVD-RJE-GT21 • 80 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Jack Elliott and Arlo Guthrie 

take you on a journey through 

folk music history, playing the 

blues, ballads and cowboy 

songs that define Jack’s unique guitar style and repertoire. 

Jack plays through fourteen of his best-known songs for an 

up-close view of his distinctive fingerpicking and flatpick-

ing arrangements: Railroad Bill • Freight Train • Nobody 

Knows You When You’re Down and Out • Candy Man • 

Take Me Back • The Cuckoo • Hard Travelin’ • Poor How-

ard • Blind Lemon • Black Snake Moan • more.

Early 
Southern 
Guitar Styles 
Taught by  
Mike Seeger
Two DVDs  
DVD-SG29  
$39.95 
Download $34.95 
Level 3 •  
Total Time: 3 hours, 
25 minutes • 
includes music + tab 
in downloadable file 
on DVD plus printed documentary booklet

The late Mike Seeger was arguably our nation’s 

most know  ledgeable performer of American tradi

tional music. He teaches a wide variety of guitar 

techniques that were played in the rural South from 

about 1850 to 1930. He covers 25 songs and ac

companiments, demonstrating each of them on a 

vintage instrument: Old Chisholm Trail • Fishing 

Blues • John Henry • Spanish Fandango • Guitar 

Rag • more.
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New Directions in 
Flatpicking
From Bluegrass  
to European Dance
Taught by Beppe Gambetta 

with special guest Artie Traum

DVD-GAM-GT21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 5 • Includes music + tab

An adventure in acoustic world 

music! Beppe Gambetta’s rein-

terpretations of American and 

European musical traditions offer flatpickers a passport to 

inspiration. He teaches unique renditions of American fid-

dle tunes (Soldier’s Joy, Old Joe Clark), his lyrical signature 

piece (Slow Creek) and three lively Mediterranean dances: 

Margaritin, Iride and Moravian Journey.

A Guide to Two-
Guitar Jamming
Learning to Play Well with 
Others
Taught by Mike Dowling 
with Pat Donohue

DVD-DDO-GT21 • 115 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

In a lively, “jam-packed” display 

of ideas and musicianship, 

Mike Dowling and Pat Dono-

hue teach the necessary strategies that enable guitarists 

to make good music together, regardless of the song or 

style, or even if they’ve never played a particular tune be-

fore. The two pros demonstrate a wide variety of essential 

skills, taking the mystery out of how to jam on classic folk, 

ragtime and blues tunes. Songs: Freight Train • Wild Rose 

• Salty Dog •Gee Whiz ª Trouble in Mind • Blues City.

Fingerpicking 
Arrangements of 
Four Pop Standards
Taught by Ernie Hawkins
DVD-HAW-SO21 • 75 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Guitar ace Ernie Hawkins has 

made arrangements of four 

early pop songs that are perfect 

for alternate-thumb fingerpick-

ing “piedmont” style. Working 

through each of these wonderful songs will increase your 

knowledge of the guitar and provide hours of fun. Songs in-

clude: When the Red, Red Robin Comes Bob, Bob Bobbin’ 

Along • The Charleston • Rockin’ Chair • Glory of Love

Country Swing 
Back-Up Guitar
Taught by Nick Forster
DVD-FOR-GT21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes chords

Nick Forster teaches the cool 

rhythm chords and moving bass 

lines that are typical of western 

swing songs and Texas fiddle 

tune back-up. He provides the 

tools to move out of basic posi-

tions and into the chord shapes and progressions that give 

this style its distinctive sound. Accompaniments to favorite 

tunes include: Sally Goodin • Deep Water • Brain Cloudy 

Blues • Gray Eagle.

Bluegrass Guitar 
Fingerpicking Style
Taught by Eddie Adcock
DVD-ADC-BG21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3/4 • Includes tab

Eddie Adcock transforms basic 

country tunes into musical ad-

ventures! He teaches traditional 

and contemporary guitar instru-

mentals using right-hand rolls, 

Travis-style picking, complex 

slides, pull-offs and hammer-ons and lightning-fast runs. 

l V I D E O

EASY FLATPICKING 

GUITAR ARRANGEMENTS

Taught by
Steve Kaufman

A Song for
Every Holiday

EASY FLATPICKING 

GUITAR ARRANGEMENTS
A Song for

Every Holiday
Taught by
Steve Kaufman

Easy Flatpicking 
Guitar 
Arrangements
A Song for Every Holiday
Taught by Steve Kaufman 
DVD-KAU-FH21 • 80 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 •Includes music + tab

Steve Kaufman has chosen 11 

well-known and much-loved 

songs, each one associated 

with an important season or 

holiday. As one of America’s most experienced teachers, 

Steve adds the techniques and advice novice flatpickers 

will need to pick these as instrumentals. Songs include: 

Let Me Call You Sweetheart (Valentine’s Day) • When Irish 

Eyes Are Smiling (St. Patrick’s Day) • America the Beauti-

ful (Memorial Day) • Battle Hymn of the Republic (Fourth 

of July) • We Gather Together (Thanksgiving) • Dayenu 

(Passover) • Who Can Retell? (Hannukah) • Winter Won-

derland • Jingle Bells • We Wish You a Merry Christmas 

(Christmas season) • Auld Lang Syne (New Year’s Eve).

Steve 
Kaufman 
Teaches 
Crowd 
Pleasers 
and Show 
Stoppers
Steve’s Favorite 
Flatpicking Guitar 
Instrumentals
DVD-KAU-SS21 
110 minutes  
$29.95 
Download $24.95

Level 4 • Music & Tab File on DVD to View or Print. 
Instructions Included.

If you want to learn exciting, challenging and tech

niqueenhancing guitar solos, this lesson is for you! 

Steve Kaufman has chosen ten of his favorite show 

pieces, each one packed with a powerful array of 

ideas, instrumental skills and advice. These are, 

above all, great tunes to play at jam sessions, in 

performance or just in your practice room. You’ll 

learn bluegrass classics: Interstate Rag • First 

Century Reel • Maid Behind the Bar • Sligo Girl • 

The Rising Sun • Beaumont Rag •  Black Mountain 

Rag •  Festival Waltz • Calgary Polka • Last Thing 

on My Mind.
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A Flatpicker’s 
Guide to Better 
Playing
Tone, Timing,  
Improvisation, and more
Taught by Russ Barenberg
DVD-BAR-AG21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Russ shows guitarists at all 

levels how to achieve good 

tone, keep solid time, compose 

solos, improvise and play with more assurance, better con-

trol and stronger technique. Tunes include For J.L. • Old 

Joe Clark • Dominion Reel • Prince Charlie • Oh! Susan-

nah • Cowboy Calypso.

Dan Crary’s 
Flatpick Guitar 
Workshop
An Exploration  
of Dynamic Soloing
Taught by Dan Crary
DVD-CRA-GT21 • 85 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Dan Crary imparts a wealth of 

technical knowledge, encour-

agement, inspiration and pow-

erful ideas that will benefit all guitar students. Includes 

instruction on numerous runs, syncopated licks, crosspick-

ing and more. Dan redefines performing, arranging, impro-

vising, soloing, and practicing, and teaches these songs: 

Lime Rock • Arkansas Traveler • John Henry • Foggy 

Mountain Special • Sally Goodin.

Techniques for 
Soloing and 
Improvising-
Flatpick Style
Taught by Pat Flynn
DVD-FLY-FL21 • 65 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 5 • Includes chords + tab

This top Nashville guitarist 

breaks down his method for 

improvising across the entire 

guitar fingerboard, teaching 

how to create guitar solos through finding “chord centers” 

in every position. Pat includes new ideas for adding harmo-

nies within chords, improvising blues and minor-key songs, 

and innumerable tips on playing technique.

Picking Up Speed!
Drills and Tunes  
for Flatpick Guitarists
Taught by Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-SD21 • 70 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Every bluegrass flatpicker 

wants to play faster while main-

taining good tone and timing. 

Steve Kaufman’s powerful ad-

vice and well-thought out ex-

ercises help get a player’s mechanics working correctly. 

Using well-known fiddle tunes as drills, Steve works on co-

ordination and how to practice for best results.

Learn to  
Play Waltzes
Essential Instrumentals  
for Flatpickers
Taught by Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-WZ21 • 70 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Steve Kaufman teaches his 

arrangements to some of the 

most beautiful instrumentals in 

the guitar repertory, showing 

how to play them flatpick style: When I Grow Too Old to 

Dream • Star of the County Down • Ookpik Waltz • Mem-

ory Waltz • Skaters Waltz.

Norman Blake’s 
Guitar Techniques
Two-DVD Set    DVD-BLA-GT23    
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Songs, 
Instrumentals and Styles

DVD-BLA-GT21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + ab

Legendary guitarist Norman 

Blake teaches flatpicking fun-

damentals and a variety of 

bluegrass and old-time country guitar techniques that have 

made him a hero to acoustic players everywhere. He ex-

plores arrangements for several favorite songs and instru-

mentals from his repertoire, discussing back-up technique, 

use of the capo, special tuning and lots more. Songs: Whis-

key Before Breakfast • Gray Coat Soldiers • Prettiest Little 

Girl In The Country • The Wreck Of The Old ‘97 • Ginseng 

Sullivan • Bonaparte Crossing The Rhine.

DVD Two: Ten Stellar Songs and Instrumentals

DVD-BLA-GT22 • 90 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Norman demonstrates guitar techniques, musical ideas, 

playing style and ten great songs and instrumentals taken 

from his vast repertoire: Instrumentals: Coming Down 

From Rising Fawn • Caperton Ferry • Uncle Joe • (Miss 

McLeod’s Reel) • Old Virginia Reel • Coleman’s March  

• New Century Hornpipe • Jimmy in the Swamp. Songs: 

Church Street Blues • Give Me Back My Fifteen Cents 

• Hobo’s Last Ride.

The Art 
of Guitar 
Crosspicking
Taught by  
Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-CP21 
60 minutes  
$29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level 4  
Includes music +  tab

This bluegrass flat

picking style, with 

its rolling, complex 

sound, has become an integral part of every hot 

bluegrass guitarist’s arsenal. In this DVD, Steve 

Kaufman teaches seven songs using this tech

nique: Back Up and Push • Blue Ridge Moun

tain Blues • Wildwood Flower • Bill Cheatham • 

Golden Eagle Hornpipe • Sweet Bunch of Daisies 

• and Grandfather’s Clock.
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Guitar Styles of 
the Carter Family
Taught by Mike Seeger 
with Janette Carter (vocals, 

autoharp and guitar)

DVD-SEG-CF21 • 85 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

The Carter Family has been a 

seminal force in the history of re-

corded country music. Maybelle 

Carter’s dynamic “thumb lead” 

style in particular is essential knowledge for anyone interested 

in playing traditional American folk or country guitar. In this 

lesson, the late Mike Seeger teaches how to get the famous 

Carter Family guitar sound and incorporate it into some of 

their most significant songs. Even near-beginners will be able 

to learn these pieces, while more experienced guitarists will 

enjoy the nuances and subtleties of Maybelle’s influential 

style. Mike is joined by Janette Carter, who offers reminis-

cences of the family, demonstrates her mother’s guitar play-

ing, and sings on most of the songs. Songs include: Wildwood 

Flower • Jimmie Brown the Newsboy • The Cannonball • 

Little Darling Pal of Mine • You Are My Flower • Pretty Polly 

• I Never Will Marry.

Flatpicking  
Banjo Tunes
A Guitarist’s Guide  
to Hot Soloing
Taught by Steve Kaufman 
with Gary “Biscuit” Davis (banjo)

DVD-KAU-BJ21 • 100 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Master instructor and flat-

picking great Steve Kaufman 

breaks down fifteen of the 

most-played banjo-driven songs, showing step-by-step how 

to build a powerful flatpick solo. Songs include: Shuckin’ 

the Corn • Nashville Blues • Cripple Creek • Nashville 

Skyline Rag • Pike County Breakdown • Clinch Moun-

tain Backstep • Fireball Mail • Farewell Blues and the 

Earl Scruggs classics Foggy Mt Special • Foggy Mountain 

Breakdown • Flint Hill Special • Earl’s Breakdown • more.

Lead Guitar  
Breaks for 
Bluegrass Songs
Arranging Solos for Vocals
Taught by Steve Kaufman 
with special guest, 

John Herald

DVD-KAU-LD21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •Includes music + tab

Steve Kaufman breaks down 

lead solos to six classic songs, 

demonstrating the licks, chord inversions, embellishments, 

flatpick techniques and other important pointers that will 

show learning players how to “take it!”

Easy Gospel Guitar
Taught by Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-GG21 •90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes tab

Beginners and intermediate 

players learn seven gospel 

favorites in bluegrass/coun-

try-style. Steve covers basic 

chords, bass walks, ham-

mer-ons, pull-offs, runs and 

more techniques to add style 

to any song. Songs include: Amazing Grace • Old-Time 

Religion • Will the Circle Be Unbroken • What a Friend 

We Have in Jesus.

Bluegrass Guitar
Building Powerful Solos
Taught by David Grier
DVD-GRR-GT21 • 75 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Three-time winner of Interna-

tional Bluegrass Association’s 

“Guitar Player of the Year,” 

David Grier is a rising star in 

the world of the acoustic guitar. 

Here he analyzes his breathtak-

ing technique and takes apart some of his signature tunes 

for intermediate players: Red-Haired Boy • Liberty • Bill 

Cheatham • Engagement Waltz • more.

Flatpicking  
with Doc
Taught by Doc Watson
DVD-DOK-FL21 • 80 minutes  
$39.95 • Download $29.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

The late Doc Watson and fel-

low flatpicker Steve Kaufman 

trade licks and play duets, and 

Doc slows down some of his 

most requested songs and 

instrumentals so that learning 

players can follow along. Doc’s breathtaking versions of 

classic ballads and bluegrass songs, fiddle tunes and 

country songs include lead and back-up, as well as the 

“twin” harmony parts that make these pieces show-stop-

pers. Songs: Little Sadie • More Pretty Girls Than One • 

New River Train • White House Blues • Open Up Them 

Pearly Gates • Salt Creek • Ragtime Annie • Goodnight 

Waltz • Walk On Boy • more.

Bryan 
Sutton’s 
Secrets for 
Successful 
Flatpicking
DVD-SUT-GT21 •  
115 minutes 
$29.95  
Download $24.95 
Level 4 
Includes music + tab

This extraordinary DVD 

lesson is filled with 

spectacular picking, 

detailed instruction and 

invaluable advice for aspiring bluegrass guitarists at all lev

els. Bryan Sutton though t fully and methodically lays out his 

“tricks of the trade” to help you play any tune and improve 

your flatpicking speed, power, timing and musicianship.

In a special section on rhythm playing, Bryan plays 

backup to Cody Kilby’s lead solos and shows how, by 

varying his chords and bass runs, he builds a groove 

and enhances the tune. He breaks down, in detail, fa

mous bluegrass jam session tunes – Daley’s Reel, Texas 

Gales, Wild Bill Jones and Beaumont Rag – each of which 

shows a different aspect of the flatpick experience.
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Basic Bluegrass 
Rhythm Guitar
Taught by Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-GT21 • 70 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Steve Kaufman is one of Amer-

ica’s top bluegrass guitarists. 

His DVD covers the basics of 

back-up guitar, from the sim-

plest two-chord song to Tex-

as-style fiddle tunes. Players will 

master bass walks, the Lester Flatt “G run,” altered chords, 

complex progressions and more. Steve provides valuable in-

sider’s tips and gives the techniques and practice sessions 

needed to play solid back-up in any picking situation. Songs: 

Wabash Cannonball • Blackberry Blossom • Sally Goodin.

Beyond Basic 
Bluegrass  
Rhythm Guitar
Backup Techniques for 
Inter mediate  
and Advanced Players
Taught by Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-GT22 • 100 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 4 • Music & Tab File on 

DVD to View or Print. Instructions 

Included.

Flatpicking master teacher Steve Kaufman takes rhythm 

playing to a whole new level with this in-depth lesson. He 

covers chord substitutions, walking bass lines, complex chord 

shapes and accompaniment ideas for a variety of tunes, in-

cluding Little Rock Getaway • Wayfaring Stranger • more.

Doc’s Guitar
Fingerpicking and 
Flatpicking
Taught by Doc Watson
DVD-DOK-GT21 • 90 minutes  

$39.95 • Download $29.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

With his characteristic good 

humor, the late Doc Watson 

provides an intimate look into 

the guitar technique, musical 

philosophy and fine musician-

ship for which he is known and loved worldwide. Clear 

explanations and demonstrations help players learn his 

definitive arrangements of: Deep River  Blues • Bluebell • 

Southbound • more.

Tony Rice  
Master Class
Up Close and Personal with 
a Guitar Great
DVD-RIC-IN22 • 115 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Highly revered guitarist Tony 

Rice continues the breakdowns 

and analysis of his world-class 

style and technique. His lesson 

includes folk and country instru-

mentals, fiddle tunes and his innovative arrangements of 

well-known standards. Songs: Shady Grove • Church Street 

Blues • More Pretty Girls Than One.

An Intimate Lesson 
with Tony Rice
DVD-RIC-IN21 • 60 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 5 • Includes music + tab

Tony Rice slows down his 

 fabulous picking style as he 

demonstrates his hard-driving 

flatpicking solos, accompani-

ments, intros and licks.

He has chosen six songs and 

instrumentals from his record-

ings to demonstrate a variety of techniques and styles. 

He shows his intros and accompaniments to “Cold on the 

Shoulder” as well as a jazz arrangement to “Georgia on my 

Mind.” Songs: Gold Rush • Blackberry Blossom • Kick-off 

to Muleskinner Blues.

Learning to 
Flatpick
Taught by  
Steve Kaufman
Three-DVD Set  
DVD-KAU-LF29  
$69.95  
Download $59.95

DVD One: From 
the Beginning

DVD-KAU-LF21 
$29.95   
Download $24.95    
Level 2 • 65 minutes  
Includes music + tab

Steve Kaufman’s “101level” beginner’s course details 

all the essential bluegrass flatpicking techniques for 

getting new players off to a great start. Steve covers 

both lead and chord playing, and explains how to get 

good clarity in picking and fretting. Songs: Cripple 

Creek • Hand Me Down My Walking Cane • The Wild

wood Flower • The Wayfaring Stranger • Eighth of 

January • Bully of the Town.

DVD Two: Building Bluegrass Technique

DVD-KAU-LF22 • $29.95  • Download $24.95   
Level 3 • 90 minutes • Includes music +tab

Steve covers use of the capo, how to play up and 

down the neck, chord backups, bass runs, damp

ing, slides, substitution chords and crosspicking. 

Build a flatpicking solo to tunes like: Old Joe Clark 

• Bury Me Beneath the Willow • The Wildwood 

Flower • Wabash Cannonball • Arkansas Traveler 

• Salty Dog • and Down Yonder.

DVD Three: Developing Speed and Style

DVD-KAU-LF23 • $29.95  • Download $24.95      
Level 4 • 90 minutes • Includes music + tab

Move beyond the basics into the finer points of flat

pick guitar style with this focus on speedbuilding 

and the essential elements of style. Steve covers 

rhythmic crosspicking techniques, left and right

hand positions, and a dynamic variety of slides, 

arpeggios, bends, accents, intros and endings. 

Songs include: Liberty • Salt Creek • Blackberry 

Blossom • Clarinet Polka • Home Sweet Home • 

Ragtime Annie.

To see a complete and detailed listing  

of all Homespun lessons and products visit 

our website at  

w w w . h o m e s p u n . c o m
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Tony Rice and 
Peter Rowan Teach 
Songs, Guitar and 
Musicianship
Play Along and Learn with 
Two Legendary Artists
DVD-RRO-GT21 • 120 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Two undisputed giants in the 

field of bluegrass guitar pass 

on the techniques, musical in-

sights and wisdom they have gained through decades of 

experience. Intermediate guitarists will be guided by Peter’s 

rich rhythm playing, while more advanced pickers will learn 

from Tony’s unique chord inversions, licks and mind-bend-

ing solos. Songs: You Were There for Me • Dustbowl Chil-

dren • Let the Harvest Go to Seed • Angel Island • Come 

Back to Old Santa Fe • Panama Red.

Lead Singing and 
Rhythm Guitar
Finding Your  
Bluegrass Voice
Taught by Peter Rowan
DVD-ROW-VC21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

One of America’s greatest per-

formers helps bluegrass players 

improve their singing and fine-

tune their rhythm guitar playing. 

Peter Rowan imparts wisdom and advice based on decades 

of experience playing and singing with bands from Bill Mon-

roe and the Blue Grass Boys to Old and In the Way. He 

provides invaluable tips on breathing, phrasing, vocal im-

provisation and the intricacies of guitar accompaniment for 

bluegrass songs. Peter teaches and analyzes a set of classic 

songs from the repertoire, including: Blue Moon of Kentucky 

• Walls of Time • Wayfaring Stranger • In the Pines.

Figuring Out the 
Fingerboard
A Flatpicker’s  
Guide to Improvising
Taught by Steve Kaufman 
DVD-KAU-FF21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This melodic approach to gui-

tar soloing and improvisation 

teaches players how to fully un-

derstand the fingerboard, partic-

ularly for playing flatpick style fiddle tunes and bluegrass 

instrumentals. Finally, you’ll learn the famous CAGED system, 

enabling you to play scales and melodies in all positions.

Mike Dowling’s 
Roadmap to 
Creative Guitar 
Arranging
Simple Concepts for 
Advanced Playing
DVD-DOW-RM21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Master musician Mike Dowling 

shows you, step-by-step, how to 

develop unique guitar arrange-

ments for your favorite tunes. Using easily accessible fret-

board techniques, he teaches, analyses and deconstructs 

his creative process to spark new ideas in your playing. 

Mike’s “roadmap” provides the tools and ideas to get 

you on your way. Your job will be to access your imagination, 

incorporating the things he shows you as you bring your 

songs to life. Then you’ll truly have command of your 

instrument and your songs will garner attention and respect.

Swing  
Guitar
Two-DVD Set   DVD-DOW-SW23     

$49.95 • Download $39.95
Taught by Mike Dowling

DVD One:  
Rhythm’s Where It’s At

DVD-DOW-SW21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Veteran player Mike Dowling 

demonstrates, clearly and sim-

ply, the techniques that put him in high demand as side-

man for such legendary players as Joe Venuti, Jethro Burns 

and Vassar Clements. He covers swing blues, chord sub-

stitution, rhythm vamps, 10th chords, diminished chords, 

jump-style syncopations and funky 9th chord blues, as well 

as classic swing chords that are guaranteed to add punch 

and style to any guitarist’s playing.

DVD Two: Improvising Hot Lead Solos

DVD-DOW-SW22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • 80 minutes • Includes music + tab

This exciting DVD will satisfy novices who want to start im-

provising swing solos, as well as advanced players looking 

for new ideas and techniques. Mike explains how to use 

chord shapes to establish the melody on different parts of 

the fingerboard and then embellish it with arpeggios, riffs, 

pedal tones, rhythmic devices and other important impro-

visational tools. Songs: The Sheik of Araby • Honeysuckle 

Rose • C Jam Blues • It Don’t Mean a Thing (If It Ain’t Got 

That Swing) • Sweet Georgia Brown • and a hot, swingin’ 

version of Mary Had a Little Lamb.

The Tony 
Rice Guitar 
Method
Taught by  
Tony Rice
Two-DVDs 
DVD-RIC-GT29 
140 minutes   
$49.95 
Download $39.95 
Level 3   
Includes music + tab

Here is the definitive 

lesson by one of the 

greatest guitar flat

pickers of all time! In a wideranging and detailed 

session, Tony Rice demonstrates his worldfa

mous technique, gives invaluable advice, analyzes 

some of his bestknown pieces and discusses his 

style, influences, guitars and favorite players. 

This exceptionally rich twopart set is filled with 

fascinating conversation and the amazing playing 

we’ve all come to expect from this master picker. 

Songs: The Last Thing on My Mind • Bury Me Be

neath the Willow • Wildwood Flower • Nine Pound 

Hammer • Stony Lonesome • Billy in the Low

ground • Shenandoah • Danny Boy • Little Sadie 

• Jerusalem Ridge • Salt Creek • I Am a Pilgrim.

See page 63 for  

Swing Guitar Practice Sessions  

CD – Download only

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!
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Happy Traum 
Teaches Seven 
Classic Bob Dylan 
Songs
Easy Fingerpicking 
Arrangements 
Two DVDs   

DVD-HAP-DY29 • 165 minutes   
$39.95 
Download $34.95 
Level 3   

Includes  music + tab

Happy Traum’s long association with Bob Dylan makes him 

the perfect instructor to teach these seven Dylan favor-

ites. In nearly three hours of in-depth guitar instruction, he 

helps you build guitar skills while passing along his unique 

historical insights and first-hand perspective on the music.

Happy shows novice guitarists the basic chords for 

each of these classic songs, then brings his arrange ments 

to life with movable chord shapes, bass runs, harmony lines 

and other nuances that will add distinction to everything 

you play. Each song features a different fingerpicking ap-

proach: traditional three-finger patterns, Travis-style swing, 

steady-bass blues, Carter Family strumming, and more. 

Add new guitar techniques to your repertoire, in-

crease your musical proficiency and, most importantly, 

enjoy the fun and excitement of learning to play these 

timeless songs.  Songs: Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right • 

Blowin’ in the Wind • I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight • I Pity the 

Poor Immigrant • Buckets of Rain • Tonight I’ll Be Staying 

Here with You • Farewell.

Swingin’ It Solo!
Chords, Techniques  
and Arrangements  
for Swing Guitar
Taught by Mike Dowling
DVD-DOW-SO21 • 105 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Play great swing guitar without 

a backup band! Mike Dowling 

shows how to put it all together 

to make the grooviest solo ar-

rangements anywhere using rhythm vamps, passing chords 

and single-string melodic picking. Songs include: Sweet 

Sue • I Hope Gabriel Likes My Music • Five Guys Named 

Moe • and Sweet Georgia Brown.

“My goal for this DVD lesson is to help you add to 

your repertoire while learning right hand rhythm techniques,  

and tips for arranging and getting good tone. With prac-

tice you’ll soon be creating your own chordal and rhythmic 

strategies. In other words, you’ll be swingin’ it solo!” - Mike 

Dowling

Guitar Soloing 101
An Easy Guide  
to the Fingerboard
Taught by Marcy Marxer
DVD-MAX-GS21 • 120 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Even novice guitarists can start 

playing melodies and improvis-

ing lead parts with this begin-

ner’s method. Marcy Marxer’s 

user-friendly course brings all 

the notes, frets and strings into clear focus, providing an 

invaluable roadmap to the guitar fingerboard. Songs: Frere 

Jacques • London Bridge • Will the Circle Be Unbroken 

Bonus: Marcy and Cathy Fink provide rhythm backup so 

you can practice your new solos.

Irish Rhythm Guitar
Accompanying Celtic Tunes
Taught by John Doyle
DVD-DOY-GT21 •85 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

One of the hottest guitarists on 

the Irish scene today breaks 

apart his accompaniment 

style for the learning player. 

He demonstrates his complex 

strumming patterns and shows 

how to add interest and depth to a basic three-chord tune by 

using substitutions to change the underlying harmonic struc-

ture. More than a dozen great reels, jigs and hornpipes are 

analyzed rhythmically, including: Crowley’s • The Mountain 

Road • Craig’s Pipes • The Gooseberry Bush • Gallagh-

er’s Frolics • Mist Covered Mountain • Langstrom’s Pony 

• Humours of Whiskey • Banks of Loch Gamhna • Return 

to Camden Town • Fermoy Lasses • The Girl That Broke 

My Heart • Chief O’Neill’s Hornpipe • Tim Henry’s Favorite 

• The Pullet.

Rhythm  
in Your Riffs
Strums, Patterns and 
Grooves for Acoustic Guitar
Taught by Bob Brozman
DVD-BOB-RR21 • 70 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Bob Brozman has made a fas-

cinating lesson that will help 

acoustic players look at their 

guitar in a whole new way. Bob 

explores many aspects of rhythm guitar, and investigates 

the elements of meter, and what makes a good “groove.” 

He helps you develop coordination through a variety of 

drills and exercises so that accents, swing rhythm, poly-

rhythms, triplets and other meters become second nature.

Alternate 
Guitar 
Tunings 
Demystified
Retune to Create 
Ringing Harmonies 
and Elegant 
Arrangements 

Taught by  
Martin Simpson   

DVD-SIM-AT21  
90 minutes   
$29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level 3   
Includes  music + tab

Martin Simpson’s use of altered tunings brings 

brilliant harmonic colors and resonant voicings to 

every song he plays. He shows how he achieves 

his trademark sounds by retuning his strings in 

a number of creative of ways  open chords and 

DADGAD as well as more unusual configurations. 

Martin takes the “fear factor” out of retuning your 

strings, teaching you how to discover your own 

ideas through some of his favorite guitar pieces: 

Come Write Me Down • The Green Linnet • Icarus 

and others.  
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Learn to Play 
Western Swing 
Steel Guitar
For Lap and Non-Pedal Models
Taught by Cindy Cashdollar
Two-DVD Set • DVD-CYN-LS23  

$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: The Basics

DVD-CYN-LS21 • 60 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 • Includes music + tab

Cindy Cashdollar shows you 

how to play the eight-string, electric non-pedal steel. (These 

methods can be easily applied to six-string lap steel or 

Dobro®.) Starting with the basics of C6 tuning, you’ll learn 

how to use the bar, picks and volume pedal, plus important 

techniques such as bar slams, octave slides, palm blocking, 

chord inversions, back up licks, harmony lines, scales, slants, 

augmented chords and much more. Put it all into practice 

with such classics as Cold, Cold Heart • San Antonio Rose.

DVD Two: Beyond the Basics

DVD-CYN-LS22 •  60 minutes• $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Develop speed and accuracy, expand your musicality and 

use the special licks that give the steel its unique country 

sound. This DVD is packed full of amazing information: riff 

patterns, sliding into chord changes, descending lines, blues 

patterns, major to minor transitions, 7th and 9th chords and 

much more. Learn to play:  Steel Guitar Rag • Blues Stay Away 

From Me • Right or Wrong.

The Slide Guitar of 
Kelly Joe Phelps
Techniques, Arrangements 
and Improvisation
DVD-KJP-GT21 • 80 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Playing with his guitar flat on 

his lap, Kelly Joe Phelps uses 

his bar and alternate-thumb 

fingerpicking to achieve a free, 

improvisational sound that de-

fies easy categorization. This lesson provides detailed in-

struction on his powerful slide guitar technique, and the 

arrangements that make his music so compelling. Songs: 

When the Roll Is Called Up Yonder • Black Crow Keeps 

Flying • Goodnight Irene.

STEEL GUITAR
Learn to Play  
Pedal Steel Guitar
Taught by Bruce Bouton
DVD-BOU-ST21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1  

Nashville session player Bruce 

Bouton teaches proper use of 

the bar, foot pedals, knee levers 

and volume pedals, plus right-

hand picking techniques and 

the scales, chords and harmony 

lines that give the instrument its 

distinctive sound. Includes classic licks, intros and endings, 

and how they can be used in top country hits. 

SACRED STEEL
Learn the Lap  
Steel Guitar of 
Darick Campbell
DVD-CAM-SS22 • 70 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 

Darick Campbell’s riveting 

8-string lap steel playing epito-

mizes the power and brilliance 

the sacred steel sound. This 

DVD gives you a close-up look at 

Darick’s unique style, highlighting 

essentials such as tuning, string blocking, bar technique, ham-

mer-ons, vibrato, volume and tone controls, wah-wah pedal 

and other devices that give his playing its singing, “vocal” qual-

ity. Play-along sections, with backup by the Campbell Broth-

ers, will give you the opportunity to practice gospel standards: 

Amazing Grace •  I’ll Fly Away •  Walk with Me, Lord.

Learn The Pedal 
Steel Guitar of 
Chuck Campbell
Taught by Chuck Campbell
DVD-CAM-SS21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes written material

Chuck Campbell’s groundbreak-

ing use of complex chords, fast 

picking and thrilling effects 

make his the most emulated 

style among young sacred 

steel players today. His soulful sound combines powerful 

African-American gospel music with bluesy inflections, R&B 

passion and rock excitement. Whether you are just starting 

out on pedal steel or you already play other styles, this lesson 

will open up a whole new world of  musical inspiration for you.

Slide Guitar 
for Blues  
Lap Style
Taught by  
Bob Brozman
Two-DVD Set   
DVD-BOB-LS23 
$49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One: The 
Basics and Beyond

DVD-BOB-LS21 
$29.95 
Download $24.95

Level 3 • 60 minutes • Includes music + tab

Bob Brozman teaches the funky blues tunes, 

cool riffs and adventurous improvisations that he 

pulls from his seemingly bottomless bag of tricks. 

His course in lap style slide guitar will open up 

exciting musical ideas and powerful techniques 

for anyone who wants to get into the real blues 

sound.

DVD Two: Advanced Techniques

DVD-BOB-LS22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95   

Level 4 • 60 minutes •  Includes music + tab

From lowdown Delta to sweet New Orleans blues, 

Bob Brozman takes lap blues playing to the next 

level. He explores the classic Rolling and Tum

bling, along with numerous techniques (tunings, 

harmonics, sweep picking, raking and other spe

cial effects), exercises, slide drills and playalong 

examples for great practice sessions.
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The Ultimate  
Gypsy Jazz/Swing 
Guitar Lesson
Taught by Paul Mehling
Two-DVD Set • DVD-MEH-JS23 

$49.95 • Download $39.95

Learn this powerful guitar style 

typified by Django Reinhardt.

DVD One: Fundamental 

Building Blocks

DVD-MEH-JS21 • 65 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music + tab.

Paul Mehling (Hot Club of San Francisco) focuses on war-

mups, practice techniques, training exercises, scales, ar-

peggios, vibrato, strumming styles, and chord progressions 

– basically everything a player needs to develop the authen-

tic Gypsy swing sound.

DVD Two: Putting the Fundamentals into Practice

DVD-MEH-JS21 • 60 minutes• $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music + tab.

Paul puts all the techniques from his previous lesson into 

practical use, demonstrating how to play arpeggios, chro-

matic runs and harmonics in Don’t Panic, G Minor Blues, a 

progression using cycle of fifths, Rhythm Changes and other 

swing tunes. Hot Club of San Francisco band member Evan 

Price provides great backup rhythm guitar.  

Learn to Play 
Django-Style  
Gypsy Jazz Guitar
Taught by Paul Mehling
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-MEH-GT23    

$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Rhythm

DVD-MEH-GT21 • 60 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes chords

The driving style pioneered by 

Django Reinhardt and other Gypsy players became one of 

the dominant sounds in jazz during the 1930s and ‘40s. 

Starting with basic four-to-the-bar comping and damping, 

Paul takes you through a variety of accompaniment ideas.

DVD Two: Soloing

DVD-MEH-GT22• 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This fascinating look at the art of improv in the Gypsy 

jazz tradition shows you how to really swing! You’ll soon 

be playing exciting solos in the style typified by Django 

Reinhardt, Birelli Lagrenne and other hot players of this 

dynamic genre.

Arpeggio Power!
A Systematic Approach 
to Conquering the Guitar 
Fretboard
Taught by Paul Mehling
DVD-MEH-AP21 •70 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

With this highly effective 

method, guitarists at all levels 

will gain knowledge of the fin-

gerboard, improve improvisa-

tional skills and build left- and right-hand power and speed. 

Guitarist Paul Mehling has systematically created a program 

of drills and exercises that “connect the dots” and offer a 

disciplined approach to practicing for guaranteed results.  

Learn to Play  
Blues Guitar  
with a Flatpick
Taught by Adam Traum
Two-DVD Set • DVD-ADA-FL23    

$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: 
DVD-ADA-FL21 • 110 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab 

Adam Traum shows how you 

can develop powerful blues 

style, percussive rhythms and punchy lead lines using a 

flatpick. He teaches right-hand technique as well as bluesy 

chords, scales, licks and progressions. His lesson includes 

play-along sections that will improve the skills of any learning 

guitarist.

DVD Two: 
DVD-ADA-FL22• 115 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Adam Traum continues his exploration of pick-style blues 

and R&B guitar, adding a variety of keys as well as licks, 

scales, bass runs, chord shapes and special bending and 

picking techniques. His clear and patient explanations, as 

well as several interactive play-along sections, will make 

this lesson an exciting learning experience for aspiring 

players at all levels. 

Pick Power!
Right Hand Workouts for 
Speed, Volume and Control
Taught by Paul Mehling
DVD-MEH-PP21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 •Includes music + tab

Guitarists, take control of your 

pick technique! Paul Mehling 

has developed a powerful se-

ries of exercises and practice 

regimens that will help all plec-

trum (flatpick) guitarists play with greater strength, speed, 

expressiveness and authority.

A Lesson 
With  
Steve Earle
Guitars, Songs and 
Picking Techniques    
DVD-ERL-GT21  
120 minutes   
$29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level 2   
Includes  music + tab

G r a m m y  w i n n e r 

Steve Earle has 

developed an avid 

following around the world as a singer/songwriter, 

producer, actor, poet and novelist. A master 

storyteller, he accompanies his powerful songs 

in a fingerpicking style that is eloquent in its 

simplicity. On this DVD, Earle gives guitarists 

and fans an indepth look at and demos of his 

guitar playing, songwriting process and provides 

instruction for playing nine of his iconic songs, 

including Copperhead Road • Hometown Blues 

• Tennessee Blues.
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Take A Solo!
The Secrets to Blues and 
Country Guitar Improvisation
DVD-WKR-SO21 • 95 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • includes music and tab 
+ BONUS Audio Backup Tracks

Toby Walker unlocks the mys-

teries of blues and country gui-

tar soloing. He shows players 

at all levels how to come up 

with powerful and compelling 

improvisations in any key and in any position, eliminating 

the robotic scales and patterns that many players fall into. 

Adding the “wasabi” – vibrato, bends and other techniques 

– adds hot spice to any lead solo.

Fingerpicking  
Hank Williams
Guitar Arrangements for 
Western Swing and Honky 
Tonk Classics
DVD-WKR-HW21 • 100 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • includes music + tab 

Walker’s solo arrangements 

of Hank Williams classics will 

build your fingerpicking skills, 

expand your fretboard knowl-

edge and show you some really cool licks! Songs: Your 

Cheatin’ Heart • Move It on Over • My Bucket’s Got a Hole 

in It • Hey Good Lookin’! • Honky Tonkin’. 

Bringin’  
Out the Bounce
Techniques to Make Your 
Fingerpicking “POP”
DVD-WKR-BB21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

This lesson is sure to appeal to 

all fingerpickers who love blues 

and traditional guitar playing. 

Toby helps bring your songs 

to life by adding the rhythmic 

bounce that will put “pop” into anything you want to play.

Songs: Rollin’ In My Sweet Baby’s Arms • Sugar 

Babe • That’ll Never Happen No More

Get Started On 
Bottleneck Slide 
Guitar
Easy Steps to Success
DVD-WKR-BN21 • 50 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

If you’ve always wanted to play 

bottleneck slide guitar, this les-

son shows you how it can be 

done in the easiest and fastest 

possible way.  

You’ll learn all the fundamentals: what kind of a slide 

to use, which finger to put it on, how to get a good tone, 

and how to play your first notes. 

Songs: Red River Valley • Leon’s Waltz

Guitar Licks-Ercises
Turn Powerful Fretboard 
Exercises Into an Arsenal of 
Blues, Country and Swing 
Guitar Licks
DVD-WKR-LE21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This encyclopedia of  “exercises 

disguised as licks” might be the 

coolest, most user-friendly DVD 

lesson you’ve ever worked with. 

Toby Walker has put together dozens of fretboard drills that 

lead you into phrases for blues, country, swing and boo-

gie-woogie guitar tunes. Do the exercises, then apply the 

licks in real-life musical situations and really play!

How to Build 
Awesome 
Fingerpicking 
Instrumentals
Create Show-Stopping 
Country, Boogie-Woogie and 
Swing Solos
DVD-WKR-AW21 • 105 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Guitarist and educator Toby 

Walker understands what you 

need to bring your guitar technique to a higher level. This 

fantastic lesson, for intermediate and experienced finger-

pickers alike, teaches three exciting, performance-worthy 

guitar solos. Toby starts with an easy version of each piece, 

then adds the “bells and whistles” that build a show-stopping 

solo from the ground up. 

Songs: Cannonball Rag • Boogie-Woogie  

• Swing Bean

Blues 
Fingerpicking 
Freedom
Liberate Yourself 
From the Tyranny  
of TAB and  
Become a More 
Creative Player
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-WKR-GT23 
$49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One: 

DVD-WKR-GT21 • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • 120 minutes • Includes music + tab

Toby Walker is a blues fingerpicking wizard and a 

powerful and compelling teacher. His stepbystep 

exploration of licks, chord shapes, scale “boxes” 

and more will help learning guitarists put the “play” 

into their blues playing. This DVD is for those who 

want to break away from tab and start improvising 

and rearranging traditional blues songs – and it’s 

a lot of fun, too!

DVD Two: 

DVD-WKR-GT22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95   

Level 3 • 120 minutes •  Includes music + tab

Toby Walker is a guy who puts joy, excitement and 

passion into every blues note he plays. His enthu

siasm is contagious on this followup to his first 

Homespun DVD. It’s even more densely packed 

with fingerpicking techniques, licks, songs, musi

cal ideas – and just enough guitar theory to help 

novices move freely around the fingerboard. Songs: 

Hesitation Blues • Me and the Devil • Match Box 

Blues • M & O Blues.
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Mastering 
Thumbpicking with  
Richard Smith
Virtuoso Pieces in the 
Styles of Doc, Merle,  
Chet and Jerry!
DVD-RSM-GT21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95

Level 3 • Includes music + tab 

“If you like my playing, you  
should hear Richard Smith!  
The world champion!”   

 - Tommy Emmanuel

On this technique-intensive lesson, Richard makes some 

of his most dazzling arrangements accessible to aspiring 

pickers.

After a brief training session to help you develop 

independent thumb and fingers, Richard launches into his 

Happy Blues, an exciting array of creative variations on the 

standard 12-bar progression. Richard’s version of Windy 
& Warm, made famous by Doc Watson and Chet Atkins, 

builds unique variations based on moving chord shapes 

and bass lines. The beautiful Travis-style thumbpicking 

standard, Farewell My Bluebell, follows, with added licks 

and variations that turn this classic tune into a powerful 

piece. Finally, Struttin’ by Jerry Reed, in dropped D, makes 

for a challenging show-stopper, a complex ragtime-like 

tune with a variety of picking techniques, stride piano-

style bass  lines and jazzy chords. Jerry was one of 

Richard’s main influences and he does his master justice 

in teaching this dynamic tune

Blues Guitar 
Arrangements in 
DADGAD Tuning
Taught by Al Petteway
DVD-ALP-DG21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

One of our most musically in-

ventive guitarists has devised 

a compelling and powerful 

way to use DADGAD tuning for 

playing a variety of fingerstyle 

blues instrumentals, from swampy Delta to the Piedmont, 

Big Bill to Doc Watson. This lesson will open up exciting 

new possibilities and musical explorations for guitarists at 

all levels. Songs: It’s Only the Blues • Octave Jam • Dar-

ling Cory • Sweet Potato Fries • Walking Stick • It’s Good 

to Be Back Home.  

The Guitarist’s 
Personal Practice 
Trainer and  
Warm-Up Plan
10 Minutes a Day  
to Better Technique and 
Finger Fitness
Taught By Andrew DuBrock
DVD-DUB-EX21 • 95 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95

Level 3 • Includes music + tab 

PLUS Worksheets and Exclusive 10-Week Planner

Andrew DuBrock’s Personal Practice Trainer provides you 

with an hour-and-a-half’s worth of warm-ups, exercises and 

etudes, along with a comprehensive plan to help you orga-

nize your practice time so you really see results! By working 

with his powerful set of musical tools for just 10 minutes 

a day, you’ll gain finger strength and dexterity along with 

improved timing, tone and over-all guitar versatility.

Celtic 
Instrumentals For 
Fingerstyle Guitar
Taught by Al Petteway
Two-DVD Set • DVD-ALP-GT23    
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Arrangements in 
DADGAD Tuning
DVD-ALP-GT21 • 70 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab 

In this amazing lesson, Al Pette-

way shows you how to use alternate tunings, droning bass 

notes, slides, bends, hammers, pulls and other guitar tricks 

to create the haunting beauty of Celtic music. Songs: Sligo 

Creek • Rise Up My Love • New Year’s Day • On Christ-

mas Night • Chesapeake.

DVD Two: Alternate Tunings
DVD-ALP-GT22• 70 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

In this second lesson, Al shows you how to use a variety of 

alternate tunings – standard, dropped D, open G and low 

C – to create beautiful arrangements of traditional Irish 

and Scottish tunes. Songs: Fy to the Hills in the Morning 

• Light and Airy • Sidh Beag Sidh Mor • Red Haired Boy 

• Jock O’Hazeldean.

Appalachian 
Fingerstyle 
Guitar in 
DADGAD 
Tuning
Taught by  
Al Petteway
Two-DVD Set   
DVD-ALP-AF23 
$49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One: Blues, 
Hymns, Celtic and 
Banjo Styles

DVD-ALP-AF21 • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • 90 minutes • Includes music + tab

DADGAD is a magical guitar tuning that engen

ders clear, ringing sounds and haunting voicings. 

Al Petteway, a master of the form, teaches this 

tuning for playing Southern Mountain songs and 

instrumentals: John Henry • Sitting on Top of the 

World • I Am a Pilgrim • Wondrous Love • Wayfar

ing Stranger • Shady Grove • Pretty Polly • and 

Craggy Pinnacle, the Celticinspired tune he wrote 

for Ken Burns’ “National Parks” PBS series. 

DVD Two: Mountain Songs,  
Fiddle Tunes, and Blues

DVD-ALP-AF22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95   

Level 3 • 70 minutes •  Includes music + tab

Fingerstyle master Al Petteway continues his ex

ploration of the evocative DADGAD tuning with a 

variety of mustlearn tunes in the Southern moun

tain tradition. In his hands, DADGAD becomes an 

inventive and compelling way to play bluegreass, 

blues and country songs, including: The CooCoo 

• Bonapart’s Retreat • Red Haired Boy • Frosty 

Morning • Black Mountain Rag • One Dime Blues.
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Peggy Seeger 
Teaches Guitar 
Accompaniment
Guitar Accompaniment 
for Folk Songs,  
Ballads and Originals
DVD-PEG-GT21 • 120 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • includes music and tab 

Peggy Seeger’s trademark gui-

tar sounds, vast repertoire of 

traditional and original songs, 

and impeccable ear for just the right nuance have en-

thralled her many fans for decades. Players at all levels 

will learn to embellish a guitar arrangement using Carter 

Family, classical and alternate-bass fingerpicking styles. 

She teaches over a dozen songs, including: Newlyn Town 

• Johnson Jinkson • Hangman • The Mermaid • Swallow 

and Trout • Whistle Daughter Whistle • Butcher’s Boy • 

When I Was Single • Wagoner’s Lad • Gonna Be An Engi-

neer • First Time Ever I Saw Your Face • Bring Me Home 

• The Ballad of Springhill. 

Exploring 8-Bar 
Blues
Seven Songs, Progressions 
and Variations in E
Taught by Mary Flower
DVD-FLW-BL21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab 

This song and tech-

nique-packed DVD lesson 

covers everything a learning 

guitarist will need to get into 

the infectious 8-bar blues form. It will inspire novices as well 

as more advanced fingerstyle blues players. Mary Flower 

brings her expertise and musicianship to seven great fin-

gerstyle arrangements: How Long Blues • Blood Red River 

• Some Old Lonesome Day • Key to the Highway • Crow 

Jane • Trouble in Mind • Searching the Desert for the 

Blues. 

Lap Slide Blues for 
the Solo Player
Hone Your Skills in Open D
Taught by Mary Flower
DVD-FLW-LS21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 •  Includes music + tab

Veteran blues guitarist Mary 

Flower gives novices all the 

necessary playing tools to jump-

start their slide playing, while 

experienced guitarists will be 

delighted by the more challenging techniques and powerful 

songs. Playing in open D (DADF#AD) provides rich, ringing 

sounds and open access to the full slide guitar experience. 

Songs: Baby Please Don’t Go • Boogie Woogie Dance • 

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot • Green Onions Groove • Death 

Letter Blues.

An Easy Guide  
to Open D
The Must-Know Tuning for 
Fingerpickers and Blues 
Guitarists
Taught by Happy Traum
DVD-HAP-OT21 • 120 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 •  Includes music + tab

Tuning to an open chord is a 

satisfying and fun way to play, 

giving you rich, resonant sounds 

with relatively little effort. Just follow the tuning instructions 

by Happy Traum, then strum the open strings for a ringing 

D chord; G, A and other major chords can be made with 

simple one-finger barres. It’s all explained in such a way that 

even novices can start making cool, bluesy music in minutes.

This lesson will demystify open D, help you solidify 

your alternate-bass fingerpicking and teach you six exciting 

songs. Your first piece will be the American folk classic John 
Henry, a mostly one-chord melody on which you’ll start im-

provising around the fretboard while maintaining a steady 

rhythm on the bass strings. 

After that you’ll cruise through a repertoire of funky 

blues, folk/gospel classics and a Southern mountain ballad 

that makes use of open bass strings, fretted melody notes, 

double-stop harmonies, chord substitutions and improvised 

licks: Sittin’ on Top of the World • Jesus Is On the Main Line 

• Willie Moore • Deep Ellum Blues • I’ll Fly Away.

 

Learn to Play 
the Songs of 
Jim Croce
Guitar 
Accompaniment 
and Techniques

Taught by  
Pete Huttlinger
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-HUT-JC23 
$49.95 
Download $39.95

 
DVD One: 

DVD-HUT-JC21  • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • 125 minutes • Includes music + tab

Jim Croce’s guitar accompaniments to his time

less songs, as well as the superb lead lines of his 

longtime accompanist, Maury Muehleisen, are 

expertly broken down for aspiring players at all 

levels: I’ll Have to Say I Love You in a Song • New 

York’s Not My Home • Photographs and Memo

ries • I Got a Name • These Dreams • Operator 

• and Time in a Bottle.

DVD Two: 

DVD-HUT-JC22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95   

Level 3 • 90 minutes •  Includes music + tab

This followup to one of Homespun’s topselling 

DVDs teaches seven more guitar accompani

ments to hit songs by the legendary singersong

writer Jim Croce. Bonus: The distinctive solos of 

Maury Muelheissen, Croce’s longtime lead guitar

ist. Includes: One Less Set of Footsteps • Workin’ 

at the Carwash Blues • Alabama Rain • Dreamin’ 

Again • A Long Time Ago • Lover’s Cross • It 

Doesn’t Have to Be That Way.
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DVD One:
DVD-HAP-GM21 
$24.95  
Download $19.95 
Level 1 
80 Minutes
Music and tab file 
on DVD to View or 
Print. Instructions 
included.

Guitarists: Whether 

you’re a total beginner or have been at it for years, 

there’s a good chance you don’t know how the strings, 

frets, notes, scales and chords all work together to make 

music. Happy Traum demystifies the guitar fretboard, pro-

viding the essential knowledge you’ll need in your quest 

to become a better player.

This is theory that will become immediately applicable 

to real playing situations. You’ll learn chromatic and diatonic 

(major) scales, intervals, how bass runs and chords are built 

and how they are used in songs. Quickly find notes in any 

key and start turning them into simple melodies.

DVD Two:
DVD-HAP-GM22 •  $24.95 • Download $19.95 
Level 2 • Two hours • Music and tab file on DVD to 
View or Print. Instructions included.

Happy Traum continues his hands-on exploration of basic 

music theory, providing essential knowledge that every 

guitarist needs to become a more skillful, fully-rounded 

player.

You’ll learn how to use moveable three- and four-

string chord shapes with basic chord progressions; the 

degrees of the scale and where the notes of each chord can be found; scales and chords in major and minor keys; 

transposing from one key to another; using harmonized scales; building chord progressions; and other skills based on 

your new understanding of how the guitar works.

     

BASIC THEORY 
THAT EVERY 
GUITARIST 
SHOULD KNOW
Practical Tools for 
Everyday Playing
64-Page Book  
+ Instructional CD 

BK-HAP-GM01   

$19.95 • Download 
$17.95
We’re very excited to an-

nounce the publication of this clear, informative and us-

er-friendly book. Expanded from Happy’s top-selling DVDs of 

the same name, it’s packed with information, musical exam-

ples, informative text and graphic charts. Happy personally 

guides you through the book on the accompanying instruc-

tional CD to help you better understand your instrument and 

the music you play on it. 

This 64-page book can be used as a companion to the 

DVDs or as a stand-alone resource.  Either way, it will provide 

hours of invaluable instruction.

“Whatever style of guitar playing you’re into, it’s import-
ant to have at least a basic understanding of how the 
frets, notes, chords, and scales all fit together to make 
music. In other words, you should know a little about 
music theory.”

– From the introduction to  

Basic Theory That Every Guitarist Should Know.

DVD One: Songs in Dropped D Tuning

DVD-HAP-AR21 •  $24.95 • Download $19.95  
Level 2 • 100 Minutes • Music and tab file on DVD to View or Print. 
Instructions included.

The first in a two-part series that will be deeply satisfying for any acoustic gui-

tarist who wants to move beyond simple chords and easy strums. Beginning 

and intermediate  players will quickly gain an understanding of guitar basics 

through the process of building compelling arrangements of well-known, 

much-loved traditional songs. 

Happy starts with a simple version of each song and then slowly adds 

chord substitutions, bass lines, harmonies, fill-in licks, fingerpicking patterns 

and other techniques that eventually create a fully-formed performance piece.

Songs: The Cuckoo • Delia’s Gone • The Water is Wide. 

DVD Two: Songs in Standard Tuning

DVD-HAP-AR22 •  $24.95 • Download $19.95 
Level 2 • 80 Minutes • Music and tab file on DVD to View or Print. Instructions included.

Each of the three songs that are taught here begins with the simplest chord and strum 

back-up - a perfect jumping-off point for the novice player. With the gradual addition of melody playing, bass lines, chord 

sub stitutions, harmonies, picking  techniques and impro visations, these lessons will give you a better command of the 

fretboard, increase your repertoire and improve your understanding of your chosen instrument. 

Songs: Stephen Foster’s perennial favorite, Hard Times Come Again No More • the traditional hymn Wayfaring 

Stranger • and the southern Appalachian classic, Come All You Fair and Tender Ladies.

BASIC ARRANGING THAT EVERY GUITARIST SHOULD KNOW
From Simple Strumming to Intricate Versions of Traditional Favorites
Two-DVD set  DVD-HAP-AR23   $39.95 • Download $34.95

BOOK/CD SET

THE HAPPY TRAUM GUITAR METHOD
BASIC THEORY THAT  
EVERY GUITARIST SHOULD KNOW
Practical Tools for Everyday Playing
Two-DVD set • DVD-HAP-GM23  •  $39.95 • Download $34.95

THE HAPPY TRAUM METHOD
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Learn the Classics 
of Bossa Nova 
Guitar
Play the Rhythms, Chords 
and Melodies of Brazil’s  
Greatest Hits
Taught by  
Aaron Gilmartin
Two-DVD Set
DVD-AAR-BO23
$49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One: 
DVD-AAR-BO21  • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • 90 minutes • Includes music + tab

This DVD provides an in-depth immersion into the lush 

jazz chords, seductive Latin rhythms and haunting mel-

odies of bossa nova’s greatest hits. Measure-by-measure 

guitar instruction brings a rich learning experience to any 

player wanting to conquer these timeless songs. Songs: O 

Barquinho (Little Boat) • One Note Samba • Wave

DVD Two: 
DVD-AAR-BO22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 4 • 75 minutes •  Includes music + tab

This DVD provides an in-depth immersion into the lush jazz 

chords, seductive Latin rhythms and haunting melodies 

of bossa nova’s greatest hits. Measure-by-measure guitar 

instruction brings a rich learning experience to any player 

wanting to conquer these timeless songs. Songs: The Girl 

from Ipanema • Corcavado • Manha De Carnival (Black 

Orpheus)

A Guitarist’s  
Guide to Solo 
Arranging and 
Performing
10 Songs to Get Your 
Playing in Shape
Taught by Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-AR21 • 125 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab 

A master guitarist and teacher 

provides invaluable advice, 

drills, ideas, tunes and techniques that will get a player 

primed for solo instrumental performing. He teaches ar-

rangements in a variety of acoustic genres – folk, blue-

grass, Celtic and ragtime – that range from early- to 

advanced-intermediate levels. Songs include: Amazing 

Grace • The Water Is Wide • Randall Collins • Lament 

for Lowrie O’da Lea • Alabama Jubilee • My Grandfather’s 

Clock • June Apple • and more. 

Get Started on 
Bluegrass and 
Country Guitar!
A Complete Lesson for 
Beginners
Taught by Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-ST21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 •  Includes music + tab

Steve Kaufman introduces new 

players to all the elements of 

guitar flatpicking. No previous 

experience is necessary. All that’s needed is a guitar, a flat-

pick and the desire to accompany and play lead on great 

folk, bluegrass and country songs: Down in the Valley • 

Aura Lee • Blue Ridge Cabin Home • Wildwood Flower • 

Amazing Grace • Shady Grove • Soldier’s Joy.

HOW TO BUY

How to Buy a 
Vintage Guitar-A 
Primer for 
Collectors, 
Investors, Players 
and Enthusiasts
Taught by George Gruhn
DVD-GRU-VG21 • 55 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
In this unique buyer’s guide, 

George Gruhn, one of the 

world’s foremost authorities on 

vintage fretted instruments, teaches you every aspect of 

assessing a guitar’s value. You will be able to select with 

confidence, whether your focus is new, used or vintage, for 

personal pleasure or investment value. You’ll learn to see 

an instrument the way George sees it, and to appraise and 

critique it the way he does. He demystifies the evaluation 

process and stresses the importance of developing a sys-

tematic way of appraising.

 

Easy Steps 
to Bossa 
Nova Guitar
Adding Brazilian 
Sounds to Your 
Repertoire

Taught by  
Aaron Gilmartin
DVD-AAR-BZ21 
80 minutes 
Level 3 
Includes music + tab
$29.95 
Download $24.95

The distinctive jazz voicings and samba rhythms 

of Brazilian guitar have influenced musicians 

throughout the world.  Aaron Gilmartin builds your 

bossa nova guitar technique stepbystep with 

chordal exercises, melodic passages and synco

pated picking along with invaluable guitar advice.  

Teaching in “little bites” so you can absorb each 

musical idea, Aaron carefully demonstrates the 

chord shapes, rhythms, turnarounds, and progres

sions that will allow you to work out arrangements 

for some of Brazil’s greatest hits.

GUITAR•ACOUSTIC

If you’re a novice, start with the 
basics of bossa nova form and 
technique (“Easy Steps”); then go  
on to play some of the all-time  
greats of the genre 
(“Classics”).   
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The Blues Guitar of 
Hubert Sumlin
DVD-SUM-GT21 •  60 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

The man who played guitar in 

Howlin’ Wolf’s band for more 

than twenty-five years discusses 

his guitar style, technique and 

influences with Jimmy Vivino 

of the Conan O’Brien Band. 

Backed by a stellar rhythm sec-

tion, Hubert plays through some of his favorite Wolf tunes 

and sheds light on his traditional, Mississippi-based finger-

picking blues style.

Get That Classic 
Fender Sound
Electric Guitar Licks  
and Styles of the Greats
Taught by Jim Weider
DVD-JIM-FE21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Guitarist Jim Weider details the 

innovative and groundbreak-

ing instrumental techniques of 

Roy Buchanan, James Burton, 

Steve Cropper, Robbie Robertson, Cornell Dupree, Freddy 

King, Stevie Ray Vaughan and Jimi Hendrix, and provides a 

close-up look at some of the famous guitars and amps that 

made rock ‘n’ roll history! An expert in Fender styles, Jim 

amassed a mind-boggling collection of original instruments 

for this session. Each is linked to a specific player and style 

for a complete understanding of the way they were used to 

achieve their trademark sounds.

Slide Guitar for 
Rock and Blues
Taught by Roy Rogers
DVD-ROG-GT21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

One of today’s hottest slide 

guitarists shows how to get 

the sounds that drive the best 

electric rock and blues bands: 

vibrato, dynamics, intonation, 

sl ide-hammer technique, 

damping strings and much more. Includes sizzling ver-

sions of: Look Over Yonders Wall • The Sky Is Crying 

• Walking Blues • Tip Walk • Black Cat Bone to illus-

trate turnarounds, endings and complete solos in several 

styles.

The Electric Guitar 
of Jorma Kaukonen
Blues, Rock ‘n Roll  
and Beyond
DVD-JOR-GT22 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

A formula for instant success 

on the electric guitar! Jorma 

Kaukonen teaches licks, solos, 

lead lines and rhythm grooves 

to rival the best of them. In-

structional and entertaining Jorma and Electric Hot Tuna 

give powerful rock renditions of the songs taught: Hit Single 

#1 • Homespun Blues • Ode to Billy Dean.

Country Telecaster 
Virtuosity
Taught by Ray Flacke
DVD-FLA-GT21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Here are the electric guitar 

techniques that will add hot 

solos and powerful drive to 

any country or rock band! Ray 

Flacke teaches the mind-bog-

gling licks that have made him 

highly sought-after for record dates, jingles and live gigs on 

the Nashville scene for more than thirty years. 

Electric 
Guitar for 
Beginners
Taught by  
Adam Traum
Two-DVD Set   
DVD-ADA-GT23 
$34.95 
Download $29.95

DVD One:  
Getting Started

DVD-ADA-GT21  
$19.95  
Download $17.95 

Level 1•80 minutes • Includes music + tab

Anyone can get started playing the electric guitar 

with this handson, userfriendly course. Adam 

Traum covers all the basics  how to hold the pick, 

set up your amp, play scales, etc.  then launches 

into a blues/rock progression that will get begin

ners into a real groove. Simple rhythm and lead 

parts are taught, with plenty of opportunity to jam 

along.

DVD Two: Expanding Your Skills

DVD-ADA-GT22 • $19.95 • Download $17.95  

Level 2 • 65 minutes  • Includes music + tab 

Adam Traum continues his exploration of basic 

guitar skills with simple chord progressions, strum

ming and picking techniques and lots of practical 

advice for guitar newbies. He teaches chords in 

“open” and “closed” positions and how they can 

be moved up the neck to create a variety of sounds. 

This is a perfect starter course for aspiring players.

GUITAR•ELECTRIC

Be Sure You’re On Our Email List
We send email newsletters with fabulous sales, 

new products, free “mini-lessons”  important 

announcements and musical news. 

Don’t miss out! If you are not receiving these, 

please visit our website at www.homespun.com 

and sign up on our home page.
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You Can Play  
Jazz Guitar
Taught by Mike DeMicco
Three-DVD Set  

DVD-DEM-GT29  

$69.95 • Download $59.95

DVD One: Scales, Modes 
and Other Essentials

DVD-DEM-GT21 •  82 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This hands-on jazz primer con-

tains an enormous amount of information, from progres-

sions, scales, modes, and voicings to arranging a complex 

jazz standard. Mike DeMicco teaches important basics, then 

shows how to put them to use. 

DVD Two: Improvisation - Developing Your Style
DVD-DEM-GT22 •  80 minutes • 29.95 • Download $24.95 

Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Mike presents dozens of examples to show how to im-

provise dazzling solos over chord changes. He uses styles 

developed by Mike Stern, Tal Farlow, John Coltrane, and 

others to explain the use of solo lines, passing tones, and 

other devices to create personalized improvisations.

DVD Three: Putting It All Together
DVD-DEM-GT23 •  70 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95    
Level 4 • 60 minutes • Includes music + tab

Starting with his bebop-oriented tune “Boptology,” Mike 

shows how to build creative solos, challenging players to find 

their own voice. The melody of this tune is a complete study 

tool as it illustrates a synthesis of several jazz styles. Mike then 

takes apart the classic Victor Young standard “Love Letters” 

to fully discuss chord melodies and new ideas for soloing.

Electric  
Country Blues
Taught by Jim Weider 
with Randy Ciarlante (drums), Rich-

ard Bell (keyboards), 

Steve Rust (bass)
Two-DVD set  
DVD-JIM-GT23  

$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: 
DVD-JIM-GT21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3  • Includes music + tab

Mississippi Delta meets Memphis country and goes electric! 

Jim Weider shows how the most influential electric blues 

and country guitarists got their powerful sounds. Includes 

the Delta, Louisiana and Cajun-inflected tones of James 

Burton, Roy Buchanan, Muddy Waters, Lonnie Mack, Keith 

Richards, Jerry Reed, and others, plus technique building 

exercises and ideas, and jam-alongs with the band.

DVD Two: 
DVD-JIM-GT22• 90 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

This intensive DVD takes players to the next level in electric 

country blues. Jim Weider continues his in-depth analysis 

of the styles and techniques that changed the course of 

rock ‘n’ roll guitar - blues triads, country rhythms, muting, 

string snapping, chicken pickin’ and the full range of bend-

ing, harmonics and other techniques that give this style its 

distinctive sound.

Basic Licks and 
Classic Solos  
for Electric  
Blues Guitar
Taught by Jim Weider
DVD-JIM-BL21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Here’s a DVD lesson for novice 

players who want to get started 

playing blues on the electric 

guitar. Jim Weider shows the 

easy way to get into playing authentic licks, riffs, rhythms 

and hot solos. Each tune covers a different aspect of elec-

tric blues playing and provides a great solo for practicing 

the techniques he’s taught.

Steve Wariner  
Up Close
Secrets of a  
Hot Nashville Picker
DVD-WAR-GT21 • 60 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Multiple award-winning country 

star Steve Wariner dissects his 

unique approach to fingerstyle 

guitar, focusing on tunes from 

his hit CD “No More Mr. Nice 

Guy,” as well as arrangements to hit songs from earlier al-

bums. He uses scales, vibrato, hammers, banjo-like rolls, 

bluesy licks and picking techniques that will help you build 

speed, fluidity and an arsenal of exciting ideas. You’ll learn 

Baby I’m Yours • Prelude/Practice Your Scales Somewhere 

Else • For Chester B. • Sails • Next March • I Should Be 

With You • Back Home in Indiana • Copper  Kettle.

  

Rockabilly 
Guitar
Licks and 
Techniques of the 
Rock Pioneers
Taught by  
Jim Weider
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-JIM-RG23  
$49.95  
Download $39.95
Rockabil ly was 

formed from the 

marriage of country 

music and rhythm 

& blues. Jim Weider 

teaches the guitar tricks and licks of the guys who 

started the new rock ‘n’ roll of the ‘50s and early 

‘60s. Both these videos are overflowing with colorful 

licks, rhythm patterns, chord work, scales and exer

cises. Jim uses the original instruments and amps to 

demonstrate while providing technical tips on the use 

of whammy bar, amp tremolo, Echoplex and other 

important tricks of the trade.

DVD One: 

DVD-JIM-RG21 • $29.95 • Download $24.95 

Level 3 • 90 minutes  Includes music + tab

Jim teaches the country fingerpicking that Scotty 

Moore used on Elvis Presley’s early hits; shows how 

Duane Eddy got his twangy sound; and highlights 

how Paul Burlison’s singlestring lead work influ

enced Jimmy Page, Jeff Beck and others.

DVD Two:

DVD-JIM-RG22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95

Level 4 • 90 minutes • Includes music + tab

On this lesson, Jim analyzes and demonstrates the 

great trademark licks and rhythm patterns of Chuck 

Berry and the innovative solos of Eddie Cochran.

GUITAR•ELECTRIC
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John Abercrombie 
Teaches  
Jazz Guitar 
Improvisation
Taught by  
John Abercrombie 
with John Basile  
(second guitar)
DVD-ABE-GT21 • 90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 •Includes music

Modern jazz master John Ab-

ercrombie provides insights into the vast potential of the 

guitar fingerboard. After working with this DVD, guitarists 

will soon hear a dramatic change in their ability to cre-

ate clear, expressive improvisations. Abercrombie uses his 

original compositions and the beautiful standard “Stella 

By Starlight” to demonstrate melodic and motivic develop-

ment, polychording, dynamics, rhythmic changes and other 

essential skills. A must for all jazz guitarists!

Rock and Roll 
Rhythm Guitar
Classic Grooves of the Great 
R&B Players
Taught by Amos Garrett
DVD-GAR-RH21 • 110 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2-3  

Includes music + tab

Play along with Amos Garrett 

and learn the infectious elec-

tric guitar grooves of the great 

rock and roll pioneers - Chuck Berry, Bo Diddley, James 

Nolin, Steve Cropper and the soul sounds of the Mem-

phis and Mussel Shoals rhythm sections. Amos is a mas-

ter of classic guitar styles, and he has you playing them 

all on this easy-to-follow and fun-to-learn DVD lesson.

Assisted by top Woodstock session players, Amos 

demonstrates instantly recognizable rhythms and pro-

vides drills and exercises that will get your guitar chops 

“in the pocket.” He shows you all the right moves, includ-

ing proper pick technique, right- and left-hand damping, 

alternate chord shapes, shuffle and straight time rhythms, 

the “8th-note hop,” the 16th-note “half-time” feel - plus 

tips on equipment, keeping solid time, getting the best 

tone out of your instrument, and much more.

Learn to Play 
Western  
Swing Guitar
Taught by Ray Benson
DVD-BEN-SW21 • 80 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Ray Benson nails down the es-

sential techniques of this excit-

ing hybrid of country, jazz and 

blues. To solidify your rhythm 

playing, Ray dissects Eldon 

Shamblin’s traveling bass lines and Freddie Green’s comp-

ing and damping methods. Then he shows how to create 

hot lead lines and apply them to well-known western swing 

tunes, such as: Faded Love • Take Me Back Back To Tulsa 

• Roly Poly • Redwing • Fat Boy Rag and Milk Cow Blues. 

Hearing Ray trade licks with the legendary Johnny Gimble 

is an added treat. 

Note: For acoustic as well as electric players.

Steve Wariner, c.g.p. 
“My Instructional   
Tribute to  
Chet Atkins”
Guitar Thumb-Picking, 
Musicianship and Technique
Hosted by  
Happy Traum
DVD-WAR-CA21 

90 minutes  

$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Music and tab file on 

DVD to View or Print. 

The legendary Chet Atkins conferred the initials “c.g.p.” 

(Certified Guitar Picker) on only four players. One of those 

to be so honored was his close friend and picking buddy, 

Steve Wariner. 

On this richly detailed lesson, the multiple GRAM-

MY-winning country music star pays heartfelt tribute to his 

mentor. He teaches ear-catching original compositions and 

finger-challenging arrangements that incorporate trade-

mark elements of Chet’s unique style and technique. 

Steve explores the Merle Travis/Chet Atkins thumb-

picking style in Leavin’ Luttrell and John Henry; teaches a 

swinging tribute to Jerry Reed (a close friend to both him 

and Chet) in Reeding Out Loud; and imparts the beauty 

and sensitivity of Chet-inspired arrangements for his hit 

songs: I’m Already Taken • Holes in the Floor of Heaven 

• Two Teardrops. 

Making the 
Acoustic 
Guitar Rock!
Pushing the 
Boundaries of  
Your Rhythm  
and Lead Playing

Taught by  
James Nash
DVD-NSH-GT21 
120 minutes 
$29.95 
Download $24.95
Level 3 • Music and tab file on DVD to View or Print. 

Instructions included.

James Nash is a guitarist who likes to “take it to 

the edge,” bringing a rock ‘n’ roll sensibility to the 

acoustic guitar. That’s what he does when he plays 

with his ambitious rootsrock band, The Waybacks, 

and he breaks down those formidable picking skills 

into accessible lessons for players of all levels. 

James has amazing chops and he knows how 

to help you improve yours, providing building blocks 

to become a freer and more creative player with 

unique right and left hand exercises, rhythm pat

terns, major and minor scale strategies for covering 

the fingerboard, playalong jam segments, and more. 

From concepts like the “Groove Center” to 

electric guitar string bending techniques adapted 

to the acoustic, from Keith Richards and Neil Young 

rhythm exercises to improvisations over chord pro

gressions of Bob Dylan and The Beatles, James 

shows you how to bring excitement and personality 

into your playing.  And not forgetting his traditional 

roots, he turns Cherokee Shuffle and Blackberry Blossom 

into powerful vehicles for innovation and creativity.

GUITAR•ELECTRIC
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Harmonica Power!
Taught by Norton Buffalo
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-BUF-HA23 
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: Norton Buffalo’s 
Bag of Tricks
DVD-BUF-HA21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95  
Level 2 
Includes written material
This internationally famous har-

monica player’s comprehensive course covers the essen-

tials needed for all styles: breathing, tonguing, single-note 

and chordal playing, bending, vibrato, rhythmic patterns 

and more. Includes advanced techniques (chord blocking, 

octave and harmony playing) plus Norton’s prescription for 

“harmonica survival.”

DVD Two: Norton Buffalo’s Blues Techniques
DVD-BUF-HA22 • 80 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95     
Level 3 • Includes written material
Norton Buffalo details note bending, using octaves, the 

intricacies of rhythm harmonica, combining breath and 

hands to create vibrato, and more. Switching on the power, 

Norton outlines various electric blues styles and discusses 

the proper use of mics and amps.

Anyone Can Play 
Harmonica
An Easy Guide  
to Getting Started
Taught by  
Peter Madcat Ruth
DVD-RTH-HA21 • 37 minutes • 
$19.95 • Download $17.95 
Level 1 • Includes music
There’s no easier way for peo-

ple of any age to get started 

playing popular folksongs and 

campfire favorites on the harmonica. Madcat demonstrates 

the proper way to hold the instrument for good tone, vibrato 

and “wah wah” sounds that are typical of good technique.

The Ins and Outs  
of Rhythm Harp
Percussive Techniques 
 for Blues Players
Taught by  
Peter Madcat Ruth
DVD-RTH-HA22 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 2 • Includes music
Peter Madcat Ruth teaches driv-

ing rhythms, percussive sounds 

and other dynamic back-up 

techniques that will help any blues harp player get an au-

thentic sound. Through a series of interactive exercises, he 

breaks down the complexities of breath control, teaching 

his own unique system of spoken syllables.

New Directions for 
Harmonica
Expanding Your Technique

Taught by Howard Levy 
with special guest  
Warren Bernhardt
DVD-LVY-HA21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 5  
Includes music + diagrams
Howard Levy teaches how to 

play chromatically on a diatonic 

instrument! Harpists will learn how to accurately use bends, 

overblows and overdraws to play a complete chromatic 

scale, and be able to play blues, classical, jazz, pop or Latin 

tunes on their basic ten-hole harmonica.

John 
Sebastian 
Teaches 
Blues 
Harmonica
DVD-SEB-BH21  
$29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level 1 • 80 minutes  
Includes music

One of the most 

popular harmonica 

players of our time 

teaches all the 

basics in this friendly, jam-along lesson: how to 

hold the instrument and find the blues notes, then 

add vibrato, note-bending, wah-wahs, tonguing, 

rhythm playing, train effects and a variety of great 

licks and solos that can be used either solo or 

in a band.

Lee Oskar Harmonicas*
HAZ-OK • $52.95 each

We expect that you’ll get a lot of pleasure out of these 

harmonicas. We offer Lee Oskar harps in the keys 

of C, D and A, so please specify which key you 

need in the special instruction section of your 

order form.

*We are very sorry, Lee Oskar Harmonicas are not 
returnable or refundable.

 SPECIAL…

Get Started Harmonica Package
Order the package and receive  
“Anyone Can Play The Harmonica”  
plus a Hohner Blues Band C harp  
for only $24.95 plus postage. 
DVD-RTH-HA29 • $24.95 SPECIAL…

DVD/Harmonica*  
Package to get you started!
Lee Oskar (Key of C) Harmonica  
PLUS John Sebastian’s DVD,  
“Blues Harmonica”
DVD-SEB-BH29 • $60.00

H A R M O N I C A
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Learning Rock  
‘n’ Roll Piano
Taught by Bob Hoban
DVD-HOB-RP21 • 95 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 2 • Includes music
Here are the great ‘50s and ‘60s 

rock ‘n’ roll piano styles made 

popular by Jerry Lee Lewis 

and Fats Domino! Bob Hoban 

makes it easy to learn how to 

do slides, rolls, melodic figures, 

rhythm patterns, shuffles, right-hand licks, slurs, solos, runs, 

single-note leads, “pushed” notes and “power  beginnings.”

Rock Piano 
Classics 
Learn Nine Hit Songs  
of the Beach Boys
Taught by  
Billy Hinsche
DVD-HIN-KB21 • 70 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music
Long-time Beach Boys key-

boardist Billy Hinsche ex-

amines nine of the group’s 

best-known tunes, breaking down their ingenious pro-

gressions, groundbreaking “hooks,” bass lines, arpeg-

gios and other musical innovations for learning piano 

players at all levels. Songs: California Girls • Kokomo • 

In My Room • Little Deuce Coupe • Help Me Rhonda 

• Wouldn’t It Be Nice • God Only Knows • Good Vi-

brations • Forever.  

The Blues/Rock 
Piano of  
Johnnie Johnson
Sessions with  
a Keyboard Legend
Taught by Johnnie Johnson
DVD-JJO-RP21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 4 • Includes music
Here’s a rare close-up look at 

the playing of “the father of rock 

and roll piano.” Johnnie Johnson 

was the pianist on all of Chuck Berry’s greatest hits, and in 

his forty-year career he has played with everyone from Eric 

Clapton to Keith Richards. The overhead camera captures 

all his moves as he discusses his history and plays rockabilly, 

rumba, boogie, slow blues and other great grooves.

The Real Honky 
Tonk Piano
Taught by Tim Alexander
DVD-TIM-KB21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music
The long-time keyboardist for 

Asleep at the Wheel expertly an-

alyzes the licks and solos of the 

greats of the western swing and 

honky tonk era. He details the 

authentic techniques needed to 

play like a pro: intervals, chords, arpeggios, octaves, bass 

lines, trumpet-style piano and more. Includes complete 

breakdowns of songs such as: Red Wing • Roly Poly • 

Stay A Little Longer • Sugar Moon • Well Oh Well • Seven 

Nights To Rock • Hubbin’ It • I Had A Little Mule • Little 

Rock Getaway • Corrine, Corrina..

You Can  
Play Jazz Piano
Taught by  
Warren Bernhardt
Three-DVD Set 
DVD-BER-JP29  
$79.95 • Download $59.95 

DVD One: Getting Started
DVD-BER-JP21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 2 
Learn chord progressions, 

scales and modes, proper fingering and improvising on 

both blues and standard tunes. Clear and concise, with 

no music to read.

DVD Two: Basic Keyboard Harmony
DVD-BER-JP22 • 90 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music
Warren covers essentials such as basic chords, voicings, 

progressions, substitutions, intervals, bass lines and me-

lodic accompaniment. Lessons include study of progres-

sions found throughout pop and jazz music.

DVD Three: Soloing and Performing
DVD-BER-JP23 • 90 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music
Hot topics include scales for soloing and improvisation, 

preparing a song for performance and playing with other 

musicians.

Learning  
Country-Style Piano
Taught by Bob Hoban
DVD-HOB-CP21 • 105 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 2 • Includes music
Lively instruction in the coun-

try piano styles of Al Stricklin, 

Moon Mullican, Webb Pierce, 

Floyd Cramer, “Pig” Robbins 

and other greats. Aspiring play-

ers will improve timing, learn 

left- and right-hand patterns, and pick up intros, endings, 

trills, solos, licks, bass lines, how to accompany a singer 

and more.

Learn to Play 
Gospel Piano
Taught by Ethel 
Caffie-Austin
Two DVDs

DVD-ETH-KB29   
$49.95 
Download $39.95

Level 2   
Total time 120 minutes  
Includes music

This inspirational 

course in gospel 

piano has been specially designed for novice and 

intermediate players. West Virginia’s First Lady of 

Gospel Music teaches powerful arrangements of 

traditional spirituals and hymns, complete with 

melody,harmony notes, chords, runs, turnarounds 

and left-hand bass lines complete with octaves, ac-

cents, “walking” and “stride” styles. Finally, by add-

ing fill-ins, runs turnarounds, arpeggios and other 

elements, you complete your gospel arrangement. 

Songs include: When The Saints Go Marching In 

• Standing in the Need of Prayer • What a Friend 

We Have in Jesus • Angels Keep Watching Over Me.
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A Lesson with 
Steve Allen
An Introduction  
to Jazz Piano
Taught by Steve Allen
DVD-ALL-JP21 • 80 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music

Steve Allen, one of the world’s 

most beloved entertainers, had 

a passion for jazz piano. Here 

he divulges his “tricks of the 

trade” and shows how to build lovely arrangements with a 

variety of easy techniques. Steve plays and analyzes: Hon-

eysuckle Rose • Spring Is Where You Are • I’m Confessin’ 

That I Love You • A Time for Love • and more, plus insider 

tips about the styles and musical contributions of jazz.

Practicing and 
Performing
A Pianists Guide
Taught by Daniel Abrams
DVD-ABR-PP21 • 75 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level ALL  

Practice for results and perform 

with confidence! Daniel Abrams 

shows how to get maximum re-

sults from minimum time spent 

at the keyboard. Relaxation, in-

spiration, attitude, and interpretation, plus more traditional 

topics like phrasing, scales, wrist action, and understanding 

chords are covered. Also includes advice about mistakes 

and how to isolate, practice, and master difficult passages.

Dr. John Teaches 
New Orleans Piano
Taught by Mac (Dr John) 
Rebennack
Two-DVD Set 
DVD-DRJ-NO23  
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: 
DVD-DRJ-NO21 • 60 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3-4  • Includes music

Imagine being able to see as 

well as hear the amazing piano styles of the great Dr. John 

- up close! This one-hour DVD is jammed full of powerful 

playing, slowed-down instruction, and the wonderful per-

sonality of one of the premier artists of our time. Mac (Dr. 

John) Rebennack discusses and demonstrates the playing 

styles of the great New Orleans piano stylists.

DVD Two: 
DVD-DRJ-NO22 • 60 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3-4 • Includes music

Dr. John continues his discussion and demonstration of 

the styles of the musicians he heard and worked with 

as a youngster in New Orleans. Mac breaks down the 

tunes, turnarounds, left-hand patterns, and right-hand im-

provisations of legendary greats Huey “Piano” Smith, Tuts 

Washington, Herbert Santina, Allen Toussaint and others, 

including some originals by Mac Rebennack himself.

BOOK/CD    . . . . .
New Orleans  
Piano and the Roots 
of Rock
Taught by Mac (Dr. John) 
Rebennack
CDL-DRJ-NO  
Download $34.95
Level 4 • 4 CD’s   
Includes music 

A true master of the idiom 

teaches, plays, sings and ana-

lyzes the major piano stylists, imparting an encyclopedic 

knowledge of popular music. More than a series of piano 

lessons, Dr. John’s oral documentary will be of great inter-

est to everyone who hears it. 14 songs.

Concepts for Jazz/
Rock Piano
Playing, Writing  
and Arranging
Taught by Donald Fagen
DVD-DON-JP21 • 70 minutes 
$29.95 •  Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music

This DVD provides rare insights 

into the musical thinking of one 

of the most influential songwrit-

ers and arrangers in modern 

American popular music. Steely Dan’s Donald Fagen re-

veals how traditional twelve-bar blues and R&B structures 

can be the basis for unique and sophisticated compositions. 

He and jazz pianist Warren Bernhardt break down the key-

board arrangements to three great Steely Dan hits: (Chain 

Lightning • Josie • Peg) - as well as the solo works: On the 

Dunes • Tea House on the Tracks. 

The Piano 
Styles of  
Dr. John
Two DVDs
DVD-DRJ-KB29  
$49.95 
Download $39.95 
Level 4 
Total time 120 
minutes Includes 
music

These two DVDs pro-

vide a rare opportu-

nity to visit with Mac 

Rebennack (a.k.a. 

Dr. John), one of America’s most brilliant and dis-

tinctive musical voices. This masterful piano player, 

prodigious songwriter, two-time Grammy Award 

winner and celebrated ambassador of New Orleans 

music demonstrates his remarkable instrumental 

technique, discusses his influences, and shares 

intriguing stories of a life in music. With his encyclo-

pedic knowledge of musical styles, Mac plays and 

analyzes more than 30 tunes, from traditional New 

Orleans blues to the compositions of Cole Porter, 

Duke Ellington, Doc Pomus and others.

 SPECIAL…

Dr, John’s New Orleans  
Piano Package

Two DVDs plus CDs/Book 
DL-DRJ-PK  Download $65.00

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!
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Blues and Rock 
Techniques for 
Hammond Organ
Taught by  
David Bennett Cohen
DVD-COH-HO21 • 82 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music

Veteran musician David 

Cohen shows how to get the 

unique sounds associated 

with the Hammond B-3 organ 

by using presets, drawbars, percussion tablets, vibrato 

switch, volume pedal and other devices. He teaches 

several tunes using different styles, plus riffs, rhythm 

grooves, blues scales, chord changes, soloing and 

many of the specific musical tricks that work only on 

this amazing instrument. Each tune is illustrated by a 

top New York rock band to give a feel for how it should 

sound in performance. 

A Pianist’s Guide 
to Free 
Improvisation
Keys to Unlocking  
Your Creativity
Taught by Marilyn Crispell 
with John Menegon (bass)

DVD-CRI-KB21 • 80 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3  
Includes music

Sit down at the piano and play 

whatever comes into your head, making up your own music 

as you go along. That’s free improvisation. Marilyn Crispell 

digs into her long experience with the music of Cecil Taylor, 

Anthony Braxton, Gary Peacock and other jazz improvisers, 

breaking down the finer points of creating music on the spot.

Andy LaVerne’s 
Guide to Modern 
Jazz Piano
For Solo Or Group Playing
Two-DVD set  
DVD-LAV-JP23  
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: 
DVD-LAV-JP21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 
Includes chords + music 

Starting with a study of scales and modes, Andy teaches 

arrangements for pop standards, dissects chord changes, 

explores blues/jazz soloing and gives you essential impro-

vising tools. You’ll use Andy’s teachings in both solo or 

ensemble playing: A series of practice sessions, recorded 

with and without the piano, allow you to play along with. 

and be a part of, the group’s creative process!

DVD Two: 
DVD-LAV-JP22• 90 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 4 • Includes music 

Continue your studies in modern jazz piano with this infor-

mation-packed DVD lesson. Renowned jazz pianist Andy 

LaVerne provides you with the music theory and technical 

knowledge that you need to master beautiful tunes and 

 acquire advanced playing skills. He analyzes several of 

his own compositions – ”I.R.S.,” “Circadian Rhythm,” “Su-

zy’sWorld” – and a reharmonized version of the standard 

“All The Things You Are,” detailing the scales, modes, voic-

ings, chord progressions and other vital subject matter you 

need to bring your understanding of jazz piano into focus.

Jazz Piano 
Standards
Taught by Andy LaVerne
DVD-LAV-JS21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4  • Includes music 

Explore six beautiful jazz stan-

dards and learn chord changes, 

voicings, embellishments and 

other essential tools to broaden 

your jazz vocabulary. Andy 

teaches both basic and com-

plex versions of each song. As he replays the disk at half-

speed, he gives a detailed explanation of the music. His 

reharmonization (a different chordal structure under the 

melody) and contrafacts (a new melody composed over 

the original chord structure) complete this in-depth lesson. 

Songs: Just Friends • My Romance • How Deep Is The Ocean 

• Night And Day • Body And Soul • Like Someone In Love.

Learn to Play 
Blues Piano
A Beginner’s Guide 
to Improvisation

Taught by David 
Bennett Cohen
Four-DVD Set 
DVD-COH-KB30  $89.95 
Download $74.95

DVD One: 
DVD-COH-KB21 
90 minutes • $29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level 1  
David Cohen systematically leads novice players 

through all the steps needed to play solid blues 

piano, showing the scales, chord theory, turn-

arounds, endings and licks that will quickly make 

anyone into a formidable player. No music reading 

or previous piano experience is necessary.

DVD Two:  
DVD-COH-KB22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • 70 minutes  
This lesson goes beyond the beginner’s level and 

firmly into intermediate territory. David Cohen gives 

new players all the tools they’ll need to make up 

their own solos, completely by ear. Includes vari-

ations on slow blues, the “New Orleans Rumba,” 

straight-time boogie-woogie and more!

DVD Three: Boogie-Woogie and Slow Blues

DVD-COH-KB23 • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • 80 minutes • Includes music

David Bennett Cohen takes beginning and inter-

mediate pianists beyond the basics and into the 

depths of real blues styles. The emphasis is on 

improvisation for both slow blues and the more up-

tempo boogie-woogie. The tunes he teaches, includ-

ing “Pinetop’s Boogie” and “Blues for a Summer’s 

Dream,” incorporate a wide spectrum of musical 

ideas and techniques.

DVD Four: New Orleans Style Made Easy

DVD-COH-KB24 • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • 80 minutes • Includes music

Here are the colorful riffs, rich melodies and rhyth-

mic bass lines that give the New Orleans style its 

distinctive sound. David Cohen combines blues, 

gospel, country and boogie-woogie to create great 

arrangements of: When the Saints Go Marching In • 

Crawfish Royale • Nobody Knows You When You’re 

Down and Out • Georgia on My Mind.
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Fiddle for Kids
Taught by Luke and  
Jenny Anne Bulla
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-BUL-FI23 
$34.95 • Download $29.95

DVD One:
DVD-BUL-FI21 • 50 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 • Includes music

Luke and Jenny Anne teach 

the basics – tuning up, bow-

ing, hand position, posture, finding the right size fiddle and 

more – to their seven year-old brother, Jed, and to the young 

student at home. The beginner will use these skills to play 

“Boil the Cabbage Down” and be ready to dig into more 

advanced studies and repertoire.

DVD Two:
DVD-BUL-FI22 • 60 minutes • $19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1-2 • Includes music

After a quick review, students get into some real fiddle 

playing! Focusing on building repertoire, Luke and Jenny 

Anne break three tunes down into small, easy-to-grasp sec-

tions. By the end of this lesson (and with some practice), 

learning fiddlers will perform Old Joe Clark • Tennessee 

Waltz • Devil’s Dream.

Kids Guitar
Taught by Marcy Marxer
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-MAX-KI23  
$39.95 • Download $34.95

DVD One: Play in Ten Easy 
Lessons!

DVD-MAX-KI21 • 90 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 • Includes chords

These Parent’s Choice Award 

winners are lively, fun-filled 

ways for a child to learn to sing and play the guitar! The 

easy lessons on these DVDs can be used at home or in 

the classroom, either by a child alone or with the aid of 

a parent or teacher. The emphasis is on singing and ac-

companying favorite children’s folk songs, and Marcy intro-

duces basic chords and rhythmic strumming, how to play 

in several keys, and nearly 20 all-time favorite kids’ songs. 

These lessons do more than simply teach guitar; they help 

the child develop a musical ear, good hand coordination, 

solid work habits and a love of music.

DVD Two: More Easy Lessons!

DVD-MAX-KI22 •75 minutes • $19.95 • Download $17.95  
Level 1 • Includes chords

Ukulele for Kids
Taught by Marcy Marxer
Two-DVD Set    
DVD-MAX-UK23 • 75 minutes 
$34.95 • Download $29.95

DVD One:  
Play in Ten Easy Lessons

DVD-MAX-UK21 • 55 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 • Includes book and 
progress chart

Marcy teaches the parts of the in-

strument, how to hold it and tune it up, and nine popular songs! 

This excellent introduction to music covers finger coordination, 

ear training and basic theory. Attractive on-screen graphics il-

lustrate fingering for the five basic chords taught here.

DVD Two: The Next Ten Lessons!

DVD-MAX-UK22 • 90 minutes • $19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 • 45 minutes • Includes book and progress chart

Marcy and Ginger present five new chords and a variety of 

strumming techniques. On-screen chord charts, graphics 

and lyrics make understanding the chords, and learning to 

sing and play nine more great tunes, easy and fun

Drumming for Kids
Making the Basics  
Fun & Easy
For Ages 6-10

Taught by Sam Zucchini
DVD-ZUC-DM21 • 60 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 • 60 minutes  
Includes music + tab

Drum kit NOT required! Sam 

Zucchini makes drumming fun 

and easy as he teaches how to 

keep time, count beats, understand rhythm and get tuned 

in to playing in an ensemble. Award-winning children’s 

entertainers The Zucchini Brothers join in on guitar and 

keyboards so the young drummer can play along with the 

band.

Electric 
Guitar  
for Kids
Taught by 
Marcy Marxer and 
Pete Kennedy
Two-DVD Set   
DVD-PAM-GT23     
$34.95 
Download $29.95
Bonus: Audio play-

along backup tracks 

for great practice 

sessions.

DVD One: Getting Started

DVD-PAM-GT21 • $19.95 • Download $17.95

Level 1 • 70 minutes • Includes music + tab

DVD One teaches kids the parts of the guitar, how 

to hold the pick, fretting their first notes, getting 

a basic rhythm groove, playing power chords and 

beginning to improvise. Emily (11) and Jake (14) 

help out to show that kids can really play this stuff.

DVD Two: Really Playing!

DVD-PAM-GT22 • $19.95 • Download $17.95

Level 2 • 55 minutes • Includes music + tab

Kids will take their skills to the next level with 

blues grooves, barre chords, hammer-ons, string 

bending and wailing lead solos. By the time they’re 

finished with this DVD they’ll really be rocking out 

and ready to go on to more advanced studies.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Making and Playing  
Homemade Instruments
Taught by Cathy Fink and Marcy Marxer
DVD-MAX-HM21 • 60 minutes • Level 1  
$19.95 • Download $17.95

Smart Start Guitar For ages 5-10

Taught by Jessica Baron Turner 
with Sarah Schenkken and Aaron Smith

DVD-JES-GT21 • 50 minutes • Level 1 (ages 5-10) 
 $19.95 • Download $17.95
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Basic Techniques 
of Classical 
Mandolin
Taught by  
Caterina Lichtenberg
DVD-LTB-MN21 • 100 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music+ tab

The internationally-renowned 

concert mandolinist Caterina 

Lichtenberg brings the sounds 

and techniques of classical 

music to this beautiful, historic instrument. From the study 

of “Greensleeves” to a Bach “Menuett,” “Frere Jacques” to 

Beethoven’s “Sonatina,” there is a wealth of material here for 

mandolinists of all musical genres. Pick speed and accuracy, 

vibrato, tremolo, arpeggios, left hand fingering, harmonics 

and innumerable other techniques will bring new power and 

gorgeous repertoire to all players of the instrument.

Classical Mandolin: 
The Art Of The 
Tremolo
Enhance Your Technique, 
Control and Musicianship
Taught by  
Caterina Lichtenberg
With Special Guest:  
Mike Marshall
DVD-LTB-TR21 • 120 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music+ tab

The sound of the tremolo has defined the mandolin through 

the ages. Executing it with expressiveness, depth and com-

plexity is the hallmark of a truly accomplished player. Man-

dolin virtuoso Caterina Lichtenberg teaches old Italian folk 

songs, Romantic era classical pieces and folk standards 

along with an astonishing array of techniques: Return to Sor-

rento; Amazing Grace  •  My Old Kentucky Home •  Raf-

faele Calace.

Radim Zenkl’s 
Mandolin Primer
A Learning Player’s Guide 
to Essential Skills and 
Techniques
With Special Guest:  
Mike Marshall
DVD-RAD-MN21 • 110 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level All • Includes music+ tab

Mandolin virtuoso Radim Zenkl 

strongly believes that before you 

can play well you must have a complete understanding of 

your instrument and know the basic techniques needed to 

get the most music out of it.

The lesson starts with the essentials: tuning, proper 

playing positions, mandolin set-up, warm-ups and pick tech-

nique (playing from the wrist, forearm, forearm rotation and 

fingers). In due course, Radim digs into tone production, 

tremolo, speed development, muting, pizzicato, strumming, 

cross picking and how to practice. He also gives detailed 

insights into developing coordination with your picking and 

fretting hands, using examples from standard songs like My 

Grandfather’s Clock and Whiskey Before Breakfast. 

Note: The techniques in this lesson are also applicable 

to guitar and other plucked string instruments..

Learn to Play  
Blues Mandolin
Taught by Steve James
Two-DVD Set  
DVD-JMS-MN23 
$49.95  Download $39.95
DVD One: With John 
Sebastian, guitar and  
6-string banjo

DVD-JMS-MN21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes chord 

diagrams, music + tab

Steve James teaches the scales, chords, lead riffs, rhythm 

comping, turnarounds and other essential techniques for 

playing traditional blues and old-time string band music. A 

“must” for those who want to use the mandolin for rhythmic 

accompaniment or as a blues instrument. Songs include: 

Divin’ Duck Blues • The Lonesome Train That Carried My 

Gal Away • more.

DVD Two: With Del Rey, guitar

DVD-JMS-MN22 • 60 minutes  $29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Steve James brings learning mandolinists more of the 

funky, old-time songs that made his previous instructional 

DVD on this instrument so popular. He covers blues scales, 

chord patterns, walking lines, arpeggios, accompaniments, 

and great tunes, including: Jackson Stomp • Prater Blues 

• Corrina,Corrina • Sittin’ on Top of the World • Long as 

I Can See You Smile • Texas Tommy.

All About  
Rhythm 
& Lead 
Mandolin! 
Two-DVD set 
DVD-BSH-RL23  $49.95 
Download $39.95

Rhythm: 
Chops, Strums, 
Timing, Accents and 
Accompaniments
DVD-BSH-RL21 • $29.95 
Download $24.95  
Level 3 • 110 minutes • Music and tab file on DVD 
to View or Print. Instructions included.

Sam Bush shows all aspects of his peerless rhythm 

style: Chopping, strumming, accenting, damping, 

subdividing beats, keeping good time and more. 

Sam details his accompaniments for two popular 

performance pieces: Bob Dylan’s  Girl From the 

North Country and Little Feat’s Sailing Shoes.

Lead: Fiddle 
Tunes, Rags, 
Waltzes, Solos
DVD-BSH-RL22  
$29.95 
Download $24.95  
100 minutes  
Level 3 •  
Music and tab file on 
DVD to View or Print.  
Instructions included.

A mandolin master 

shows you how to 

play melodies, im-

provise variations 

and take a hot lead solo on a variety of tunes in 

different keys and styles: Fisher’s Hornpipe • Clo-

verleaf Rag • The Old North Woods • Midnight On 

The Stormy Deep • Blue Mountain.

 SPECIAL CATERINA LICHTENBERG PACKAGE…

Basic Techniques of Claissal Mandolin &  
The Art of the Tremlo
DVD-LTB-MN23 •$49.95 • Download $39.95
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Classic Bluegrass 
Mandolin
Taught by  
Jesse McReynolds
DVD-MCR-MN21 •  75 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

A true bluegrass legend shares 

the secrets of his dynamic 

soloing and the innovative 

crosspicking style he invented. 

Jesse breaks down some of the 

songs and instrumentals he made famous, including: Dill 

Pickle Rag • Banks of the Ohio • Ridge Runner • Farewell 

Blues • Snowbird. A must for all bluegrass mandolinists.

The Mandolin  
and Bouzouki of 
Tim O’Brien
DVD-OBR-MN21 • 115 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Tim O’Brien’s course will be a 

boon to mandolin and bouzouki 

(octave mandolin) players who 

want to improve their tech-

nique, develop ideas and learn 

new repertoire. Tim brings his 

brilliant musicianship to bear as he teaches Celtic, blue-

grass and original songs, including: Down in a Willow Gar-

den • The High Road • Lay Down Your Weary Tune • 

One Girl Cried • More Love • The Kid on the Mountain 

• Travellers.

You Can Play 
Bluegrass Mandolin
Taught by  
Butch Baldassari
Two-DVD Set    
DVD-BAL-MN23  
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One:
DVD-BAL-MN21 •  60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 • Includes music + tab

Butch teaches all the basics 

and several classic tunes on these two starter DVDs! DVD 

One teaches how to hold and tune the mandolin; basic 

chords and scales; simple melodies; how to work with open 

strings and execute double-stops; plus much more. Songs: 

John Henry • Nine-Pound Hammer • Old Joe Clark • 

Sally Goodin.

DVD Two:
DVD-BAL-MN22 • 55 minutes • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

DVD Two covers chord positions up and down the neck; 

soloing; slides; hammer-ons; open chord positions; open-

string harmonies; how to increase playing speed; tremolo 

technique; double-stops; and more. Songs: Bury Me 

Beneath the Willow • Soldier’s Joy • Whiskey Before 

Breakfast.

The Mandolin of 
Norman Blake
Taught by Norman Blake
DVD-BLA-MN21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Norman Blake teaches old-time 

and original instrumentals in 

Celtic and Southern mountain 

tradition, chosen for easy learn-

ing by intermediate-level man-

dolin players. He gives advice 

on tuning, phrasing, ornaments, double-stops, tremolos, 

drones and much more. 9 songs, including: John Brown’s 

March • The Hollow Poplar • Father’s Hall • Jack Dan-

ielson’s Reel • Mandolin Fanfare.

The Bluegrass 
Mandolin of  
Ronnie McCoury
DVD-RON-MN21 • 80 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Consistently named the Interna-

tional Bluegrass Music Associ-

ation’s “Mandolin Player of the 

Year” and the hottest player in 

the hottest band in bluegrass 

(The Del McCoury Band), 

Ronnie McCoury’s instructional DVD will be a boon to all 

learning mandolinists. Accompanied by Del on guitar and 

vocals, Ronnie works through a rich repertoire of tunes and 

techniques, breaking each piece down to its essentials. 

Ten great tunes are taught in detail. Not to be missed!

Mike 
Marshall’s 
Mandolin 
Fundamentals 
for All Players 
Two-DVD Set   
DVD-MSH-MN23  
$49.95  
Download $39.95

DVD One: Building 
Technique 
Through Exercises 
and Melodic 
Studies 
DVD-MSH-MN21 • 

$29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level All •  75 Minutes • Includes music + tab

This lesson will benefit every player, from beginners 

to experienced professionals. Mike Marshall shows 

you how to become a better musician through 

proper technique, problem solving, and a system-

atic exercise regimen. His powerful “Fingerbuster” 

exercises methodically work on scales, chord 

shapes, and arpeggios, providing workouts on every 

string and in every position.

DVD Two: Mastering Chords and Theory
DVD-MSH-MN22 • $29.95 • Download $24.95   
Level 3 • 55 Minutes • Includes music + tab

This encyclopedic chord lesson will provide hours 

of amazing practice sessions and should be in 

every mandolinist’s DVD library. Learning and 

mastering chords is, of course, essential for any 

stringed instrument player. Mike Marshall’s com-

prehensive, step-by-step method teaches every 

chord in every position on the mandolin fretboard.

See Page 62  

for our compilation DVD

 “Great Mandolin Lessons”
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Essential 
Techniques for 
Mandolin
Taught by Chris Thile
DVD-THI-MN21 • 85 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Here’s a lesson that will thrill and 

inspire mandolinists at all levels. 

Chris Thile, mandolin virtuoso 

for the hit band Nickel Creek, 

shares his own successful for-

mula for developing right- and left-hand dexterity, improving 

speed and accuracy, and playing with heightened musicality. 

He provides numerous exercises that will make all the differ-

ence as aspiring players learn: Ode to a Butterfly • Hop the 

Fence • Red Haired Boy • Swallowtail Jig. 

The Mandolin of 
Bill Monroe
Two-DVD Set    
DVD-MON-MN23  
$49.95 • Download $39.95

DVD One: One-On-One With 
the Master

DVD-MON-MN21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level All 

The legendary “Father of Blue-

grass” plays 25+ tunes from 

his repertoire, demonstrating the amazing technique 

that’s made him world-famous. A must for his fans and all 

 mandolinists.

DVD Two: A Detailed Analysis with Sam Bush

DVD-MON-MN22 • 90 minutes  $29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Veteran bluegrass musician Sam Bush dissects 16 pieces 

as played by Bill Monroe. Split screens, close-ups and 

replays of Monroe’s demos make this DVD the ultimate 

learning method for bluegrass mandolin. Produced by 

Smithsonian/Folkways and Homespun Video.

Bluegrass Mandolin
Taught by Sam Bush
DVD-BSH-MN21 • 102 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

Sam Bush details the dominant 

mandolin styles from Bill Mon-

roe to Newgrass! He demon-

strates powerful techniques 

while teaching ten classic 

tunes: Paddy on the Turnpike • 

Gray Eagle • Sugarfoot Rag • 

Sapporo • Bill Cheatham • East Virginia Blues • Wayfar-

ing Stranger • Manzanita • Banks of the Ohio • Sittin’ on 

Top of the World.

Butch Baldassari’s 
Bluegrass Mandolin 
Workshop 
A Complete Guide for 
Learning Players
Taught by 
Butch Baldassari
DVD-BAL-MW21 • 120 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

This comprehensive, us-

er-friendly mandolin method 

takes a beginner from bare-bone basics to solidly inter-

mediate material in a single two-hour lesson. Includes 20 

great repertoire tunes.

GET STARTED ON 
THE MANDOLIN!
A Complete 
Lesson for Beginners 
Taught by Steve Kaufman
DVD-KAU-MN21 • 100 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 1 • Includes music and 
tab file on DVD to view or print.

Here’s the perfect way to get a 

solid start playing the mando-

lin! A beginner will learn chords, 

notes, scales, rhythm strums and accompaniment for songs 

such as: Amazing Grace • Will the Circle Be Unbroken? 

• Blue Ridge Cabin Home. He or she will even be playing 

lead lines on fiddle tunes: Cotton-Eyed Joe • Old Joe Clark 

• Liberty • Soldier’s Joy 

The Sam Bush 
Mandolin Method
Two DVDs   
DVD-BSH-MN29 • 150 minutes  
$59.95 • Download $39.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This two-and-a-half hour course 

covers all aspects of the man-

dolin style and technique of one 

of the world’s greatest players. 

Sam Bush performs and slows 

down traditional fiddle tunes 

and original instrumentals, giving detailed instruction on 

pick technique, rhythm playing, speed building, warm-up 

exercises, improvised soloing, equipment and much more.

MIKE 
MARSHALL’S 
ARPEGGIO 
WORKOUT FOR 
MANDOLIN
An Interactive  
Play-Along Session 
For Tonality and 
Improvisation

With Adam Traum, 
guitar and Jim 
Kerwin, bass

DVD-MSH-AW21 • $29.95 • Download $24.95 
 Level 3 • 90 Minutes • Music and tab file on DVD 
to View or Print. Instructions included.

Mike Marshall teaches essential fretboard theory, 

gives you the tools to improvise on-the-spot solos 

and provides the playing skills necessary to stand 

out in any band or jam session. In addition, he 

provides a personal back-up band as you work out 

your licks, solos and improvisations. 

Arpeggios are the building blocks of music. 

Mike breaks each chord shape into its separate 

notes, starting with basic triads and then moving 

through every position on the fingerboard. These 

arpeggios turn quickly from simple exercises into 

demonstrations of musical creativity. Before long 

you’ll be using them in a variety of rhythmic and 

musical styles, from bluegrass to samba.

M A N D O L I N
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You Can  
Play The Uke! 
Taught By Kate Power and 
Steve Einhorn
Two-DVD set  DVD-UKA-UK23    
$34.95 • Download $29.95
These lessons by two of the 

ukulele’s most enthusiastic pro-

ponents will get anyone started 

on this popular instrument - 

even those who have never 

played anything before! 

DVD One:  Start Strumming With The Ukalaliens!

DVD-UKA-UK21 • 60 minutes  $19.95 • Download $17.95   
Level 1 • Includes music + tab

Songs: The More We Get Together • Home on the Range 

• You Are My Sunshine. 

DVD Two: Learn, Play And Sing Along With The Ukalaliens!

DVD-UKA-UK22  • 80 minutes  
$19.95 • Download $17.95 • Level 1 •Includes music + tab 

Songs: Swing Low Sweet Chariot • Guabi Guabi • These 

Are My Mountains • Careless Love • Crawdad Song • 

Under the Moon • Redwood • Shady Grove.

JUMPIN’ JIM’S 
UKULELE WORKSHOP
Taught by Jim Beloff
Molly Mason, Acoustic Bass
Guest Artists: Liz Beloff and 
John Sebastian

DVD-JUM-WK21  $29.95  
Download $24.95 
90 minutes • Level 2 
Includes music + tab

Songs: Hey, Good Lookin’ • 

Any Time • Down By the River-

side • Are You Lonesome Tonight • Carolina in the Morn-

ing • For Me and My Gal • Daydream • more.

Blue Uke
Blues, Rags and Jazzy 
Dance Tunes
Taught by Del Rey
DVD-DEL-UK21 • 70 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

This very cool DVD teaches a 

myriad of fingerpicking tech-

niques and syncopated blues 

riffs on the ukulele. Using her 

thumb and three fingers, Del 

Rey brings exciting new sounds to uke playing, with songs 

that include: Goin’ up the Country • Keep It Clean • Dance 

Hall Shuffle • more.

The Joy of Uke
Taught by  
Jumpin’ Jim Beloff
Two-DVD Set    
DVD-JUM-UK23 $49.95 
Download $39.95

DVD One: A Hands-On 
Guide to Playing Ukulele

DVD-JUM-UK21 • 70 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 
Includes music + chords

Jim Beloff teaches the basics, showing the strums and 

bringing the starting player quickly from the simplest songs 

to old-time pop standards. Guest strummers perform and 

demonstrate their techniques, and, as an added bonus, Jim 

takes you into his home for a fascinating look at his rare uke 

collection. Songs include: He’s Got the Whole World in His 

Hands • When the Saints Go Marching In • Daisy • Give 

My Regards to Broadway.

DVD Two: Moving Beyond the Basics

DVD-JUM-UK22 • 90 minutes  $29.95 • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + chords

Jim teaches chord shapes and progressions, complex 

strums and accompaniments to some of the most beloved 

songs in popular music history. Jim guides you through 

each song, slowing down the tricky parts and sprinkling the 

lesson with wisdom gleaned from his deep knowledge of 

the instrument. Before long, he’ll have you singing and play-

ing: Under the Boardwalk • That Hawaiian Melody • You 

Made Me Love You • I Can’t Give You Anything but Love • 

Bye Bye Blackbird • The Girl from Ipanema • Blue Moon.

Ukulele Tunes & 
Techniques
Hawaiian and  
American Styles
Taught by Bob Brozman
DVD-BOB-UK21 • 55 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Multi - instrumentalist Bob 

Brozman jumps right into this 

fascinating lesson with a pot-

pourri of strums, rolls, triplets 

and syncopated fingerpicking patterns for the ukulele. 

You’ll combine all these techniques on the traditional Ha-

waiian piece Hi’ilawe, and segue into a medley of other 

traditional songs, Tomi Tomi and Meleana’E. A Tin Pan Alley 

era “Hawaiian” song, The Beach at Waikiki will add to your 

repertoire of chord shapes, progressions and parallel har-

mony lines.

The Ukulele 
Toolbox
A Comprehensive 
Course for  
Mastering the Uke

taught by  
Bob Brozman
Two-DVD Set   
DVD-BOB-BX23  
$39.95  
Download $34.95

DVD One: 

DVD-BOB-BX21 
$24.95  •  
Download $19.95   

120 Minutes • Includes music + tab

Bob Brozman starts with the simplest chords and 

rhythmic strums but quickly brings the lesson into 

new territory with movable positions, picking pat-

terns, harmonized scales and numerous other play-

ing techniques that will inspire the beginner and 

intermediate player alike. 

DVD Two: 

DVD-BOB-BX22 • $24.95 • Download $19.95   
Level 3 • 90 Minutes • Includes music + tab

Bob Brozman continues his exploration of the 

ukulele with a treasure trove of instructional 

goodies, including a ragtime tune, jazz vamps, 

minor key progressions, melody and harmony, 

transposing and a plethora of other instruction 

that will improve the playing musicians at all levels.

U K U L E L E
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Learn to  
Sing the Blues
17 Tips for  
Performing Vocalists
Taught by Gaye Adegbalola 
with Judy Luis-Watson (piano)
DVD-ADE-VC21 • 80 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level ALL •Includes song lyrics

In an engaging and powerful ses-

sion, Gaye Adegbalola shares the 

singing techniques that she has 

gleaned from a lifetime of performing. She identifies 17 key 

points to help a singer put his or her songs across, provides 

important tips on how to communicate with an audience, and 

performs more than a dozen traditional and original songs.

You Can Sing
Taught by Penny Nichols
DVD-PEN-TI21 • 60 minutes  
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 

This DVD is an encouraging 

and enjoyable lesson that will 

turn “listeners” into singers. 

It will help break down inhibi-

tions, teach pitch perception 

and basic music theory, and 

get anyone started making 

wonderful vocal music.

A Lesson with 
ODETTA
Exploring Life, Music and Song
Interviewed by Dr. Ysaye M. 
Barnwell
DVD-ODE-VC21 • Level All 
• 90-minutes • $19.95 • 
Download $17.95
The great singer, actress and 

human rights activist, Odetta 

was one of the most beloved 

and influential figures in the 

American folk and blues revival. On this rare and intimate 

session, she shares the history, songs and singing tech-

nique that she acquired during a lifetime of experience. 

Songs: Motherless Child • Lay My Burden Down • True 

Believer • Water Is Wide • Sittin’ Here in Limbo • Hit or 

Miss • Cool Water.

Learn to Sing 
Western Harmony
Sing the Cowboy Way!
Taught by  
Riders in the Sky
DVD-RID-VC21 •60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level All • Includes music + lyrics

Sing along with Riders in the 

Sky as they pass along a mag-

nificent American vocal music 

tradition. In the lighthearted, 

humorous manner that has endeared them to millions of 

fans, the Riders show how to sing favorite cowboy, folk and 

country songs in beautiful three- and four-part harmony.

Bluegrass 
and Gospel 
Duet Singing
Old Time  
Country  Harmony

taught by   
Jamie Dailey & 
Darrin Vincent
Hosted by Happy Traum

DVD-DAV-HR21   
75 minutes • $29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level All

Soaring harmonies, 

a seamless vocal 

blend and a singular commitment to their gospel 

and old time country repertoire have made Dailey 

& Vincent the most sensational musical group in 

bluegrass music today. Darrin Vincent’s rich, solid 

baritone combines with Jamie Dailey’s soaring 

tenor to make every song in their repertoire a thrill-

ing occasion for the listener.

Now you can sing along with these amaz-

ing musicians as they perform, demonstrate and 

analyze some of their most requested songs:: By 

the Mark • Music of the Mountains • More Than 

a Name on the Wall. 

Dailey & 
Vincent 
Teach 
Bluegrass 
and Gospel 
Quartet 
Singing
With Jeff Parker and 
Christian Davis

DVD-DAV-QT21   
80 minutes • $29.95 
Download $24.95 
Level All

Includes chords, lyrics 
and music

Jamie and Darrin’s duets are impeccable, and the 

band’s four-part gospel and bluegrass vocal ar-

rangements are absolute show-stoppers.

This informative and musically rich DVD 

lesson will help you understand the musical think-

ing behind Dailey & Vincent’s electrifying perfor-

mances, and will give you the tools to make your 

own vocal arrangements with your band, church 

group or musical friends.

The four singers break down their parts so 

that aspiring singers will begin to understand how 

they put together their rich harmonies.

Songs: Living in the Kingdom of God • Until 

At Last I’m Home • Amazing Grace • Coun-

try Roads • Flowers on the Wall • Class of ‘57 

• Moses Smote the Water. 

“I am so proud to say a few words 
about Dailey & Vincent. What a 
great sound. Not since the Louvin 
Brothers has music touched me this 
deep. I expect them to go all the way 
to the top and stay there.” 
  - Dolly Parton

V O C A L
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Vocal Style and 
Performance
Tips From a Pro
Taught by Maria Muldaur
DVD-MUL-VC21 • 90 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level ALL • BONUS: separate 
50-minute practice CD

Maria Muldaur shares her years 

of experience, giving practical 

advice, “tricks of the trade” and 

helpful tips for anyone who 

wants to get up on a stage and sing. Bonus: Audio tracks 

of Maria’s personal vocal warm-up exercises.

Vocal Harmony 
Workshop
Singing Bluegrass and 
Gospel Songs
Taught by The Nashville 
Bluegrass Band
DVD-NAS-VC21 • 60 minutes  
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level All • Includes music + lyrics

The NBB has astonished audi-

ences with powerful vocals and 

precision musicianship since 

1984. Here they break down and analyze their renowned 

harmony singing techniques for all aspiring group vocalists. 

The NBB guides singers through their arrangements, from 

basic duets to stirring three-, four- and five-part harmonies, 

for old-time country, bluegrass and gospel songs.

Vocal Techniques 
for Old-Time 
Mountain Music
Taught by Cary Fridley 
with Frank Lee and  
The Freight Hoppers
DVD-FRI-VC21 •60 minutes  
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level ALL •Includes lyrics

Cary Fridley, the popular singer 

in the old-time string band The 

Freight Hoppers, teaches how 

to phrase and interpret beautiful old-time ballads and 

songs in authentic style.

An Easy Guide to 
Tuning Your Guitar
Secrets to Staying and 
Playing Perfectly in Tune 
Taught By Happy Traum, 
John Sebastian
DVD-HAP-HT21 • 60 minutes  
$19.95 • Download $17.95   
Level 1 

Tuning the guitar should be 

learned right along with fret-

ting, chording and picking the instrument. Happy Traum 

and John Sebastian demonstrate tricks and techniques for 

tuning up quickly and easily. They teach how to get in tune 

to the notes of a piano or keyboard, “relative” tuning using 

the fretboard and harmonics, the ins and outs of electronic 

tuners, troubleshooting guitar intonation and more! Although 

invaluable for novices, even experienced players will gain 

insights from this important lesson. 

Metronome Power!
Improve Speed, Timing and 
Efficiency on All Instruments
Taught by Paul Mehling
DVD-MEH-MP21 • 40 minutes  
$19.95 • Download $14.95
Level All 

Jazz guitarist Paul Mehling 

says, “A metronome is your 

best friend,” and he proves it on 

this hands-on, fun to use DVD 

lesson. By spending a mere 

10-15 minutes a day with this mechanical time-keeper, 

players will improve their practice sessions, gain a better 

understanding of rhythm, build speed, and develop a stron-

ger sense of time, regardless of their chosen instrument. 

Rhythm Tune-Up
Taught by John McGann
DVD-GAN-RH21 • 50 minutes  
$19.95 • Download $19.95
Level All 
includes on-screen diagrams

Playing with good time is funda-

mental to making good music, 

yet this critical aspect of musi-

cianship is often ignored. John 

McGann shows you how to un-

derstand the basics of rhythm, 

use the metronome to perfect your skills, and put it all to-

gether to play with great time & feel at any tempo.

Metronome Basics • Playing on beats 1&3 vs 2&4 • 8th 

notes: straight vs swing 8ths • Shuffle (12/8 time) • 3/4 

time: waltz & jazz waltz  • Celtic music: jig rhythm • Funk: 

16th note rhythms • Practicing rhythm to melody transitions 

• Playing on, ahead of, or behind the beat • Subdividing the 

beat • Metronome practice tips

Folk Rhythms
Learn to Play 
Spoons, Bones, 
Washboard and 
more!
Taught by  
David Holt
DVD-HOL-RH21  
$19.95 
Download $17.95 
Level 1 • 47 minutes  

Anyone can learn 

to play spoons, 

bones, washboard, 

hambone – even the paper bag! No music 

lessons, note reading, or expensive instruments 

are necessary!

 DOWNLOAD ONLY

How and Why to 
Use a Capo
A Basic Guide for Acoustic 
Guitarists
Taught by Happy Traum
Download $5.95

The capo is an essential tool for all acoustic guitarists, 

with a variety of important uses. Happy’s primer covers 

all aspects of six-string capo technique.

R H Y T H M  •  T U N I N G  •  V O C A L  •  C A P O
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GREAT GUITAR LESSONS
Blues and Country 
Fingerpicking
Taught by Doc Watson, Eddie 
Adcock, Happy Traum, John 
Jackson, Rory Block, Roy 
Book Binder, Thom Bresh
DVD-GFP-FP21 • 75 minutes 
 $24.95 • Download $19.95
Level All • Music and tab file on 
DVD to view or print. Instructions 
included.

This terrific compilation covers a vast range of possibilities 

in a variety of fingerpicking styles. Seven instructors cover 

the steady bass/syncopated melody of the Piedmont blues 

players; the muffled bass and swingy chords of Travis-style 

pickers; the strumming and pounding of Delta blues styl-

ists; and the banjo-like rolls and single-string approach of 

bluegrass-oriented pickers.

Songs: John Henry • Louis Collins • Fixin’ to Die • Rag-

time Instrumental Medley • Southbound • Red Wing • 

Walkin’ the Strings.

GREAT GUITAR LESSONS
Bluegrass 
Flatpicking
Taught by Russ Barenberg, 
Norman Blake, Dan Crary, Nick 
Forster, Steve Kaufman, Tony 
Rice, Happy Traum.
DVD-GFL-FL21  • 75 minutes 
 $24.95 • Download $19.95
Level All 
Includes music + tab.

These lessons for both novices 

and advanced pickers in flatpick style will help guitarists 

play the notes and make music out of them as well. Seven 

celebrated bluegrass artists tackle everything from simple 

backup to hot bluegrass solos.

Songs: Wildwood Flower • Sally Goodin • For J.L. • Liberty 

• Arkansas Traveler • Whiskey Before Breakfast • Church 

Street Blues.

GREAT GUITAR LESSONS
Fingerstyle 
Techniques
Taught by Chris Proctor, 
Martin Simpson, David 
Wilcox, Preston Reed, 
Muriel Anderson, Frederic 
Hand, Alex de Grassi, 
Laurence Juber
DVD-GRF-FP22 • 75 minutes 
 $24.95 • Download $19.95
Level All •Includes music + tab.

This overview of fingerstyle repertoire and technique will 

immerse learning players in the work of eight guitarists who 

are redefining acoustic guitar music. They include Celtic 

and classical repertoire, song accompaniment, contempo-

rary compositions and other challenging pieces.

Songs: Aura Lee • Banks of the Bann • Spin • Tribes • 

Angeline the Baker • Celtic Tale • Lost in the Woods • 

Martha, My Dear.

GREAT GUITAR LESSONS
Techniques and 
Arrangements of 
Master Singer/
Songwriters
Taught by Paul Brady, Patty 
Larkin, Geoff Muldaur, Tom 
Rush, John Sebastian, Chris 
Smither, Livingston Taylor, 
and David Wilcox
DVD-GSW-SW21  • 90 minutes 
 $24.95 • Download $19.95

Level All • Music and tab file on DVD to view or print. 
Instructions included.

Eight accomplished singer/songwriters, all gifted guitarists, 

share the secrets of the alternate tunings, harmonies, chord 

structures, picking patterns and other techniques that they 

use to create their powerful arrangements. Each artist 

teaches an original song that can be used either as cre-

ative inspiration or as a way for players to add compelling 

new material to their repertoire.

Great Electric 
Guitar Lessons
Taught by Ray Benson, Ray 
Flacke, Jorma Kaukonen, 
Roy Rogers, Hubert Sumlin, 
Adam Traum, Steve Wariner, 
and Jim Weider
DVD-GEG-EG21  • 80 minutes 
 $24.95 • Download $19.95
Level All • Includes music + tab

This rich compilation covers 

a wide range of instruction for 

the electric guitar, taught by some of the top guitar play-

ers in their respective genres. Derived from Homespun’s 

DVD library, it includes a beginner’s introduction to basic 

blues (Adam Traum); bottleneck slide (Roy Rogers); west-

ern swing (Ray Benson); Chicago blues (Hubert Sumlin); 

country fingerpicking (Steve Wariner); classic rock and 

rockabilly (Jim Weider); modern rock (Jorma Kaukonen); 

and country Telecaster® (Ray Flacke). 

Great Bottleneck 
Blues Lessons
Nine Powerful Excursions 
into Slide Guitar
Taught by Keb’ Mo’, Mike 
Dowling, Hans Theessink, 
Roy Book Binder, Bob 
Brozman, Catfish Keith, 
John Hammond, Rory Block 
and Steve James
DVD-GSG-SG21  • 105 minutes 
 $24.95 • Download $19.95

Level All • Music and tab file on DVD to view or print. 
Instructions included.

Some of today’s greatest proponents of traditional bot-

tleneck/slide guitar playing teach the soulful sounds that 

started in the Mississippi Delta and forever changed the 

world’s musical landscape. Songs: Sitting on Top of the 

World • Rollin’ and Tumblin’ • She Did You a Favor • Bye 

and Bye I’m Going to See the King • Henry • Ramblin’ on 

My Mind • The Cuckoo • Drop Down Mama • Hot Time 

in the Old Town Tonight.

These terrific DVD compilations feature lessons from some of Homespun’s most  celebrated 

musicians. You’ll become familiar with each instructor’s teaching and playing style and expand 

your own technique as you master  several complete tunes. 

G R E A T  C O M P I L A T I O N  L E S S O N S
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Great Banjo Lessons
Bluegrass Style
Taught by Bill Keith, Sonny 
Osborne, Don Wayne 
Reno, Ralph Stanley, Tony 
Trischka, Eddie Adcock and 
Pete Wernick
DVD-GBJ-BJ21   • 75 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level All • Music + Tab file on DVD.

This terrif ic compilation 

features instruction by some of 

Homespun’s most celebrated banjo pickers. The lesson 

segments progress from very basic to advanced, and will give 

players a full range of bluegrass banjo techniques. Songs: 

Soldier’s Joy • John Hardy •   Little Rock Getaway • El Randa 

• Turkey Knob • Little Maggie.

Great Fiddle Lessons
Bluegrass and Old-Time Styles
Taught by Jim Wood, Kenny 
Kosek, Vassar Clements, 
Richard Greene, Brad 
Leftwich, Bruce Molsky, Jay 
Ungar, Stacy Phillips
DVD-GFI-FI21  • 75 minutes 
 $24.95 • Download $19.95
Level All • Music + Tab file on DVD.

The eight lessons on this DVD, 

compiled from Homespun’s in-

comparable library of music instruction, represent fiddle 

tuition at its very best. The lessons start at an easy beginner 

level and progressively get more challenging, providing a 

full range of techniques, styles, musical ideas and repertoire 

tunes to learning players at all levels.

Great Piano Lessons
Blues Gospel and Country 
Styles
Taught by David Bennett
Cohen, Johnnie Johnson,
Ethel Caffie-Austin, Dr. John
Bob Hoban, Tim Alexander
DVD-GPN-PN21  • 80 minutes 

$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level All •  Music file on DVD.

Start rocking and rolling with 

some of the best keyboard stylists in the country. 

This glorious instrument can be played completely solo 

or as part of a band. You don’t even have to know how to 

read music to get started!

Great Mandolin 
Lessons
Learn from  
Nine Master Players
Taught by Butch Baldassari, 
Sam Bush, Mike Marshall, 
Tim O’Brien, Norman 
Blake, Steve James, Jesse 
McReynolds, Ronnie 
McCoury and Chris Thile
DVD-GMN-MN21   • 100 minutes 
$24.95 • Download $19.95

Level All •  Music and Tab file on DVD.

The nine powerful lessons on this DVD represent mandolin 

instruction at its very best. Each segment, taught by a master 

of the instrument, has been chosen to give learning players 

new techniques, tunes and musical insights. The styles taught 

include bluegrass, old-time, Celtic, blues and contemporary. 

Seven Great  
Ukulele Lessons
Learn from  
Nine Master Players
Taught by Steve Einhorn, 
Kate Power, Del Rey, Bob 
Brozman, Jim Beloff Ledward 
Kaapana
DVD-UKE-UK21   • 100 minutes 
$19.95 • Download $19.95
Level All • Music + Tab file on DVD.

This compilation takes a learning 

ukulele player from the easiest beginner’s songs to more 

advanced blues, ragtime, pop standards and authentic Ha-

waiian music. Songs include: Home on the Range • Goin’ 

Up the Country • Shady Grove • Avalon • That Hawaiian 

Home On The Range.

Great Banjo Lessons
Clawhammer Style
Taught by Bob Carlin, Mike 
Seeger, Cathy Fink, David Holt, 
Kirk Sutphin, Ralph Stanley, 
Mark Johnson and Frank Lee
DVD--GCB-CB21  • 90 minutes 
$24.95 • Download $19.95
Level All •  Tab file on DVD.

The lessons start at a beginner 

level, but then progress through 

many of the complexities of the style, including hammer-ons 

pull-offs, double thumbing, melodic licks and other 

techniques. 

Early Roots 
DVD-MAN-ER21• Level 3 • 75 minutes 

$24.95 • Download $19.95 

Do That Guitar Rag
DVD-MAN-GR21• Level 3 • 75 minutes 

$24.95 • Download $19.95

Handful of Riffs
DVD-MAN-HF21 • Level 3 • 60 minutes 
$24.95 • Download $19.95

In our opinion, Woody Mann is among this country’s finest guitarists, expert at traditional blues, contemporary fingerstyle, 

jazz and several other genres. He studied with Rev. Gary Davis and jazz great Lenny Tristano, and has played throughout 

the world. Woody is also an experienced instructor who has taught hundreds of avid guitar students for many years.
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BOOK/CD DOWNLOADS  . . . . . .

Swing Guitar 
Practice Sessions
Rhythm Back-Up
Taught by Mike Dowling
CDL-DOW-PS01 
Download $14.95
Level 3 • 1 CD • Includes tab 

Swing players can now practice 

their improvisation skills on ten 

hot tunes as Mike plays back-up 

on his powerful rhythm guitar. 

He provides both slowed-down and up-to-speed versions, 

helping players develop melodic sense,  and more.

Blues Harmonica 
with John 
Sebastian
CDL-SEB-BH99 • 3 hours  
Download $24.95
Level 1 •Includes PDF 

Harmonica great John Sebastian 

teaches you to play great blues 

harp right from the beginning! 

He explains how to hold the 

instrument and make your first tones, then uses “cowboy 

music” to demonstrate “out” or “straight” harp style.

Blues Harmonica 
with Paul 
Butterfield
CDL-BUT-BH99 • 3 hours  
Download $24.95
Level 4 •Includes PDF 

On this powerful and important 

series of 

lessons 

made a 

few years before his death in 1987, 

one of the great blues harmonica 

players of all time teaches the 

techniques he developed during a 

lifetime of musical experience.

DVD DOWNLOADS  . . . . . .

John McGann’s 
Sound 
Fundamentals
DL-GAN-MN21 • 45 minutes  
Download $17.95
Level All •Includes PDF File of 
Music Transcriptions

Learn the secrets to  improving 

your own touch, tone and tech-

nique from one of the world’s finest 

 mandolinists.

John McGann’s 
Rhythm Mandolin
DL-GAN-MN22 • 67 minutes  
Download $17.95
Level All •Includes PDF File of 
Music Transcriptions

This program will introduce you 

to the broad range of rhythmic 

approaches available to man-

dolin players from the chop of 

bluegrass to the textural leave of 

Celtic music to the joy of swing comping.

Talking 
Drummers
Taught by  
Jack DeJohnette 
and Don Alias
DL-JDA-TD21 • 55 minutes
Download $19.95
Level All 

This rare and extraordinary 

DVD takes you behind the 

scenes and into the recording 

studio with two world-class 

musicians. Performing on congas, djembes, shakers, trap 

set, log drums, ocarina and keyboards, Jack DeJohnette 

and the late Don Alias joyously improvised an album of 

percussion-based works, creating, overdubbing, changing, 

editing---and you are there to see it all go down!

 

BLUES 

HARMONICA 

PACKAGE…

Paul 
Butterfield 

& John 
Sebastian
CDL-HRP-BH
Download $39.95

Expand Your Fingerpicking Repertoire and Technique
Dazzling Guitar Rags, Jazzy Tunes and Classic Blues
Taught by John James
CDL-JAM-RG99 • 6 hours  Download $39.95
Level 4 • Includes Tab/music book 

John James, leads you through the complexities of advanced chord shapes, moving bass lines, the use 

of harmonics, slides and bends, advanced melodic structure, and gives you pointers on how to arrange 

your own fingerpicking pieces.

D O W N L O A D S  O N L Y
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Fingerpicking, 
Flatpicking and 
Slide
Guitar Styles  
of Merle Watson
Taught by Merle Watson
with Doc Watson
CD-WAT-CG99 • Two CDs 
$29.95  • Download $24.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

The late Merle Watson helps 

aspiring players build strong repertoire and learn the se-

crets of arranging fingerpicking, flatpicking and slide tunes 

for good duet or solo playing. His dad, Doc Watson, helped 

him demonstrate and teach their amazing “twin guitar” in-

strumentals. CD One - Country Guitar Fingerpicking Solos 

& Duets; CD Two - Slide Guitar and Flatpicking Solos & 

Duets

Exploring the 
Fingerboard
Taught by Russ Barenberg
CD-BAR-FB99 •  Six CDs 
$59.95  • Download $39.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

This six-hour course teaches 

guitarists to find and play 

any note in any position on 

the neck, build chords and 

improvise melodies. Russ 

Barenberg, one of America’s 

premier acoustic guitarists, provides a road map for fully 

understanding the entire guitar fingerboard. He also cov-

ers music theory (as it pertains to the guitar), ear training, 

improvisation and exercises to strengthen the left hand. 

Highly recommended for all serious guitar students.

Bluegrass Guitar 
Solos That Every 
Parking Lot Picker 
Should Know
Taught by Steve Kaufman
Steve Kaufman’s series of 

favorite bluegrass tunes has 

been a perennial best-seller. 

He teaches the basic melody 

for the beginning guitarists then 

he gets the intermediate play-

ers started on a series of great licks and runs. Finally, ex-

perienced pickers will get the advanced version to enable 

them to spice up the tune so it becomes a real showpiece! 

The unique play-along system allows the student to learn 

from Steve’s guitar part or pick along with the rhythm track 

for a fantastic practice session.

Series One:
CD-KAU-PL99    $69.95  •  Download $49.95
Six CDs • Level All • Includes music + tab

Songs include Arkansas Traveler • Big Sandy River •  

Bill Cheatham • Billy In The Low Ground •  Blackberry 

Blossom • Under The Double Eagle • Flop-Eared Mule • 

Fisher’s Hornpipe • Forked Deer •  Gold Rush • Old Joe 

Clark • more!

Series Two:
CD-KAU-PK99 $69.95  •  Download $49.95
Six CDs • Level All • Includes music + tab

Twenty songs, including: Alabama Jubilee • Black Moun-

tain Rag • Blackberry Rag • Dixie Hoedown • Down Yon-

der • Eighth of January • John Hardy • June Apple • 

Katie Hill • Liberty • more!

Series Three:
CD-KAU-PV99 $69.95  •  Download $49.95
Six CDs • Level All • Includes music + tab

Twenty songs, including: Nine-Pound Hammer • Blue Ridge 

Cabin Home • Dark Hollow • Foggy Mountain Top • How 

Mountain Girls Can Love • More Pretty Girls Than One • Gold 

Watch and Chain • I Am a Pilgrim • In the Pines • more!

Series Four:
CD-KAU-PR99 $69.95  •  Download $49.95
Six CDs • Level All • Includes music + tab

Songs include Angeline the Baker • Back Up and Push • 

Bonaparte’s Retreat • Cuckoo’s Nest •  Fire on the Moun-

tain •  Flowers of Edinburgh •  Leather Britches • Lost 

Indian • Miller’s Reel •  Molly Brown • New Camptown 

Races • Over the Waterfall • more!

Sixteen Fiddle 
Tunes for Guitar
Taught by Russ Barenberg
CDL-BAR-RR02 • One CD 
Download $14.95
Level 3 • Includes tab

Russ Barenberg includes 

playing tips plus slowed-down 

and up-to-speed versions 

for each piece. You’ll be 

amazed at how much your 

technique will improve when 

you start playing: Dominion Reel • Road to California 

• Spootiskerry Reel • Flowers of Edinburgh • Midnight 

on the Water •  Goodbye Liza Jane • Fisher’s Hornpipe 

• Waynesboro •  Opera Reel • Round the Horn and 

other beautiful guitar instrumentals. 

New 
Acoustic 
Guitar
Taught by  
Tony Rice
CD-RIC-NA99 
$59.95  
Download $39.95

Six CDs • Level 4 • 
Includes music + tab

Here’s the whole 

gamut of the fab-

ulous Tony Rice 

guitar style, from 

bluegrass basics 

to his own “new acoustic” compositions. Tony 

teaches and demonstrates licks, runs, tunes, 

advanced rhythm parts and the complex, impro-

visational solos that have made him the premier 

flatpick guitarist in the world. Songs: Red-Haired 

Boy • Little Sadie • Your Love Is like a Flower • 

Blue Railroad Train • Old Train • Ginseng Sullivan 

• Wild Horse • Jerusalem Ridge • Cattle in the 

Cane • Backwater • Mar West • Waltz for Indira 

• Devlin • Swing 51.

CDS / BOOKS
DOWNLOADS

 SET OF ALL FOUR CD SERIES

Bluegrass Guitar Solos That Every 
Parking Lot Picker Should Know
DVD-KAU-PK10 
Package price $239.95  •  Download $179.95 

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!

GUITAR
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Swing Guitar
A Guide to Chords, Rhythm 
and Repertoire
Taught by Marcy Marxer
CD-MAX-SW99 • Three CDs 
$37.50  • Download $24.95 
Level 3 • Includes chord diagrams

It’s now easier than ever to 

learn the chord positions, pro-

gressions, substitutions and 

rhythms for playing western 

swing, jazz classics and back-ups for Texas-style fiddle tunes. 

Marcy Marxer’s course starts at a fairly basic level, but after 

working through the three CDs even a novice will be able to 

play popular favorites such as: Hey Good Looking • Deep 

Water • Miss Molly • Roly Poly • more.

Gospel Guitar
Taught by Happy Traum
CD-HAP-GG01 • One CD 
$19.95  • Download $14.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

Here are ten traditional spirituals, 

hymns and bluegrass/gospel 

songs, arranged to help you ex-

pand your repertoire while devel-

oping knowledge, technique and 

skill on your guitar. Songs: Sowin’ 

On the Mountain • Let Us Break Bread Together • Angel 

Band • Farther Along • All Night Long • Kumbaya • My Lord 

What A Morning • Walking In Jerusalem Just Like John • Just 

A Closer Walk With Thee • One For Paul • One For Silas.

Guitar for the 
Absolute Beginner
Taught By Happy Traum
CDL-HAP-BG99 • Four CDs 
Download $29.95 Level 1 • 
Includes chords + music

Here is a complete course that 

will have anyone playing the 

guitar in minutes! Happy Traum, 

one of the world’s most expe-

rienced guitar teachers, has 

carefully designed this hands-on, step-by-step method for all 

age groups. All the basic chords and important picking and 

strumming techniques are taught, and the student will be 

singing and playing more than a dozen songs right from the 

first lesson! By the end of this course he or she will know over 

70 songs, and be able to play in most keys using a variety of 

picking and strumming techniques.

JAMMING

Slow Jam for  
Old-Time Music
Back-up Practice Tracks
With Cathy Fink,banjo; 
Marcy Marxer, guitar and 
mandolin; Bruce Molsky,
fiddle; Mark Schatz, bass
CD-FMM-SJ01 • One CD 
$19.95  • Download $14.95
Level All • Includes music book

This CD features fourteen jam 

session tunes for learning musicians. Each one is slowed 

down for beginners, and performed up-to-speed for those 

ready to play along at a faster pace. This play-along CD will 

be a big help for players of any old-time instrument – fiddle, 

banjo, mandolin, bass or guitar. Tunes: The Buffalo Girls • 

Sugar in the Gourd • Billy Wilson • Hangman’s Reel • My 

Own House Waltz • Ducks on the Mill Pond • Polly Put the 

Kettle On • Black Eyed Susie • more.

 

All-Star Bluegrass 
Jam Along
For Players at All Levels!
Individual Book/CD set $19.95  
Five-book/CD set 
CD-PKG-JA01  
$85.00  
These lessons feature 21 must-

know bluegrass songs & instru-

mentals, created especially for 

learning players by the genre’s 

leading artists. The CD provides the audio versions of the 

solos, plus multiple rhythm tracks performed at moderate 

tempo for easy play-along. Songs include: Bill Cheatham • 

Blackberry Blossom • Down in the Willow Garden • I Am 

a Pilgrim • I’ll Fly Away • In the Pines • John Hardy • Old 

Joe Clark • Soldier’s Joy • more!

All Star Bluegrass Jam Along 
Mandolin

With Matt Flinner $19.95  
CD-FLI-JA01  • Includes music + tab

All Star Bluegrass Jam Along 
Guitar

With David Grier $19.95   
CD-GRR-JA01 • Includes music + tab

All Star Bluegrass Jam Along 
Banjo

With Tony Trischka $19.95   
CD-TRI-JA01 • Includes tab

All Star Bluegrass Jam Along 
Fiddle

With Darol Anger $19.95   
CD-ANG-JA01 • Includes music notation

All Star Bluegrass Jam Along 
Bass

With Todd Phillips $19.95 
CD-TOD-JA01 • Includes music notation

The Guitar 
of  Richard 
Thompson
CD-THO-GT99

$37.50 
Download $29.95

Three CDs and Book 
Level 4

Learn from a man 

listed by Rolling 

Stone as one of 

the greatest gui-

tarists in pop ular 

music history. Rich-

ard Thompson’s playing encompasses Celtic and 

British traditional music, American country, rock 

‘n’ roll and his own indefinable but widely admired 

style. The first two CDs deal with English, Scottish 

and Irish guitar instru mentals; the third covers 

accom pani ments, intros and solos to ten of Rich-

ard’s classic original songs:  Time to Ring Some 

Changes • The Great Valerio • I Want to See the 

Bright Lights Tonight • more. 
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Old Time  
Music Party

Play-Along Tracks for Jam 
Sessions
With Bruce Molsky, fiddle; 
Cathy Fink, banjo; Marcy 
Marxer, guitar and
mandolin; Joe Fallon, bass
CD-FMM-SJ02 • One CD 
$19.95  • Download $14.95
Level All • Includes music book

Old time fiddle, banjo, mandolin, bass and guitar players 

will hone their skills and increase their repertoire. The 

skilled multi-instrumentalists on the CD play these 13 instru-

mentals up to speed for experienced pickers, and at half 

speed for the sake of beginners/intermediates who want 

to play along at a more relaxed tempo. Both standards 

and less well-known tunes are included: Susananna Gal 

• Tennessee Gals • Martha Campbell • Sunny Home in 

Dixie • Flatwoods • Paddy on the Hand Car • Wild Horse 

at Stoney Point • more.

Happy Traum’s 
Complete 
Fingerpicking 
Guitar Method
Getting Started in Blues, 
Country and Ragtime
CD-HAP-FP99 • Six CDs 
$59.95  • Download $39.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

These six CDs will teach you 

how to pick out syncopated 

melodies while maintaining a steady rhythmic bass pattern 

in the styles of Merle Travis, Elizabeth Cotten, John Hurt 

and others. Even students who have never done this kind 

of picking before will be improvising fingerpicking solos by 

the end of this series!

Happy Traum’s 
Flatpicking Guitar 
Method
Getting Started in Bluegrass 
and Country Styles
CD-HAP-FL99 • Three CDs 
$37.95  • Download $24.95
Level 2 • Includes music + tab

This user-friendly beginner’s 

series takes the novice player 

from the simplest basic chords 

and rhythm accompaniments to bluegrass licks, runs, fid-

dle tunes and breakdowns. Learn to play more than 20 

bluegrass and country songs: John Hardy • Worried Man 

Blues • Will The Circle Be Unbroken • Wildwood Flower 

• Wabash Cannonball • Columbus Stockade • Cripple 

Creek • Billy In The Low Ground • Ragtime Annie • more.

MANDOLIN

David Grisman 
Teaches Mandolin
Style, Technique and 
Musicianship “Dawg 
Mandolin”
CD-GRI-MN99 • Six CDs 
$59.95  • Download $39.95 
Level 3 • Includes music + tab

David Grisman helps mandolin-

ists develop their playing in new 

and exciting directions! He cov-

ers all aspects and facets of “Dawg Music” - his own innova-

tive fusion of musical forms that has inspired a whole new 

genre of acoustic music. Grisman teaches amazing tunes, 

powerful techniques and important pointers on all aspects 

of the mandolin, including detailed instruction on soloing, 

modal chord changes, position shifts, harmonic arpeggios 

and scales, transposing and much more. Includes detailed 

breakdowns of twenty of David’s most popular instrumentals. 

Each CD in this series is an invaluable resource for any level 

of student, from beginners to the most advanced players.

Thirty Fiddle Tunes 
for the Mandolin
Taught by  
Butch Baldassari
CD-BAL-MN01 • Two CDs 
$29.95  • Download $19.95 
Level 2-3 • Includes music + tab

These 30 classic fiddle tunes 

will add depth to any player’s 

repertoire and technical profi-

ciency. Butch plays each piece 

both slowly and up-to-speed, and provides rhythm tracks 

(with mandolin and guitar) that allow for instant practice 

sessions, anytime. Songs: St. Anne’s Reel • Fisher’s Horn-

pipe • Whiskey Before Breakfast • Little Rabbit • Chero-

kee Shuffle • Fire on the Mountain • more.

Jazz Mandolin
Taught by Andy Statman
CD-STA-JM99 • Six CDs 
$59.95  • Download $34.95
Level 4 • Includes music + tab

Advanced blues playing, chord 

substitutions, scales and modes, 

and other techniques for jazz 

improvisation. Legendary player 

Andy Statman covers the styles 

of Bill Monroe, Jethro Burns, 

Tiny Moore, David Grisman and many others.

A Beginner’s 
Guide to 
Chord 
Positions
Simple, Creative 
Ways to  
Move Up the Neck
Taught by  
Happy Traum

CD-HAP-MC12 
$24.95  
Download $16.95

Two CDs • Level 3  
Includes music + tab

This two-CD course was made specifically for 

those guitar students who have never ventured 

into the unknown territory above the third fret. Al-

though it may seem mysterious at first, it’s actually 

easy to find your way into the upper reaches of 

the fingerboard. The knowledge you’ll gain will give 

you a deeper understanding of the guitar and will 

enhance your ability to create beautiful arrange-

ments for your favorite songs.

GUITAR • JAMMING • MANDOLIN
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Appalachian 
Mandolin
With Butch Baldassari and 
David Schnaufer
CDL-BAL-AP01  • One CD 
Download $14.95
Level All • Includes mandolin 
music + tab
This book of music and man-

dolin tablature features 14 

traditional Appalachian songs 

and dances as played by Butch Baldassari and David 

Schnaufer. Accompanying the book is a beautifully played 

performance CD of each tune by Butch and the late dulci-

mer master, David Schnaufer. Songs: Ground Hog • June 

Apple • Muddy Roads • Tater Patch • Sandy River Belle • 

Black Mountain Rag • Wayfaring Stranger • more.

Mandolin Hymns
With Butch Baldassari
CD-BAL-HY01  • One CD 
$19.95  • Download $14.95
Level All • Includes music + tab
Here’s the mandolin music and 

tab for 15 stirring and uplifting 

traditional hymns. The CD fea-

tures gorgeous performances 

by Butch Baldassari, along with 

other luminaries of the Nashville 

bluegrass scene. Songs: Morning Has Broken • Wayfaring 

Stranger • Simple Gifts • Redeemed • Down to the River 

to Pray • Leaning on the Everlasting Arms • What a Friend 

We Have in Jesus • Amazing Grace • more.

MUSICIANSHIP

Ear Training for 
Instrumentalists
Taught by Matt Glaser
CDL-GLA-ET99  • Six CDs 
Download $39.95
Level All  
Includes written material
This unique program is an 

invaluable tool for any mu-

sician who wants to sing or 

play anything he or she hears. 

Through a progressive series of interactive exercises, Matt 

Glaser teaches how to recognize pitches and intervals, 

repeat complex rhythms and play back musical phrases 

and complete solos – after only one hearing! Beginners 

and professionals alike, regardless of instrument or style 

of music, will develop invaluable skills and expand their 

musical consciousness.

PIANO

Blues/Rock Piano
Taught by David Cohen
CDL-COH-BR99  • SIX CDs 
Download $39.95   
Level 2 • includes music
If you play a little piano and are 

ready to get into blues, barrel-

house, boogie-woogie or rock 

playing, then these lessons are 

for you! This complete six-hour 

course takes you from the most 

basic level into the heart of real blues and rock playing.

PRACTICE TRACKS

Steve Kaufman’s 
Four-Hour 
Bluegrass 
Workouts
For All Instrumentalists 

Series One
CD-KAU-BW99  • Four CDs 
$44.95  • Download $37.50 
Level All • Includes chords + 
music • Includes tab for guitar 
& mandolin

What a great way to improve your picking, build up speed 

and stamina, and get those licks and solos working so you 

can really jam!

On these four CDs, Steve plays 49 classic bluegrass 

tunes slowly and then up-to-speed. With the stereo bal-

ance  control, you can turn off the lead and play along 

with the rhythm track to get your soloing together. The 

solos lead part is on the other channel, so you can practice 

your back-up parts and learn the tune. Songs include: Ala-

bama Jubilee • Arkansas Traveler • Big Sandy River • Bill 

Cheatham •  Billy In The Low Ground • Black Mountain 

Rag • Blackberry Blossom • Blackberry Rag • Cherokee 

Shuffle • Cricket On The Hearth • Cripple Creek • Cuck-

oo’s Nest • Dixie Hoedown • Down Yonder • The Eighth 

Of January • Devil’s Dream • Drowsy Maggie • Fire On 

The Mountain • Fisher’s Hornpipe • more.

Series Two:
CD-KAU-BG99 $44.95  • Download $37.50   
Four CDs • Level All • Includes chords + music • 
Includes tab for guitar & mandolin 
This follow-up features jammer-friendly backup tracks to 

fifty traditional bluegrass and old-time favorites, played in 

slowed-down and up-to-speed versions. Learning players 

get a band to help them get their chops together on: Songs: 

Angeline the Baker • Back Up and Push • Big Scioty • 

Bonaparte’s Retreat • Bull Durham • Cattle in the Cane 

• Cherokee Shuffle • Chinese Breakdown • Cold Frosty 

Morn • Crazy Creek • Denver Belle • Dusty Miller Horn-

pipe • Farewell Blues • Fiddler’s Dram, Give the Fiddler a 

Dram • more.

Butch 
Baldassari’s 
Mandolin 
Tunes for 
Practice and 
Repertoire
Taught by  
Butch Baldassari

CD-BAL-MN02 
$29.95   
Download $19.95

Two CDs • Level 3  
Includes music + tab

One of Nashville’s 

finest players has put together a sampling of 25 of 

his favorite tunes for mandolin. These terrific pieces 

will help build a rich repertoire of dance tunes, Celtic 

melodies, waltzes, airs and even a blues tune. They 

have been specifically designed to develop tech-

nique and skill level on the instrument, as well as to 

provide a strong set list of songs. Includes: Big John 

McNeill • Big Sciota • Black Mountain Aire • Cheep 

Mountain • Childgrove • Denver Belle • Evening 

Prayer Blues • Forked Deer • Kelsterne Gardens • 

Kitchen Girl • Last Night’s Fun • more.
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VOCAL

Learn to Yodel
Taught by Cathy Fink and 
Tod Whittemore
CD-YOD-YD12  • Two CDs 
$24.95  • Download $19.95 
 Level 1 • Includes music
This perennial favorite was used 

by Bette Midler, who learned to 

yodel for a movie role, as well 

as by countless others who love 

the powerful singing styles of the 

great country and western stars. These CDs are great for 

practicing at home, in the car, or on top of a tall mountain.

Singing! Basic 
Vocal Technique
Taught by Penny Nichols
CD-PEN-VC99  • Six CDs 
$49.95  • Download $34.95 
Level 1  
Includes lyrics + diagrams
This course will benefit anyone 

who likes to sing, whether it’s 

rock and roll, bluegrass, folk, 

pop or show tunes. These 

lessons are guaranteed to in-

crease vocal range, tone, power and stamina. In a warm, 

friendly style, Penny Nichols demonstrates essential relax-

ation and warm-up exercises, and helps singers develop 

breath control, vibrato, articulation, volume and projection. 

This 6-hour course is designed to improve your ear as well 

as your voice, and to “transform your body” so that singing 

becomes natural and easy. And it really works!

BANJO

Bluegrass Banjo
Taught by  
Bill Keith
CDL-KEI-BB99  • Four CDs 
Download $29.95 
 Level 2• Includes tab

Bill Keith’s concise and easy- 

to-follow method combines 

traditional bluegrass style with 

the exciting melodic picking 

that has won him accolades from banjo players throughout 

the world. Here are just some of the great tunes you’ll be 

playing:  Cripple Creek • B’ile Them Cabbage Down • 

Devil’s Dream • Dill Pickle Rag • Turkey In The Straw • 

Reuben’s Train • Salty Dog Blues  • more..

Clawhammer Banjo
Taught By Ken Perlman
CDL-PER-CL99  • Six CDs 
Download $39.95 Level 2 • 
Includes tab
This complete course by one of 

America’s best-known players 

and teachers takes you from the 

most basic banjo skills through 

complex melodic clawhammer 

style. Ken Perlman breaks down 

more than 40 great tunes, in-

cluding old-time banjo songs, fiddle tunes and Irish and 

New England dances to provide you with a rich repertoire 

and months of exciting study.

ALL INSTRUMENTS

121 Favorite Irish 
Session Tunes
Hold Your Own with Other 
Players
Demonstrated by  
L.E. McCullough 
Includes Accompaniment 
Tracks For Playing Along 
On Any Instrument
CD-LEM-IS • Four CDs Includes 
50-page music + chord book  
Level 3 

$44.95  • Download $29.95 
This collection of reels, jigs, hornpipes and set dances are 

the favorite tunes played in pubs and at parties by Irish 

players around the world. Each tune is masterfully demon-

strated on tinwhistle by L.E. McCullough, played slowly and 

then up-to-speed to make each one easier to learn. Added 

guitar and keyboard back-up tracks make for a great prac-

tice session. Excellent for players of any melodic instrument 

– fiddle, accordion, flute, tinwhistle, banjo, bouzouki, guitar 

– who want to hold their own in any Irish music gathering.

Learn 
to Sing 
Harmony
Taught by Cathy 
Fink, Marcy 
Marxer, Robin and 
Linda Williams
CD-FWM-HR99 
$37.50 
Download $29.95

Three CDs  

Level 1  
Includes songbook

Complete begin-

ners will learn the 

theory behind harmony singing and get the ear 

training they need, while those with some knowl-

edge will hone their skills and build repertoire. The 

vocal parts are recorded on separate channels for 

singing along with Cathy, Marcy, Robin and Linda. 

Songs: Stay All Night • Down by the Riverside • 

Bury Me Beneath the Willow • Broken-Hearted 

Lover • Red River Valley • Trouble in Mind • Care-

less Love • Leavin’ Train • Down in the Valley • 

Turtle Dove • Little Darlin’ Pal of Mine • Keep on 

the Sunny Side • Blues Stay Away from Me • Gold 

Watch and Chain • Amazing Grace • Goodnight, 

Irene • more.

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!

DOWNLOAD  
ONLY!

 VOCAL • BANJO • ALL INSTRUMENTS
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BLUEGRASS JAM SERIES WITH PETE WERNICK

Jamming with other pickers is great fun, builds confidence and helps hone your playing and singing 

skills. Pete Wernick, along with an all-star band, has created three user-friendly jam session DVDs—

one for total beginners, one for novices with basic skills and one for intermediate players. Whether 

you play guitar, banjo, mandolin, fiddle, Dobro or bass, you’ll soon be playing along with all the great 

songs and instrumentals on these DVDs. Here’s an opportunity to participate in this wonderful activity 

and get ready for the “real thing.” So grab your instrument, put the DVD in the player, and pick along!

ALL THREE JAMMING DVDS • DVD-WER-JM10 • $75.00 • DOWNLOAD $65.00

ALL THREE JAMMING DVDs PLUS BLUEGRASS BANJO BACKUP DVD 
DVD-WER-JB10 •$95.00 • DOWNLOAD $85.00 

with Nick Forster, guitar; Michael Kang, fiddle; Nancy Steinberger, fiddle;
Ben Kaufman, bass; Sally Van Meter, dobro; Drew Emmitt,mandolin;
Eric Walser, mandolin; Pete Wernick, banjo; Joan Wernick, guitar and vocals

Bluegrass Slow Jam 
for the Total Beginner
A Super-Easy, No-Fail Play-Along 
Session
DVD-WER-SJ21  
Level 2 • 120 minutes 
Includes lyrics + chords on DVD to 
view or print. Instructions included 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Songs: Bile Them Cabbage Down 

• My Home’s Across the Blue Ridge 

Mountains • John Henry • Pretty 

Fair Maid • Little Birdie • Shady 

Grove, Darling Corey • Roll in my 

Sweet Baby’s Arms • Saints Go 

Marching In • Coming Round the 

Mountain (Medley) • You Are My 

Sunshine • I’ll Fly Away • Nine Pound 

Hammer • This Land is Your Land 

• Amazing Grace • Wabash 

Cannonball • Will the Circle be 

Unbroken.

Bluegrass Jamming
A Guide for Newcomers and 
Closet pickers
DVD-WER-JM21 
Level 2 • 105 minutes 
Includes lyrics + chords on DVD to 
view or print. Instructions included 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Songs: Old Home Place • Blue 

Ridge Cabin Home • In the Pines, 

Footprints in the Snow • Salt Creek 

• How Mountain Girls Can Love  

• Soldier’s Joy • New River Train 

• Sitting on Top of the World • Long 

Journey Home • Worried Man Blues 

• Hot Corn Cold Corn • Handsome 

Molly • Take Me Back to Tulsa 

• Don’t This Road Look Rough and 

Rocky •  Blue Moon of Kentucky.

Intermediate 
Bluegrass Jam Session
Taking it to the Next Level
DVD-WER-JM22 
Level All • 115 minutes 
Includes lyrics + chords on DVD to 
view or print. Instructions included 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Songs: Angeline the Baker 

• Lonesome Road Blues • Bury 

Me Beneath the Willow • Man of 

Constant Sorrow • Rabbit In a Log  

• Sweet Sunny South • Crying Holy 

• Uncle Pen • Molly and Tenbrooks 

• Gold Watch and Chain • Roll On 

Buddy • Columbus Stockade Blues 

• Dark Hollow • If I Lose • I Am 

a Pilgrim • Wreck of the Old 97 • 

Roving Gambler • Just Like You 

• Paradise • Ramblin’ Boy • A 

Beautiful Life • Bill Cheatham.

Bluegrass Banjo Backup
Basic Level

Taught by Pete Wernick
DVD-WER-BU21 • Level 2 • 105 minutes 
Includes tab on DVD to view or print. Instructions included 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Here’s the ultimate beginners’ “how-to” course for playing 

back-up in a band, from the simplest basic strum to the chord 

vamping, rolls, up-the-neck positions and fill-in licks that banjo 

players use to spark the bluegrass sound. Extra! Includes 

actual jamming footage to illustrate Pete’s expert instruction.

JAMMING
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Folk Rhythms
Learn To Play Spoons, 
Bones, Washboard, 
Hambone, and the  
Paper Bag
Taught by David Holt 
with special guest  
Happy Traum (guitar)
DVD-HOL-RH21 
$19.95 • Download $17.95
Level 1 • 50 minutes 
Anyone can learn to play 

spoons, bones, washboard, hambone – even the paper 

bag! No music lessons, note reading, or expensive instru-

ments are necessary!

Learn to Play Irish 
Tinwhistle
Taught by L.E. McCullough
DVD-LEM-TW21 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 • 60 minutes   
Includes music
Once mastered, this simple, 

inexpensive instrument can 

be played by a soloist or as an 

important element in a multi-in-

strument Irish music session. 

Expert player and instructor L.E. McCullough teaches 

all the basic techniques, along with several tunes to get 

learning players off to a great start. No prior experience 

necessary.

Learn to Play 
Klezmer Music
Improvising in the Tradition 
(For All Instruments)
Taught by Andy Statman
DVD-STA-KL21 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level ALL • 80 minutes 
Includes music
Learn to play the joyous tradi-

tional music of Eastern Euro-

pean Jews! This DVD lesson 

is rich in knowledge, history, lore and invaluable musical 

information for all instrumentalists who want to get into this 

compelling style.

Learn to Play Irish 
Bouzouki
Taught by Zan McLeod
DVD-ZMC-BZ21 • 90 minutes 
$29.95 • Download $24.95
Level 1 • Includes music + tab
Zan McLeod, one of the Celtic 

music world’s most talented 

bouzouki players, accom-

panists and arrangers, has 

created a fantastic lesson for 

beginners and experienced 

players alike. Zan teaches tun-

ings, basic scales and chords, as well as pick technique and 

rhythmic innovations (cross picking, strumming patterns, ac-

cents and syncopations). He then explores the bouzouki 

through the study of traditional reels, jigs and slip jigs. 

Songs include: Lady Anne Montgomery • The Galway Ram-

bler • Kesh Jig • Barney Bralligan’s • and The Butterfly.

About The Starting Levels 
Of Our Lessons
Our “levels” are a way to give you a better idea 

as to which tapes will be best for you, and 

hopefully will eliminate misconceptions as to 

the ease or difficulty of a given lesson. Please 

be aware, though, that there may be different 

perceptions as to what is “easy,” “challenging,” 

“intermediate,” etc. depending on your individ-

ual attributes, so these definitions should be 

taken with some flexibility. (You may consider 

yourself a pretty hot player compared to the 

kid down the street, but what about next to Dr. 

John or Tony Rice?) In addition, some parts of 

a lesson may be at one level, while other parts 

may be at another. These notes are simply to 

try to guide you and help you choose the les-

son that’s right for you.

Levels:
1.  Novice: No prior experience on your 

instrument is necessary. The instructor 

starts with the assumption that this is your 

very first  lesson.

2.  Near-Beginner: Instructor assumes that 

you have not been playing very long, but 

know the basics. The material is still at 

a very easy level, but certain elementary 

things are not explained.

3.  Early Intermediate: You have been play-

ing a while and can play some songs 

and/or instrumentals without too much 

difficulty. Now you want to move into spe-

cific styles, develop your repertoire and 

increase your technique. The instructor 

still covers the material in detail, but there 

are more challenges.

4. Intermediate: You have good technique 

and a working knowledge of your instru-

ment, but want to break out of patterns 

and get “unstuck” in order to move on 

to more advanced material. Tapes at this 

level should push you into new areas, 

 develop confidence and a deeper mu-

sical understanding so you can start to 

 improvise.

5.  Advanced Intermediate: The instructor 

does not provide as much detail, and 

works on material that will bring you to 

an advanced or professional level. As in 

all our lessons, important musical con-

cepts are covered, and more stimulating 

and demanding material is provided for 

anyone looking for a real  challenge.

All. No specific level can be attributed to 

this lesson, so it is suitable for anyone 

who wants to give it a try.

W O R L D
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OUR GUARANTEE
All Homespun CD and DVD lessons 
are unconditionally guaranteed 
against technical defects. If you ever 
have a problem, regardless of when 
you bought it, return it to us and 
we’ll gladly replace it with another 
copy of the same lesson.

ORDERED BY: 

Name: _________________________________________________________

Billing address: ____________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

State_______ Zip___________

	 Check here if change of address

Daytime phone number: (_____) _______________________________________

Cell/Evening Phone#: (_____) _________________________________________

E-Mail: _________________________________________________________

Ship to address: (only if different from “Ordered by”)

Name: _________________________________________________________

Billing address: ____________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

State_______ Zip____________

	Please enclose gift card to read 

METHOD OF PAYMENT

I am enclosing a check for $_____________

M  MC (16 digits) 

V  Visa (16 digits) 

W  Discover (16 digits)

  American Express (15 digits)

CC#  ________________________________________________  
make sure your complete CC# is entered

Exp. Date _______________ Security code _____________________

Signature _____________________________________________

 CATALOG #  DESCRIPTION  AMOUNT

Merchandise subtotal

Postage & handling (see below)

(USA Only) 	Two-day service, add $20.  

(USA Only) 	Overnight service add $35

Subtotal with postage & handling

NY State residents add 8¼% sales tax

Total page Amount

POSTAGE and HANDLING RATES USA
Merchandise     
Subtotal Postal 1st Class Postal Priority UPS Ground

Up to $30.00  ____________ $ 3.00  ____________ $ 5.25  ____________ $10.95

$30.01-$50.00  ____________ $ 4.00  ____________ $ 6.95  ____________ $11.95

$50.01-$100.00 Must Choose Priority         ____________ $ 7.95  ____________ $12.55

$100.01-$150.00 Must Choose Priority         ____________ $ 9.95  ____________ $14.95

$150.00 & over Must Choose Priority         ____________$11.95  ____________ $15.95

CANADA & OVERSEAS 
Merchandise Canada  Outside US and Canada   
Subtotal Airmail Airmail 

Up to $30.00  __________ $15.00  ___________ $ 15.00 

$30.01-$50.00  __________ $15.00  ___________ $ 20.00 

$50.01-$100.00  __________ $15.00  ___________ $ 20.00 

$100.01-$150.00  __________ $25.00  ___________ $ 25.00 

$150.00 & over  __________ $35.00  ___________ $ 40.00 

Box 340 • Woodstock, NY 12498

Orders: 1-800-338-2737 •  845-246-2550 

www.homespun.com • info@homespun.com
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